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Abstract

Designing Automated Assistants for Visual Data Exploration

by

Jung-Lin Lee

Doctor of Philosophy in Information Management and Systems

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Aditya G. Parameswaran, Chair

Visual data exploration enables analysts to identify trends and patterns, generate and ver-
ify hypotheses, and detect outliers and anomalies. However, the overwhelming number of
decisions required in visual data exploration presents a barrier to discovering useful, action-
able insights from data. To address this challenge, in this dissertation, we investigate how
automated assistance via tooling aids visual data exploration.

We introduce four systems to survey the design space of visual exploration assistants
across different analytical tasks and interface modalities. We first describe VisPilot and
Zenvisage++, two novel visual exploration assistants that accelerate the data exploration
process for individual visual analysis tasks: drill-down analysis and pattern search. Next,
we examine visual exploration assistants aimed at supporting multiple types of visual anal-
ysis tasks. We introduce Frontier, a general-purpose visual exploration assistant within a
GUI-based charting tool that recommends potential next steps in a mixed-initiative visual
analysis workflow. We further develop Lux, a general-purpose visual exploration assistant
situated within a computational notebook that provides proactive, always-on recommenda-
tions within an exploratory programming workflow. Findings from this dissertation con-
tribute towards designing an intelligent visual exploration assistant that suggests helpful
tailored feedback based on user’s analytical needs and seamlessly guides users towards data-
driven insights.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In our growing informational economy, data is at the center of decision-making across or-
ganizations, from retail, construction, and entertainment, to manufacturing, science, and
healthcare [166, 206, 73]. To discover valuable insights from data to inform decisions, ana-
lysts perform exploratory data analysis (EDA) [214] to browse and inspect data, visualize
trends and patterns, as well as transform, manipulate, clean, and prepare datasets for anal-
ysis. EDA occupies a large fraction of the workflows of typical data scientists; a 2019 survey
cites that over 75% of respondents reported understanding and analyzing data as the most
common activity in their job [206]. Visual data exploration involves the use of visualizations
for identifying trends and patterns, generating and verifying hypotheses, and detecting out-
liers and anomalies during the process of exploratory analyses [104, 105, 54]. Studies have
shown that visual data exploration is not only useful in its own right, but also serves to in-
form other parts of typical data science workflows, including cleaning, extraction, debugging,
and modeling [15, 100, 238].

Despite its promise, the current process of visual data exploration is rife with challenges.
To perform visual data exploration, analysts often employ GUI-based visualization tools
such as Tableau [209] or visualization libraries such as matplotlib [89] to generate individual
visualizations one at a time. However, analysts are often overwhelmed by the large number
of analysis decisions they have to make to find relevant insights. For instance, to generate a
single visualization, analysts need to select the subset of data to operate on, as well as one or
more attributes to visualize. Moreover, with the programming-based tools, there is a need
to write a lot of code to even get to a single visualization. The problem is exacerbated by
the fact that analysts often do not have a clear notion of what visualization could potentially
lead to valuable insights, leading to substantial time and effort wasted on unfruitful analyses,
or worse, a lack of motivation to experiment with new hypotheses. These challenges present
a barrier to insight discovery. As a result, visual data exploration remains out of the reach
of most end-users without substantial programming or data expertise.

Given the adverse impact on productivity and high barrier-of-entry for the growing data
science workforce, there is a pressing need for systems that guide analysts during the process
of visual data exploration. We call such systems visual exploration assistants (also commonly



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

known as visualization recommendation systems), providing automated guidance during vi-
sual data exploration. Automation offers one potential approach to bridge this gap between
the largely manual, existing practices and effortless insights. This dissertation investigates
how automation can be incorporated via intelligent, highly-usable, and accessible assistants
to help analysts in exploratory analysis workflows. As we will see in this dissertation, there is
a range of research challenges in designing such visual exploration assistants. For instance,
how do we determine which visualizations may be interesting to recommend to analysts?
How can analysts make use of their domain knowledge to steer the assistant towards what
they deem relevant? How does such an assistant fit into the analyst’s existing workflow and
practices?

Our vision for visual exploration assistants is to accelerate exploratory analyses similar
to how search engines have democratized the ability for laypeople to access the web by
accelerating and simplifying information search and retrieval. Similar to how search engines
bridge the gap between a given user’s search intent and desired tasks or webpages, visual
exploration assistants effectively guide analysts towards their high-level analysis goals by
automatically surfacing useful and relevant insights.

1.1 Overview of Dissertation

This dissertation contributes to the design of visual exploration assistants for exploratory
data analysis. Our thesis is:

Analysts can perform visual data exploration more effectively with automated as-
sistance throughout an exploratory analysis workflow.

The dissertation covers a set of visual exploration assistants that we have developed
across different interface modalities and analysis tasks supported. Here, we provide a brief
overview of each of the chapters in this dissertation.

Background (Chapter 2):
We begin by surveying the existing work and background related to visual exploration

assistants. This chapter presents an overview of the existing practices and challenges around
visual data exploration. Then, we survey research on emerging visual exploration assistants.
Throughout the chapter, we introduce key terminology used across the dissertation. A more
detailed roadmap of the dissertation can be found in Section 2.3 in Chapter 2.

In the first part of this thesis, we contribute two novel systems aimed at helping users acceler-
ate visual data exploration for a single visual analytical task, namely drill-down exploration
and visual querying, described below.

Assistance during Drill-down Exploration with VisPilot (Chapter 3):
The task of navigating through a large, multidimensional dataset is a common challenge

in exploratory analysis. Not only is manual drill-down and roll-up on data subsets tedious
and inefficient for the analyst, the massive space of data subsets, lack of interesting patterns
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in most data subsets, as well as fallacies and pitfalls stemming from spurious correlations and
statistical paradoxes, all call for a systematic and effective way for analysts to make sense
of and navigate through the large space of possible visualizations. This chapter presents
VisPilot, an interactive visualization recommendation system that automatically identifies
a dashboard of connected visualizations that summarizes the interesting and informative
trends in the dataset. VisPilot intelligently explores the lattice of equivalent visualizations
across data subsets, and recommends visualizations based on an intuitive user-expectation
model.

Assistance during Visual Querying with Zenvisage++ (Chapter 4):
Next, we investigate a class of systems known as visual query systems (VQSs) that em-

power users to interactively search for line charts with desired visual patterns. We discovered
that despite decades of past work on VQSs, these research efforts have not translated to adop-
tion in practice. To address this gap in adoption, we collaborated with experts from three
diverse scientific domains via a year-long user-centered design process to develop a VQS that
supports their workflow and analytical needs, and evaluate how these improved VQSs can
be used in practice. This chapter summarizes our design study findings and presents design
guidelines for improving the usability and adoption of next-generation VQSs.

In the second part of this thesis, we explore how visual exploration assistants provide proac-
tive visualization guidance for general-purpose analytic tasks across different modalities,
from GUI-based charting tools to exploratory programming workflows.

Assistance in GUI-based Charting Tools with Frontier (Chapter 5):
Existing GUI-based charting tools such as Tableau [209] often provide recommendations

by suggesting potentially interesting next steps during exploratory data analysis. These rec-
ommendations are typically organized into categories based on their analytical actions, i.e.,
operations employed to transition from the current exploration state to a recommended vi-
sualization. Existing systems often implement a small number of bespoke categories without
a deep understanding of the utility of such categories in analytical workflows. This chapter
explores the efficacy of recommendation categories by formalizing a taxonomy of common
categories via a system, Frontier, that implements these categories. We evaluate workflow
strategies adopted by users and how categories influence those strategies.

Assistance in Computational Notebooks with Lux (Chapter 6):
In recent years, visual data exploration largely happens in computational notebooks

using a dataframe API, such as pandas, which provides a flexible means to transform, clean,
and analyze data. Yet, visually exploring data in dataframes remains tedious, requiring
substantial programming effort for visualization and mental effort to determine what analysis
to perform next. This chapter presents Lux, an always-on framework for accelerating visual
insight discovery in dataframe workflows. When users print a dataframe in their notebooks,
Lux recommends visualizations to provide a quick overview of the patterns and trends and
suggests promising analysis directions. The chapter presents careful system design decisions
aimed at supporting seamless exploration, including a high-level language for specifying user
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intent, and series of system optimizations to ensure interactive feedback. Finally, we present
a set of performance and usability experiments demonstrating how Lux encourages rapid
visual experimentation with data.

Lux’s viral adoption and success can be attributed to the lessons learned from the ear-
lier chapters in building and deploying visual exploration assistants. Beyond the research
contributions, Lux has demonstrated significant real-world adoption in the data science com-
munity: Lux has already been embraced by practitioners, with over 2.6k stars on Github
and 25k total downloads on PyPI as of August 2021. Multiple industry users have created
tweets, blog posts, or YouTube videos extolling the virtues of Lux [57, 48, 163, 232, 135,
136]. Our vibrant community of data science users has been eager to share their success-
ful use cases of Lux and its impact, spanning various industries from pharmaceutical to
education to finance.

Conclusion (Chapter 7): Finally, we conclude by outlining the key takeaways and findings
from our work, and describe future research directions in this space.

1.2 Research Methodology

The dissertation draws from an interdisciplinary body of work and techniques from human-
computer interaction (HCI), data management, and visualization research. In each chapter,
we investigate usability or adoption challenges in visual exploration assistants and identify
key questions to bridge these missing gaps in the existing research landscape.

In Chapter 3, we address the problem of understanding data subsets via drill-down ex-
ploration. We designed VisPilot as a system prototype [254] to demonstrate the value of
a visual exploration assistants that guides analysts through drill-down exploration. A lab
experiment was designed to evaluate and quantify the hypothesized effect.

In Chapter 4, we observed that visual query systems for line chart exploration lacked
practical adoption among practitioners. As a result, we performed a user-centric, longitu-
dinal study to engage participants in need-finding, collaborative prototyping, and grounded
evaluation [24, 83, 94, 198]. This unique approach enabled us to compare and contrast
the differences and similarities across real-world use cases and domains and study how such
tools are used in their situated environment, revealing generalizable challenges around tool
adoption.

In Chapter 5, we investigated the effects of different types of recommendation categories
in a visual exploration assistant, categorized under our taxonomy of analytical actions. We
develop Frontier as a design probe [82] to explore how analysts leveraged recommendation
categories in their analysis workflows. Frontier implements ten most-common recommen-
dation categories based on our synthesis of existing systems, enabling us to systematically
explore and compare the efficacy of these categories.

In Chapter 6, we design a visual exploration assistant that supports analysts within
their dataframe workflow. We applied iterative design principles to create Lux as a high-
fidelity system that was released in the open-source community. We evaluated the system
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usage and effectiveness through a controlled first-use study [74] and post-deployment field
trials [29] with early adopters. In addition, we performed system performance experiements
to quantitatively evaluate the scalability of Lux.

Our choice of research methodology for each chapter is tightly coupled with the research
questions that we aimed to address. We advocate that careful selection of research methods
is crucial for understanding how visual exploration assistants can be put into practice.

1.3 Prior Publication and Authorship

Chapter 3 was published in the ACM Conference on Intelligent User Interfaces (IUI) in
2019 [122]. This work was done in collaboration with Huizi Hu and Himel Dev, who helped
with the development of the Frontier system. The project was advised by Hazem Elmele-
egy and Aditya Parameswaran.

Chapter 4 was published in the IEEE Conference on Visual Analytics Science and Tech-
nology (VAST) in 2019 [127]. The paper builds off of the Zenvisage system developed by
John Lee and Tarique Siddiqui. In our year-long design study, many students from the Uni-
versity of Illinois contributed to the development of Zenvisage++, including Jintao Jiang,
Jaewoo Kim, Chaoran Wang, Renxuan Wang, Edward Xue, Xu Yang, and Zhiwei Zhang.
Our scientific collaborators have generously provided their valuable time and feedback that
guided this work. The project was advised by Karrie Karahalios and Aditya Parameswaran.

Chapter 5 was published in the IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer
Graphics (TVCG) in 2021 [124]. This work started as an internship project at Tableau
Research, but has evolved substantially through the guidance and feedback from Vidya
Setlur, Melanie Tory, Karrie Karahalios and Aditya Parameswaran.

Chapter 6 represents a paper currently under submission. The project was advised by
Marti Hearst and Aditya Parameswaran. Dixin Tang helped brainstormed the design of the
performance experiments and made substantial contributions to the paper writing. Lux
would not be possible without the dedicated team of students who contributed to the open-
source development of the system, including Kunal Agarwal, Thyne Boonmark, Caitlyn
Chen, Jake Kang, Jaewoo Kim, Ujjaini Mukhopadhyay, Jerry Song, Micah Yong, and Jared
Zhao. A full list of contributors can be found here: https://github.com/lux-org/lux/

graphs/contributors.
All co-authors of these articles have consented for the aforementioned work to be repro-

duced in this dissertation.

https://github.com/lux-org/lux/graphs/contributors
https://github.com/lux-org/lux/graphs/contributors
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter begins with an overview of the present-day practices around visual data ex-
ploration. Then, we outline the existing landscape of visual exploration assistants. Finally,
we present a vision for next-generation visual exploration assistants and describe the design
space explored in this thesis. Throughout the chapter, we define key terms and their specific

definitions ( ) as used in this dissertation.

2.1 Visual Data Exploration: People and Practice

What is visual data exploration?

Exploratory data analysis (EDA) fulfills an essential part of the information foraging (search-
ing, filtering, and extracting) and sensemaking process (building a mental model) [113, 171]
— ultimately leading analysts to formulate a course of action to further their analyses. While
the definition of exploration is multifaceted, several established qualities and characteristics
of data exploration have emerged from studies of exploration practices [5, 17].

First, the process of EDA is highly variable, spanning an unguided “futzing and mosey-
ing” [5] around the data to more directed querying guided by a high-level analysis goal [159,
17]. Statistician John Tukey describes exploratory data analysis as “an attitude, a state of
flexibility, a willingness to look for” patterns and trends in the data [214]. A curiosity-driven
style of exploration means that analysts do not always have well-defined hypotheses or ques-
tions in mind. Instead, Tukey describes EDA as similar to doing detective work, wherein
analysts elaborate and incrementally build on their previous analysis by manually brows-
ing and inspecting the data, computing statistics, querying, and visualizing data. Often,
this unstructured exploration of the data is guided by high-level, open-ended inquiries and
goals, such as determining if the data is clean enough for downstream analyses (profiling) or
discovering new insights or hypotheses (discovery) [238, 5].

Second, exploratory analysis is often a result of iterative deductive inquiries resulting
from incremental refinements of hypotheses [117, 185, 171, 113]. During EDA, data scientists
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traverse through a space of analyses to determine potentially relevant insights and hypotheses
worthy of investigating further. In practice, EDA involves browsing, querying, visualizing,
and inspecting the data. More recently, exploratory programming has also emerged as a
paradigm for rapid iteration, prototyping, and debugging of data through code, largely
through an interactive environment, such as computational notebooks [75, 21, 106].

Why visualizations? Visualization is one of the most effective and widely-used techniques

for understanding data. Visualizations help analysts discover trends and patterns, identify
outliers and anomalies, characterize distributions, and inspect relationships and compar-
isons [27, 59]. Moreover, visualizations tell compelling and intuitive stories about our data,
often summarizing complex, underlying processes that are otherwise hidden behind individ-
ual numbers.

The use of visualizations has largely been categorized into two goals [153, 26]: presenting
information that the user already understands (i.e., storytelling [116, 190, 88]) or discovering
information that the user is unaware of or has not fully understood (i.e., exploration [235, 121,
39, 145]). This latter process of performing exploration and analysis through visualizations is
often known as visual data exploration. Preliminary insights derived from visualizations are
especially important in the exploratory stages of the data science workflow to help catalyze
new questions, hypotheses, and actions on what to do next. These insights also inform
decisions in other parts of the data science workflow, including cleaning, debugging, and
model-building.

Visual data exploration (or visual analysis) is the process of using visual-
izations for discovering insights during exploratory data analysis.

Who performs visual data exploration?

Data analysts often perform visual data exploration as part of their day-to-day work. These
individuals encompass an interdisciplinary, diverse set with varying levels of data-centric and
programming expertise, job roles and functions, and preferred toolstack. In particular, here,
we describe two characteristics of these individuals that are relevant to this dissertation.

On Job Function: Due to the nascency and rapidly-evolving nature of the data analysis

field, data work across different organizations can entail very different day-to-day tasks and
professional functions. Existing surveys of industry practitioners have investigated data
science practices in enterprise organizations and identified key user archetypes [100, 110, 73].
These personae include business analysts who compile reports using SQL and Excel, as well as
data scientists who develop machine learning models to predict business metrics. Specifically,
studies on data exploration practices report that EDA is performed by individuals across a
variety of domains and roles [5, 238]. In fact, many domain experts may not even have the
words “data scientist” or “analyst” in their job titles. To capture this nuanced meaning,
we use the more general term analyst throughout this dissertation to refer to anyone who
engages with data analysis and exploration as part of their work.
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An analyst performs data analysis and exploration, which includes, but is not
limited to, data scientists, business analysts, or other domain/subject-matter
experts.

On Domain and Programming Expertise: According to a 2019 survey done by Kag-

gle [206], while data scientists often have advanced degrees, only about a third have had
more than five years of programming experience. Data scientists often do not have a tradi-
tional degree in computer science (CS). They are often trained in a non-CS field where they
developed a strong analytical approach to problem solving [110, 73]. In fact, their wealth
of domain knowledge and quantitative skills [166] are key drivers for the more opportunistic
open-ended style of exploration [5, 17]. The non-CS background for these analysts has two
implications for tool design.

First, analysts are often described as “hackers” [110, 100], who stitch together variety of
tools and packages well-suited for their particular task, rather than relying on a single end-
to-end tool to encompass their entire workflow. In addition, Harris et al. (2013) observed
a common “T-shaped” archetype for data scientists, describing someone with general skills
across the five areas (programming, statistics, math, business, ML/big data) and a specific
strength in one [73]. Thus, while some analysts are code-proficient, they are often less
acquainted with standard software engineering practices, such as testing or debugging [7,
110]. As a result, analysts often opt for makeshift solutions that “get the job done”, but
these approaches become less sustainable for analyzing larger or more complex data.

Second, as data becomes more prevalent in a variety of domains, there is a growing num-
ber of analysts from non-CS fields that bring a wealth of domain expertise, knowledge, and
perspectives to data-driven problems. Given the T-shaped characteristics described earlier,
many domain-expert analysts may not have the programming or data expertise required to
interact with data effectively. While the visualization evaluation literature has long pro-
posed the need for a human liaison [203] or translator [189] that bridges the knowledge gap
between domain scientists and visualization experts, we take an alternative approach to un-
derstand how improved tooling with automated assistance can lower the present barriers and
invite domain-expert analysts to explore data on their own. In this dissertation, we describe
how automated assistants democratize the visual data exploration process by empowering
analysts to leverage domain expertise to advance their data-driven questions.

How do analysts currently perform visual data exploration?

Analysts employ various types of analysis tools to perform visual data exploration on their
data. In particular, the different levels of programming expertise of analysts have led to two
distinct classes of analytics tools: GUI-based and programming tools.

Interaction: GUI-based interfaces are highly accessible and easy-to-use interfaces that al-

low users to interact with their data through a series of point-and-click interactions. These
interactive interfaces are built upon the principles of direct manipulation [195, 90], where end-
users interact with an object representation of the data, such as cells in a spreadsheet [148,
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20, 14] or attribute shelves in a chart construction interface [207, 176, 134]. These systems
support users in the creation of visualizations by interacting with interface elements, such
as buttons, dropdown, and option panes. One attractive aspect of such interfaces is the
abilty to rapidly manipulate the objects in an incremental, reversible manner. For example,
the ability for users to dynamically query data on-the-fly through these direct manipulation
interfaces is conducive to visual data exploration and facilitating rapid hypothesis genera-
tion based on interactive visual feedback [12, 196, 79]. As evidence to the success of this
approach, commercial visualization tools offering rich interactive charting experiences, e.g.,
Tableau [209], Microsoft Excel [148], or PowerBI [172], have been overwhelmingly popular
among business analysts without substantial coding expertise.

Programming: Programming languages, such as Python and R, have been a popular choice

among many analysts for data analysis and exploration. The community adoption around
these languages has led to an associated ecosystem of libraries and APIs. Analysts are often
attracted to the plethora of convenient capabilities that abstract common subroutines in
specific parts of the data science workflow, e.g., pandas [210]/dplyr [230] for data manipula-
tion, or matplotlib [89]/ggplot [229] for visualization. In addition, statistical analysis tools,
such as SPSS [91], SAS [93], and Matlab [143], provide integrated visual environments and
domain-specific languages (DSLs) for data preparation, statistical analysis, visualization,
and modeling. To perform visual data exploration with code, analysts typically develop
an analysis script that composes these data processing and visualization subroutines into a
pipeline. In recent years, analysts often make use of IDEs, such as computational notebooks,
to more easily iterate on and experiment with their analysis.

Analysts with coding expertise often favor the level of transparency and control that
these largely open-source programming tools afford. However, the extreme flexibility of
these languages also means that analysts need to expend substantial effort to make decisions
around what analysis steps to take. For example, programmatic visualization toolkits like
ggplot, D3 [25], and matplotlib, require analysts to explictly specify the encoding details of
each individual visualization the user is interested in plotting. As we will see in Chapter 6,
the high programming cost associated with writing such visualization code presents a barrier
to visual data exploration.

2.2 Landscape of Visual Analytics Systems

To transform data into insight, the analyst needs to do more than simply create a single
visualization to explore their data. With the ever-increasing complexity and size of datasets,
analysts often suffer from the problem of information overload. As described by Keim et
al. (2008), visual analytics systems aim to “identify methods and models, which can turn
the data into reliable and provable knowledge” [105]. Endert et al. (2014) portray visual
analytics as “marry[ing] the big data processing capabilities of analytics with the human
intuitive capabilities of interactive visualization” [54]. The goal of visual analytics is to
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facilitate an interactive and continuous dialogue between the human analyst and the system
to advance knowledge discovery [33, 53, 102, 103].

Visual analytics systems employ a mixed-initiative approach where human
analysts and systems work collaboratively to forage, synthesize, and make
sense of the complexity and scale present in visual data exploration workloads.

In this section, we survey the landscape of existing research literature on visual analytics
systems, with a particular focus on the levels of assistance that these tools provide. We
organize the sections by introducing three classes of related techniques and systems offering
increasing levels of automated assistance.

In the specify setting, the onus is placed on the analyst to manually provide an exact
and complete specification of each decision in their analysis, such as whether a visualization
should be a bar chart or a scatterplot. In the search setting, the analyst composes a set
of high-level instructions or a query regarding what their desired analysis goals are, but
not necessary how to perform them. Based on these queries, the system assists users by
operationalizing their request. Finally, in the suggest setting, the analyst provides little to
no specification of their analysis goals. The analyst leaves it up to the system to proactively
recommend what may potentially be useful for their analysis.

Specify, search , and suggest are three interaction settings that characterize
the level of automated assistance a visual analytics system provides. The
different settings correspond to the division of work between the analyst and
the system in accomplishing the analysis goals.

While we introduce each level in isolation, in practice, these techniques fall on a spectrum:
it is not uncommon for visual analytics systems to offer interaction modalities that span
multiple levels of assistance. What we will see is that as we increase the level of assistance
from specify to suggest , it becomes more challenging for the system to automatically infer
and interpret what the analyst might have in mind.

Specify: Languages and Frameworks for Visual Data Exploration

To visually explore data, analysts often need to operate on the data and create (i.e., design)
a visualization. These tasks are often performed via different classes of tools, including data
analysis frameworks and visualization design languages.

Frameworks for Data Analysis

Analysts often leverage data analysis frameworks and libraries for a diverse range of ana-
lytical needs, from data manipulation to statistical modelling. In exploratory analysis, data
transformation choices (e.g., how do I reshape the data? what aggregation or filter should I
apply?) are often intricately tied to statistical analysis and visualization decisions [5, 224].
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Traditionally, data transformation can be performed in relational databases via SQL, in-
cluding grouping and aggregation. Analysts commonly employ programming languages such
as Python [218], R [174], SAS [93], or MATLAB [143] to more flexibly operate on their
data. These programmming languages often come with an associated ecosystem of APIs
and frameworks (e.g., pandas [210], or tidyverse [231]) for data manipulation, transforma-
tion, and summarization. Furthermore, analysts can programmatically explore and analyze
their data through scripting or visual programming environements, such as R Studio [177]
or Jupyter Notebooks [114].

Of late, dataframes have become a popular abstraction for data processing among data
scientists [210, 168, 244]. Dataframes support a comprehensive set of operators that make
it easy to do sophisticated data transformations, while also allowing rapid validation after
each incremental step. However, programmatically working with dataframes for visual data
exploration is challenging, requiring substantial programming and analytical know-how. An-
alysts often have to craft custom data processing code to experiment with different analyses
— a tedious task that not only requires substantial analytical skills, but also intricate fa-
miliarity with disparate APIs and libraries. In Chapter 6, we present a seamless visual data
exploration solution for working with dataframes.

Declarative Languages for Visualization Design

Information visualization makes use of graphical representations (i.e., marks) and visual
properties (i.e., axes and channels) to encode selected information from the data [213, 59]. To
design a visualization, the analyst defines a mapping from data to these graphical elements,
such as the position and color of the marks, which is then rendered onto the digital screen.
Numerous perceptual studies and principles have formalized guidelines and best practices
for determining the most effective encoding for information visualization design [32, 213].

These visualization design principles have been codified into grammars, which defines
the different components of specifying a visualization [234]. Visualization languages and
libraries implement this grammar so that users without visualization design expertise can
easily generate visualizations [187, 188, 229, 25, 207]. In recent years, there has been a
trend towards visualization libraries with increasing levels of “declarativeness” to abstract
away the low-level details of visualization design and programmatically synthesize effective
graphical encodings [139, 138, 219, 188]. Modern interactive visual analytics systems, in-
cluding the ones presented in this dissertation, build on top of these declarative visualization
libraries [207, 186].

While the adoption of declarative visualization languages has been broad, specifying a
visualization through these declarative languages suffers from the aforementioned complexity
challenges — the need for painstaking manual specification of each possible visualization is
time-consuming. Moreover, developments towards an extensible, general-purposed language
for visual data exploration beyond visualization design is still elusive. A challenging aspect
for language design is the need to support a range of analytical tasks that maybe useful for
analysts, such as searching for outliers, explaining anomalies, comparing across visualiza-
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tions, or getting an overview summary of the dataset. There has also been research into
characterizing these visualization tasks into a framework or taxonomy [6, 79, 153, 27, 111],
but future work remains to be done to operationalize these frameworks in the context of
designing visual exploration assistants. In Chapter 5 of this dissertation, we present a tax-
onomy of common analytical actions corresponding to potentially interesting “next-steps”
in an analyst’s exploration workflow.

More generally, a declarative language for visual exploration would enable users to ask
questions about their data at a high-level, with the system inferring the necessary steps to
provide relevant feedback — effectively bridging the gulf of execution [158] between how users
think about data and how data exploration is actually performed. Similarly, Heer (2019) [77]
describes how domain-specific languages provide “a shared medium in which both people and
machines reason about and formulate actions”. Such a high-level language can serve as
an intermediate layer between end-users and intelligent applications for search and suggest ,
described next.

Search: Accessible Query Interfaces

While the languages and frameworks in the specify setting are highly expressive, these tools
require the analyst to provide a complete and exact description of the desired procedures for
visual data exploration. However, composing programs based on specific query statements
is often a challenging task for novice analysts and non-programmers. In practice, analysts
often leverage their domain knowledge to guide high-level analysis decisions (e.g., explain
the peak in sales in August), which can often be fuzzy and imprecise. Search interfaces assist
users in the process of formulating a query through alternative modalities, including natural
language, demonstration, and visual examples.

Natural Language Interfaces

Natural language serves as an intuitive and accessible modality for analysts to perform
data exploration [96, 9]. Natural language interfaces for visual data exploration are largely
categorized into systems for database querying [129, 45] and for data analytics [60, 193, 43,
56, 97].

Database querying is well-known to be a challenging task for non-technical or novice users
as it requires an intimate understanding of the database schema and a level of mastery of
the querying language, such as SQL [96, 92]. Natural language interfaces for databases build
on prior work on keyword search to enable users to compose complex queries on relational or
semistructured databases [128, 248]. These natural language querying systems often consist
of a parser that constructs a query tree or graph, which is then mapped to portions of the
query in the target DSL. Given that natural language queries can often be ambiguous, these
systems often determine multiple between possible valid interpretations of the queries and
return a ranked list of interpretations with query results to the user [131, 129, 130].
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Similar to natural language interfaces to databases, natural language interfaces for visu-
alization [60, 193], analysis [43], and machine learning [56, 97] also aim to democratize data
access and capabilities to non-programmers. For visualizations, natural language is used to
support dashboard construction by creating and modifying visualizations [11]. These sys-
tems leverage a custom grammar to extract relevant intents and entities and subsequently
map them to a program or template written in terms of the underlying programming lan-
guage [155]. Users can clarify ambiguous intents through the use of interactive widgets [60,
11] to refine and elaborate on their input utterances. Early prototypes for natural language
visualization construction often lacked support for historical context, which is essential for
composing complex queries. Subsequent systems such as Evizeon [85], Iris [56], and Ava [97],
have moved towards a more conversational approach that leverages conversational principles
to maintain and modify context across utterances [192]. While such systems have made it
easier for novice data analysts to construct visualizations, users of natural language systems
have expressed that they can often feel lost in the conversation due to the lack of feedback re-
garding how the system is interpreting the user query and what questions can be asked [193,
56], indicating the need for richer feedback mechanisms that can suggest follow-up questions
as next-steps to guide the analysis [43, 204, 205].

Programming-by-demonstration

Programming-by-demonstration is a class of techniques in program synthesis that gener-
ates a valid program based on a task demonstrated by the user [68]. Programming-by-
demonstration automates repetitive tasks by synthesizing programs for querying [255], data
transformation [47, 18], and visualization [224, 181, 256]. Programming-by-example (PBE)
refers to when the task is demonstrated through the a specification of the input and output
examples. One of the most successful application of PBE is the Flash Fill feature in Excel
spreadsheets, which takes in one or more cells containing example strings and synthesizes a
program that performs the desired string transformation on additional cells [67].

While PBE alleviates the need to manually specify operations in the program, the specifi-
cation of examples requires users to already know what the output should look like. Several
programming-by-demonstration systems have employed other techniques that elicit addi-
tional sources of user input to meet users in the middle [251, 256, 47, 13]. For example,
when a user demonstrates an interaction (e.g., brushing on a set of points) in a PBE-based
visualization editor, the system offers a set of recommended previews of related interac-
tions (e.g., change color or modify opacity) to help users refine their desired program [256].
Likewise, to alleviate the tedium of specifying tabular examples cell by cell, Wrex features
an autocomplete feature that fills in the remaining unspecified row [47]. Programming-by-
demonstration can also be combined with natural language to leverage the unique advantages
of different interaction modalities [13].
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Visual Query Systems

Visual query systems (VQSs) allow users to specify the desired pattern via some high-level
specification language or interface, with the system returning recommendations of visual-
izations that match the specified pattern. VQSs can be considered a special class of query-
by-example interfaces where users can directly search for visualizations by providing visual
examples, such as a sketch of a pattern. While VQSs largely focus on line chart pattern
search, in theory, VQSs could also be applied to other chart types, such as heatmaps, scat-
terplots [125], or images [30], based on different similarity metrics. For example, Earth
mover’s distance (EMD) is a common metric used for image search and retrieval [178].

Given that the shape of a line chart characterizes an intuitive relationship between the
dependent variables, early work in this space focused on interfaces to search for time se-
ries with specific patterns. For example, TimeSearcher [81, 80] requires users to specify the
query in the form of a rectangular selection box, with the system filtering out all of the time
series that does not pass through the box. Other sketch-to-query interfaces allow users to
sketch the desired shape of a visualization with the system returning visualizations that look
similar [149, 226, 180]. Subsequent work recognized the ambiguity of sketching by studying
how humans rank the similarity in patterns [49, 36, 142] and improved the expressiveness
of sketched queries through finer-grained specification interfaces and pattern-matching al-
gorithms [180, 84]. Some VQSs also support specifying patterns through boxed constraints
for range-queries [80], regular expressions [250], and natural language [202]. While these
systems have been extensively studied in the research literature, they have not been adopted
in real-world use cases. In Chapter 4, we explore the challenges that we discovered around
VQSs that hinder their adoption.

Suggest: Intelligent Recommendation Systems

Predictive, Mixed-initiative Interfaces

Across the design space of data tools, systems often differ in the level of query expressiveness
and interface usability they enable. For instance, while query languages such as SQL are
highly expressive, formulating SQL queries is challenging for non-programmers [96, 109]. As
a result, visual query construction interfaces have been developed to address this issue by
enabling direct manipulation of data through visual and tabular representations [148, 52,
255]. Some of these systems leverage search techniques discussed in the previous section to
provide an intuitive interface for eliciting specific information that can be mapped onto a
pre-defined query. However, many of these visually-lifted tools still require users to specify
their desired result or outcome.

Predictive interaction is a mixed-initiative framework that builds on visual lifting, but
further places the onus on the system to suggest a set of possible options based on the
user’s high-level, ambiguous input interaction [78]. Predictive recommendations close the
gap between information foraging (i.e., search or specify) and exploration, reminiscent of
browsing and searching behaviors on the Web [160]. Furthermore, predictive interaction
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techniques have been successfully applied to enhance visual, direct manipulation interfaces
for visualization construction [209] and data transformation [212]. Next, we describe how the
principle of predictive interaction has been central to the design of mixed-initiative assistants
for visual data exploration.

Visualization Recommendation System

Direct manipulation tools for visualization construction require users to manually specify
the exact data aspects of interest and the visual encoding of a visualization [207, 188]—a
tedious and overwhelming task during the early, exploratory stages of analysis, especially
for analysts without substantial visualization design expertise [39, 241, 87]. In many cases,
analysts may not have enough information to specify exactly what they are looking for, or
even search based on a specific question in mind. As a result, there is a need for intelligent,
predictive systems offers guidance at every step to ensure that user is never stuck or out
of ideas at any point during analysis by helping users jump-start their exploration. Such
recommendations help facilitate a smoother flow of analysis by suggesting potential alternate
paths.

To address these challenges, visualization recommendation (VisRec) systems have been
developed to suggest potentially interesting insights in the form of visualizations to help guide
analysts in the visual data exploration process [237, 220, 191, 236, 41, 200, 122, 87, 107,
245, 51, 118, 62, 223, 132, 183]. Typically, visualization recommendations help accelerate
the process of discovering interesting aspects of the data by encouraging breadth-oriented
exploration [16, 185, 241]. Beyond exploration, visualization recommenders can also assist
with data cleaning [101] and model development [227, 4]. Given that VisRec systems can be
regarded as a special type of recommender system, existing systems have drawn inspiration
from information retrieval to address the problem of information organization for search
and querying [242, 39, 247, 55]. VisRec systems can be classified based on whether the
data aspects of interest and the visual encoding are manually specified or suggested by the
system [239]. The earliest VisRec systems assumed that the data attributes were already
known by the user and focused on recommending visual encodings [138, 139].

The focus of this dissertation is on data-based recommenders that surface interesting
portions of the data to visualize based on data or statistical properties [237, 220, 191, 236,
41, 200, 122]. Some of these systems are entirely automatic [237], whereas others leverage
user interaction to guide the recommendations [41, 200]. Mixed-initiative recommendation
systems combine manual specification with recommendations [87, 107, 245, 51, 118, 62, 223,
132]. For instance, both Voyager [241] and DIVE [87] allow users to select data attributes
of interest. Voyager suggests visualizations based on iterating through possible attributes
or encodings via the notion of wildcards, while DIVE creates groups of visualizations that
cover subsets of the user-specified fields. In Chapter 5, we synthesized the existing literature
on data-based VisRec systems into a taxonomy of common recommendation categories. A
more comprehensive survey of the history of VisRec systems in general can be found in Lee
(2020) [120].
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While VisRec systems date back as early as Mackinlay’s 1986 paper on APT [138], the
adoption of VisRec systems have been limited, with encoding-based recommenders (e.g.,
ShowMe [139] in Tableau [209]) receiving more widespread adoption compared to data-
based recommenders. This dissertation builds on top of this body of work and investigates
adoption challenges of these tools as it pertains to the demands of modern data analysis
practices and workflows.

Visualization recommendation (VisRec) systems proactively suggest
potentially useful visualizations to analysts to guide them in the process of
visual data exploration.

2.3 Organization and Roadmap

The work presented in this dissertation builds on research literature in visual analytics to
further understand how automated assistance aids visual data exploration. In particular, we
look at how to better design these systems to provide computational assistance to users to
facilitate effective analysis.

Analytical Task Supported Interface Modality
Vispilot (Chapter 3) Bar Chart Comparison GUI
Zenvisage (Chapter 4) Line Chart Search GUI
Frontier (Chapter 5) General-Purpose GUI
Lux (Chapter 6) General-Purpose Mixed GUI/code

Table 2.1: Organization of the design space of visual exploration assistants explored in this
dissertation, based on the type of analytical task supported and interface modality.

As outlined in Table 2.1, we organize the design space of visual exploration assistants
along two axes. First, we distinguish between systems that support a single type of analytical
task versus general-purpose systems that support multiple types of analytical tasks. Second,
the interface modality dimension divides systems based on whether the input and output to
the system involve programming or GUI-based interfaces.

The dissertation begins by first contributing to novel visual querying and recommenda-
tion systems that accelerate the data exploration process for a single visual analysis task:
Chapter 3 introduces VisPilot, a system aimed at helping analysts perform bar chart com-
parisons during drill-down analysis; Chapter 4 introduces Zenvisage++, a visual query
system focused on assisting analysts with line chart pattern search. These early projects
revealed that analysts often have needs that go beyond a single analytical task and that
context-switching to another tool often disrupts the flow of experimentation with data [126].
As a result, in subsequent chapters, we investigate how to better design general-purpose vi-
sual exploration assistants that guide analysts across a diverse set of tasks in a visual analysis
workflow. Chapter 5 formalizes a taxonomy of analytical actions as potential next steps in
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a GUI-based visual analysis workflow. Chapter 6 builds on this taxonomy and explores how
recommendations seamlessly assist users in visualizing their dataframes during exploratory
programming in a computational notebook.

The chapters of this dissertation sample the different areas of the design space to con-
tribute to a deeper understanding of the benefits and pitfalls of visual exploration assistants.
The aim of this dissertation is not to develop a one-size-fit-all visual exploration assistant
that addresses the needs of all analysts. Instead, the dissertation should be seen as a series of
explorations of designs that together contribute to understanding the role of automated as-
sistance across analysts with different levels of expertise, tasks, and analytical needs. While
more work certainly remains to be done, by contributing to a better understanding of how
visual exploration assistants can be used across these different settings, this dissertation
serves as a roadmap towards the broader adoption of visual exploration assistants for novel
future use cases.
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Figure 3.1: Example data subset lattice from the 2016 US election dataset illustrating the
drill-down fallacy along the purple path as opposed to the informative orange path.

During exploratory data analysis, an analyst may need to compare visualizations across
different subsets of the data in order to understand multi-dimensional datasets. In particular,
analysts often “drill-down” to different subsets of the data to examine the patterns that
emerge from different subsets and compare across them. However, even for a moderately
complex dataset, exploration of multi-dimensional datasets becomes challenging. In this
chapter, we present the challenges and fallacies that come with drill-down analysis for multi-
dimensional data, and design a visual exploration assistant called VisPilot, which guides
analysts towards informative and interesting insights in their data during drill-down analysis.
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3.1 Introduction

As we have described in Chapter 2, visual data exploration is the de facto first step in un-
derstanding multi-dimensional datasets. This exploration enables analysts to identify trends
and patterns, generate and verify hypotheses, and detect outliers and anomalies. However,
as datasets grow in size and complexity, visual data exploration becomes challenging. In
particular, to understand how a global pattern came about, an analyst may need to explore
different subsets of the data to see whether the same or different pattern manifests itself in
these subsets. Unfortunately, manually generating and examining each visualization in this
space of data subsets (which grows exponentially in the number of attributes) presents a
major bottleneck during exploration.

One way of navigating this combinatorial space is to perform drill-downs on the space—a
lattice—of data subsets. For example, a campaign manager who is interested in understand-
ing voting patterns across different demographics (say, race, gender, or social class) using
the 2016 US election exit polls [50] may first generate a bar chart for the entire population,
where the x-axis shows the election candidates and the y-axis shows the percentage of votes
for each of these candidates. In Figure 3.1, the visualization at the top of the lattice corre-
sponds to the overall population. The analyst may then use their intuition to drill down to
specific demographics of interest, say gender-based demographics, by generating bar charts
for female voters by following the purple path, as shown in the second visualization at the
second row of Figure 3.1, and then to the visualization corresponding to African-American

Female voters in the third row.

Challenges with Manual Drill-down

There are three challenges associated with manual drill downs:
First, it is often not clear which attributes to drill-down on. Analysts may use their

intuition to select the drill-down attribute, but such arbitrary exploration may lead to large
portions of the lattice being unexplored—leading to missed insights.

Second, a path taken by analysts in an uninformed manner may lead to visualizations
that are not very surprising or insightful. For example, an analyst may end up wasting effort
by drilling down from the African-American visualization to the African-American Female

one in Figure 3.1, since the two distributions are similar and therefore not very surprising.
Third, an analyst may encounter a drill-down fallacy—a new class of errors in reason-

ing we identify—where incomplete insights result from potentially confounding factors not
explored along a drill-down path. As shown in Figure 3.1, an analyst can arrive at the
African-American Female visualization via the purple or the orange drill-down path. An
analyst who followed the purple path may be surprised at how drastically the African-

American Female voting behavior differs from that of Female. However, this behavior is
not surprising if the analyst had gone down the orange path that we saw earlier, where the
proper reference (i.e., the distribution for African-American) explains the vote distribu-
tion for African-American Female. In other words, even though the vote distribution for
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African-American Female is very different from that of Female, the phenomenon can be
explained by a more general “root cause” attributed to the voting behavior for the African-

American community as a whole. Attributing an overly specific cause to an effect, while
ignoring the actual, more general cause, not only leads to less interpretable explanations for
the observed visualizations, but can also lead to erroneous decision-making. For example, for
the campaign manager, this could lead to incorrect allocation of campaign funds. To prevent
analysts from falling prey to such drill-down fallacies—consisting of misleadingly “surpris-
ing” local deviations in trend during drill-down (Female→ African-American Female)—it
is important to preserve the proper parent reference (African-American) to contextualize
the behavior of the visualization of interest (African-American Female). One approach to
avoid this fallacy is to exhaustively explore all potential drill-down paths. Unfortunately,
this approach does not scale.

While there have been a number of statistical reasoning fallacies that have been identified
in visual analytics, including Simpson’s paradox [69, 10], multiple comparisons [249], and
selection bias [63], to the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to identify the drill-down
fallacy, a common fallacy that appears during manual data exploration. There have also been
efforts to develop visualization recommendation systems [121, 220] that assist or accelerate
the process of visual data exploration [220, 200, 242, 101, 99, 22, 107, 183]. In particular,
our approach is most closely related to Sarawagi et al.’s seminal work on discovery-driven
OLAP cube exploration [183, 182, 184], where they develop a technique to identify interesting
regions of the data by discovering cells that are maximally different from the expected values.
Our work extends beyond this approach by developing the notion of informative comparisons
with respect to a well-chosen reference, rather than the exhaustive enumeration of the entire
combinatorial space of data subsets. As we will see in this chapter, this choice of informative
reference and the recommendation of a k-connected subset of visualizations in our problem
formulation enables users of our system to avoid drill-down fallacies.

VisPilot with Safety, Saliency, and Succinctness

We present a visual data exploration tool, titled VisPilot, that addresses the three afore-
mentioned challenges of exploration by espousing three principles: (i) Safety (i.e., ensure
that proper references are present to avoid drill-down fallacies), (ii) Saliency (i.e., identify
interesting visualizations that convey new information or insights), and (iii) Succinctness
(i.e., convey only the key insights in the dataset). To facilitate safety, we develop a notion
of informativeness—the capability of a reference parent visualization to explain the visual-
ization of interest. To facilitate saliency, we characterize the notion of interestingness—the
difference between a visualization and its informative reference in terms of underlying data
distribution. Finally, to facilitate succinctness, we embrace a collective measure of visual-
ization utility by recommending a compact connected network of visualizations. Based on
these three principles, VisPilot automatically identifies a compact network of informative
and interesting visualizations that collectively convey the key insights in a dataset. Our user
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study results demonstrate that VisPilot can help analysts gain a better understanding of
the dataset and help them accomplish a variety of tasks.
Our contributions include:

• Identifying the notion of a drill-down fallacy;

• Introducing the concept of informativeness that helps identify insights that arise from
something that holds in the data (as opposed to confounding local phenomena);

• Extending the concept of informativeness to a measure to quantify the benefit of a
network of visualizations;

• Designing VisPilot, which efficiently and automatically identifies a network of visu-
alizations conveying the key insights in a dataset; and

• Demonstrating the efficacy of VisPilot through a user study evaluation on how well
users can retrieve interesting visualizations, judge the importance of attributes, and
predict unseen visualizations, against two baselines.

3.2 Problem Formulation

In this section, we first describe how analysts manually explore the space of data subsets.
We then introduce three design principles for a system that can automatically guide analysts
to the key insights.

Manual Exploration: Approach and Challenges

During visual data exploration, an analyst may need to explore different subsets of the data
that together form a combinatorial lattice. Figure 3.1 shows a partial lattice for the 2016 US
election dataset. The lattice contains the overall visualization with no filter at the first level,
all visualizations with a single filter at the second level (such as Female), all visualizations
with two filters at third level, and so on. Analysts explore such a combinatorial lattice
from top to bottom, by generating and examining visualizations with increasing levels of
specificity. In particular, analysts perform drill-downs [66] to access data subsets at lower
levels by adding one filter at a time (such as adding African-American to Female along the
purple path) and visualize their measures of interest for each data subset—in this case the
percentage of votes for each candidate. Further, as analysts perform drill-downs, they use
the most recent visualization in the drill-down path—the parent—as a reference to establish
what they expect to see in the next visualization in the path—the child. In Figure 3.1,
the visualizations Female and African-American are the parents of the African-American

Female visualization, explored along the purple and orange path respectively.
As we saw in the purple path in Figure 3.1, while performing drill-downs, analysts may

detect a local deviation (we will formalize these and other notions subsequently) between
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a parent and a child to be significant. For example, they may be surprised by the fact
that the Female and African-American Female visualizations are very different from each
other, and may find this to be a novel insight. However, this deviation is a result of Female

not being an informative parent or reference for African-American Female—instead, it is
a deceptive reference. Here, a different parent, African-American, is the most informative
parent or reference of African-American Female because it is the parent that exhibits the
least deviation relative to African-American Female. Here, the African-American Female

visualization is not really all that surprising given the African-American visualization. We
refer to this phenomenon of being deceived by a local difference or deviation relative to a
deceptive reference as an instance of the drill-down fallacy. One way to avoid such fallacies
is to ensure that one or more informative parents are present for each visualization so that
analysts can contextualize the visualization accurately. While this fallacy is applicable to
any chart type that can be described as a probability distribution over data (e.g., pie charts,
heatmaps), we will limit our discussion to bar charts for brevity.

The “3S” Design Principles

Our goal is to help analysts discover the key insights in a dataset while avoiding drill-down
fallacies. We outline three essential principles for finding such insights—the three S’s: safety,
saliency, and succinctness, and progressively layer these principles to formalize a measure
of utility for a network of visualizations. We adopt these principles to develop a visual
exploration tool that automatically generates a network of visualizations conveying the key
insights in a multidimensional dataset.

Safety

To prevent drill-down fallacies, we ensure safety—by making sure that informative parents
are present to accurately contextualize visualizations. A parent is said to be informative
if its data distribution closely follows the child visualization’s data distribution, since the
presence of the parent allows the analyst to form an accurate mental model of what to
expect from the child visualization. We compute the informativeness of the jth parent V j

i for
a visualization Vi as the similarity between their data distributions measured using a distance
function D. For bar charts, the data distribution refers to the height of bars assigned to the
categories labeled by the x-axis, suitably normalized. Accordingly, the computed distance
D(Vi, V

j
i ) refers to the sum of the distances between the normalized heights of bars across

different categories. Quantifying deviation using distances between normalized versions of
visualizations in this manner is not a novel idea—we leverage prior work for this [220, 200,
137, 44, 183].

The specific distance measure D is not important; while we use the Euclidean metric, we
can easily work with other common distance metrics such as Kullback-Leibler Divergence
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and Earth Mover’s distance [220]. The most informative parent V †i for a visualization Vi is
the one whose data distribution is most similar to Vi.

V †i = argmin
V j
i

D(Vi, V
j
i ) (3.1)

Instead of insisting that the most informative parent is always present to contextualize
a given child visualization, we relax our requirement somewhat: we don’t need the most
informative parent to be present, just an informative parent. We define a parent to be
informative (denoted V ∗i ) if its distance from the child falls within a threshold θ% of the
most informative parent—the default is set to 90% and adjustable by the user.

Saliency

Simply ensuring that informative parents are present is insufficient; we also want to em-
phasize saliency by identifying visualizations that convey new information. In general, a
visualization is deemed to be interesting if its underlying data distribution differs from that
of its parents, and thus offers new unexpected information or insight. Such distance-based
notions of interestingness have been explored in past work [37, 95, 220], where a large dis-
tance from some reference visualization indicates that the selected visualization is interesting.
We deviate from this prior work in two ways: first, we concentrate on informative interest-
ingness, where the interestingness of a child visualization is only defined with respect to
informative parent references. Second, we weigh the interestingness by the proportion of the
population captured by the child visualization. (That is, when a deviation is manifested in a
larger population, it is deemed to be more significant and therefore more interesting.) Thus,
we define the utility of a visualization Vi, U(Vi) as follows:

U(Vi) =

{
|Vi|
|V ∗

i |
·D(Vi, V

∗
i ) if V ∗i is present

−∞ otherwise

That is, the utility or interestingness of a visualization is the distance between the visual-
ization and its informative parent, if present1. To incorporate the effect of subpopulation
size into our objective function, we multiply the distance D(Vi, V

∗
i ) between an informative

parent V ∗i and a child visualization Vi by the ratio of their sizes. Notice that the objective
U has a minimax form [233], in that informativeness aims to minimize the distance between
parent and child, while interestingness aims to maximize the resulting minimum distance.
For convenience, we define U(V0), where V0 is the overall visualization, to be 1, which is

the maximum value that the expression |Vi|
|V ∗

i |
· D(Vi, V

∗
i ) can take, ensuring that the overall

visualization is always valuable to include.

1If multiple informative parents, V ∗
i , are present for a given visualization, Vi, then U(Vi) is defined in

terms of the most informative parent present.
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Succinctness

We cannot possibly display all of the visualizations in the lattice of data subsets: this lattice
scales exponentially in the number of attributes. Instead, we aim for succinctness, where we
only select a subset S of size |S| = k from all the visualizations. We define the utility of S
as follows:

U(S) =
∑
Vi∈S

U(Vi)

In this subset, for every visualization except for the overall visualization, one of its infor-
mative parents must be present (otherwise U = −∞). Thus, this subset ends up being a
connected network (a sub-graph of the overall lattice) rooted at the overall visualization,
ensuring that for each visualization, there is an informative parent available for context. We
can now formally define our problem statement.

Problem. Given a dataset and user-provided X, Y attributes, select a subset S of |S| = k
visualizations from the lattice of data subsets L, such that U(S) is maximized.

Thanks to how we have defined U , S will include the overall visualization, corresponding to
the entire dataset with no filter. And, for each visualization in S except the overall one, at
least one of its informative parents will be present in S. This network of visualizations S
can be displayed on a dashboard.

Since the edges between non-informative parents to children are not pertinent to the solu-
tion, we can remove those edges from the lattice, leaving only the edges from the informative
parents to the children. Then, we are left with an arbitrary graph, from which we need to
select a rooted subgraph of size k, with greatest utility U . For arbitrary distance metrics D,
this problem can be viewed to be NP-Hard via a reduction from the NP-Hard problem
of selecting items with prerequisites [165] (specifically, the AND graph variant). Next, we
design an approximate algorithm to solve this problem.

3.3 VisPilot: Our Solution

We present our system, VisPilot, by first providing a high-level overview of the underlying
algorithm, and then describing the user interaction mechanisms.

Lattice Traversal Algorithm

For a given dataset and user-selected X and Y axes, we first enumerate all possible attribute-
value combinations (i.e., filters) to construct the lattice upfront. Like we described in the
previous section, we retain only the edges that correspond to informative parents. Then,
we traverse this pruned lattice to select the connected subgraph S of k visualizations (or
equivalently, nodes in the lattice) that maximizes the utility U . Our algorithm for traversing
the lattice, titled frontier-greedy, is inspired by the notion of “externals” in Parameswaran et
al. (2010) [165]. The algorithm incrementally grows a subgraph S ′ until k nodes are selected.
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Throughout, the algorithm maintains a set of frontier nodes F—nodes that are connected to
the existing subgraph solution S ′ but have not yet been added. The frontier nodes includes
all of the children of the nodes in S ′. Given that our pruned lattice only retains edges
between children and their informative parents, all frontier nodes are guaranteed to have
an informative parent in the the existing solution and can be added to S without violating
informativeness. At each iteration, the algorithm adds the node from the frontier nodes that
leads to the greatest increase in the utility of S ′: i.e., the node Vn such that U(S ′ ∪ {Vn})
is the largest. Figure 3.2 displays how the algorithm maintains the list of frontier nodes (in
green), and the current S ′ (in blue), adding the node that leads to the greatest increase in
utility (in yellow). Algorithm 1 provides the pseudocode.

Algorithm 1 Frontier Greedy Algorithm

1: procedure PickVisualizations(k, L)
2: S ′ ← {V0} /* adding the overall node */
3: while |S ′| < k do
4: F ← getFrontier(S ′, L)
5: bestUtility ← −∞
6: for Vi ∈ F do
7: if U(S ′ ∪ {Vi}) >bestUtility then
8: maxNode ← Vi
9: bestUtility ← U(S ′ ∪ {Vi})

10: S ′ ← S ′∪ {maxNode}
return S ′

User Interaction

Given the visualizations in S ′, we can render these visualizations in a dashboard, where users
can inspect the visualizations through panning and zooming with navigation buttons, mouse
clicks, and key bindings. Users can also select the x and y axes of interest, aggregation
function, and set the number of visualizations (k) to generate a dashboard. Figure 3.3
displays VisPilot in action on the Police stop dataset [170]. The dataset contains records
of vehicle and pedestrian stops from law enforcement departments in Connecticut, dated
from 2013 to 2015. In this case, the analyst is interested in the percentages of police stops
(Y) that led to different outcomes (X), such as ticket, warning, or arrest. As shown in Figure
3.3a, the analyst may begin by generating a 7-visualization dashboard. They would learn
that if a search is conducted (search conducted=t), then the probability of being arrested
increases from 6.2% to 42.1%. However, the probability goes down to 23.1% if the driver
is Asian (driver race=Asian, search conducted=t). When examining these visualizations,
the analyst can be confident that any deviations are both informative and interesting: that
is, the informative parents are present for each child, making the takeaways more significant.
Moreover, the analyst may learn that for drivers who had contraband found in the vehicle
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Figure 3.2: Example illustrating how the frontier greedy algorithm incrementally builds up
the solution by selecting the node or visualization that leads to the highest gain in utility
from the frontier at every step. Starting from a pruned lattice comprising only connections to
informative parents (left) and three nodes in the existing solution (blue), we select the node
with the highest utility gain (yellow) amongst the frontier nodes (green). The contribution to
the utility of a node/visualization is depicted as the number within the node. On the right,
the newly added node results in an updated frontier and the node leading to the highest
utility gain is selected among them.

(contraband found=t), the arrest rate for those who are 60 and over is surprisingly higher
than usual, whereas for Asian drivers the arrest rate is lower.

After browsing through visualizations in the dashboard, the analyst may be interested
in getting more information about a specific visualization. VisPilot allows analysts to
perform additional drill-downs by requesting a new dashboard centered on a chosen visu-
alization of interest as the new starting point (or equivalently, the root of the lattice) for
analysis. Say the analyst is now interested in learning more about the other factor that con-
tributes to high arrest rates: a long stop with duration=30+min. In Figure 3.3b, they can
click on the corresponding visualization to request additional visualizations. Upon seeing the
updated dashboard in Figure 3.3c, they learn that any visualization that involves the dura-

tion=30+min filter is likely to result in high ticketing and arrest rates. This implies that
if a police stop lasts more than 30 minutes, the outcome would more or less be the same,
independent of other factors such as the driver’s race or age. To generate the expanded
dashboard, VisPilot uses the same models and algorithms as before, except the selected
visualization is set as the the overall visualization V0 at the root node of the new lattice. This
node expansion capability is motivated by the idea of iterative view refinement common in
other visual analytics systems, which is essential for users to iterate on and explore different
hypotheses [85, 242].
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Figure 3.3: a) Overview of the VisPilot interface for the Police Stop dataset. Users can
select x, y axes, and aggregation function via the dropdown menu, to define the visualization
space of interest, as well as adjusting dashboard parameters, such as the number of visual-
izations to show in the dashboard (k) via the sliders. b) User clicks on the duration=30+min
visualization to request 2 additional visualizations. c) A preview of the added portion of the
resulting dashboard is shown.

3.4 Evaluation Study Methods

In this section, we describe the methodology for a user study we conducted for evaluating
the usefulness of VisPilot for various exploratory analysis tasks. We aim to evaluate
whether VisPilot’s “3S” design principles enables analysts to effortlessly identify insights
in comparison with conventional approaches for multidimensional data exploration.

Participants and Conditions

We recruited 18 participants (10 Male; 8 Female) with prior experience in working with
data. Participants included undergraduate and graduate students, researchers, and data
scientists, with 1 − 14 years of data analysis experience (average: 5.61). No participants
reported prior experience in working with the two datasets used in the study (described
below). Participants were randomly assigned two of the three types of dashboards with
k = 10 visualizations generated via the following conditions.
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VisPilot: The dashboards for this condition are generated by the aforementioned frontier

greedy algorithm and displayed in a hierarchical layout as in Figure 3.3. To establish a fair
comparison with the two other conditions, we deactivated the interactive node expansion
capabilities.

BFS (short for breadth-first search): Starting from the visualization of the overall pop-

ulation, k visualizations are selected level-wise, traversing down the subset lattice, adding
the visualizations at the first level with 1-filter combination one at a time, and then vi-
sualizations with 2-filter combinations, and so on, until k visualizations have been added.
This baseline is designed to simulate a dashboard generated by a meticulous analyst who
exhaustively inspects all visualizations (i.e., filter combinations) from the top down. These
visualizations are then displayed in a 5× 2 table.

Cluster: In this condition, k-means clustering is first performed on the data distributions

of all of the visualizations in the lattice. This results in k clusters that cover the rest of
the visualizations. For each cluster, we select the visualization with the least number of
filter conditions as the cluster representative for interpretability and display them in a 5× 2
table layout. This baseline is designed to showcase a diverse set of distributions within the
dataset.

Dataset Descriptions. Each participant was assigned two different conditions on two

different datasets (Police Stop and Autism, described below). The ordering of each condition
was randomized to prevent confounding learning effects. The study began with a 5-minute
tutorial using dashboards generated from the Titanic dataset [211] for each condition. To
prevent bias across conditions, participants were not provided an explanation of how the
dashboards were generated and why the visualizations were arranged in a particular way.

The first dataset in the study was the aforementioned Police Stop dataset. The attributes
in the dataset include driver gender, age, race, stop time of day, stop outcome, whether a
search was conducted, and whether contraband was found. We generated dashboards of bar
chart visualizations with x-axis as the stop outcome (i.e., whether the police stop resulted
in a ticket, warning, or arrest) and y-axis as the percentage of police stops that led to each
outcome.

The second dataset in the study was the Autism dataset [58], describing the results of
autism spectrum disorder screening for 704 adults. The attributes in the dataset are binary
responses to 10 diagnostic questions as part of the screening process. This dataset serves as
a data-agnostic condition, since there was no descriptions of the questions or answer labels
provided to our study participants. We generated dashboard visualizations based on the
percentage of adults that were diagnosed with autism.

Study Procedure

After the tutorial, for each dataset, participants were given some time to read through a
worksheet containing the descriptions of the data attributes. Then, they were given an at-
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tention check question where they were provided a verbal description of the visualization
filter (i.e., data subset) and asked about the corresponding visualization in the dashboard.
After understanding the dataset and chart schema, participants were asked to accomplish
various tasks. Since VisPilot was developed based on a joint utility objective, it is im-
possible to design tasks that evaluate each of the “3S” principles individually. Instead, our
tasks were selected to measure the overall efficacy and usefulness of the dashboards in help-
ing a participant understand and become aware of different aspects of and insights within
a dataset during drill-down analysis. These different aspects of dataset understanding can
be roughly illustrated via Figure 3.2, from insights gained from individual displayed visual-
izations (blue selected nodes), to predicting behavior of related visualizations (green related
nodes), to understanding overall attribute importance (entire lattice, a mix of green, blue,
and unselected white nodes).

Labeling (Individual Assessment): Participants were asked to talk aloud as they inter-

preted the visualizations in the dashboard and label each one as interesting or not interesting,
or leave it unselected. This subjective task measures how interesting individual selected vi-
sualizations were to participants.

Prediction (Related Assessment): Participants were given a separate worksheet and

asked to sketch an estimate for a visualization that is not present in the dashboard. For every
condition, the visualization to be estimated contained 2 filter combinations, with exactly one
parent present in the given dashboard. After making the prediction, participants were shown
the actual data distribution and asked to rate on a Likert scale of 10 how surprising the result
was (1: not surprising and 10: very surprising). This task measured how well participants
inferred the behavior of related, unobserved visualizations based on a limited set of selected
dashboard visualizations.

Ranking (Overall Assessment): Participants were given a sheet of paper with all the

attributes listed and asked to rank the attributes in order of importance in contributing to
a particular outcome (e.g., factors leading to an arrest or autism diagnosis). Participants
were allowed to assign equal ranks to more than one attribute or skip attributes that they
were unable to infer importance for. Attribute ranking tasks are common in many data
science use-cases, such as feature selection and key driver analysis. Since all dashboards
were equal in size, our goal was to check whether this size limitation came at the cost of
overall dataset understanding. Thus, the goal of this task was to study participant’s overall
dataset understanding by measuring how well participants judged the relative importance of
each attribute.

At the end of the study, we asked two open-ended questions regarding the insights gained
by participants and what they liked or disliked about each dashboard. On average, the study
lasted around 48 minutes.
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3.5 Study Results

We introduce the study findings for each task starting from the narrowest scope of individual
visualizations to the widest scope of overall dataset understanding.

RQ1: How are individual selected visualizations in the dashboard perceived
subjectively by the users?

Using click-stream data logged from the user study, we recorded whether a participant labeled
each visualization in the dashboard as interesting, not interesting, or left the visualization
unselected. Table 3.1 summarizes the counts of visualizations marked as interesting or not
interesting aggregated across conditions. We also normalize the interestingness count by the
total number of selected visualizations to account for variations in how some participants
select more visualizations than others. The results indicate that participants who used
VisPilot saw more visualizations that they found interesting compared to the BFS and
Cluster conditions. While this task is inherently subjective, with many possible reasons
why a participant may have marked a visualization as interesting, this result is indicative of
the fact that the selected visualizations were deemed to be relevant by users. We will drill
into the possible reasons why in the next section.

Condition VisPilot BFS Cluster

Interesting 66 61 51
Not Interesting 10 20 22
Interesting (Normalized) 0.87 0.75 0.7

Table 3.1: Total counts of visualizations marked as interesting or not interesting across the
different conditions. VisPilot leads to more visualizations marked as interesting and fewer
visualizations marked as uninteresting.

RQ2: How well do dashboard visualizations provide users with an accurate un-
derstanding of related visualizations?

As discussed in Chapter 3.2, contextualizing visualizations correctly with informative ref-
erences can help prevent users from falling prey to drill-down fallacies. To this end, the
prediction task aims to assess whether users can employ visualizations in the dashboard to
correctly predict unseen ones. Indeed, if the dashboard is constructed well, one would expect
that visualizations that are not very surprising relative to their informative parents would
be excluded from the dashboard (i.e., their deviation from their informative parents is not
large).

The accuracy of participants’ predictions is measured using the Euclidean distance be-
tween their predicted distributions and ground truth data distributions. As shown in Fig-
ure 3.4 (left), predictions made using VisPilot (highlighted in red) were closer to the actual
distribution than compared to the baselines, as indicated by the smaller Euclidean distances.
Figure 3.4 (right) also shows that VisPilot participants were able to more accurately reason
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Figure 3.4: Left: Euclidean distance between predicted and ground truth. In general, pre-
dictions made using VisPilot are closer to ground truth. Right: Surprisingness rating
reported by users after seeing the actual visualizations on a Likert scale of 10. VisPilot
participants had a more accurate mental model of the unseen visualization and therefore
reported less surprise than compared to the baselines.

about the expected properties of unseen data subsets (or visualizations), since they rated
the resulting visualizations to be less surprising. Cluster may have performed better for
the Police dataset than it did for the Autism one, for the same reason as in the attribute
ranking task, where more univariate visualizations happened to be selected.

We also compute the variance of participants’ predictions across the same condition. In
this case, low variance implies that there is consistency or agreement between the predictions
of participants who consumed the same dashboard, whereas high variance implies that the
dashboard did not convey a clear data-driven story that could guide participants’ predictions.
So instead, participants had to rely on prior knowledge or guessing to inform their predictions.
These trends can be observed in both Figure 3.4 and in more detail in Figure 3.5, where the
prediction variance amongst participants who used VisPilot is generally lower than the
variance for the baselines. Overall, VisPilot provides participants with a more accurate
and consistent model of related visualizations.

RQ3: How well does the dashboard convey information regarding the overall
dataset schema?

We use the common task of judging the relative importance of attributes as an indicator of
the participants’ overall understanding. To determine ground truth attribute importance,
we computed the Cramer’s V statistics between attributes to be ranked and the attributes of
interest. Cramer’s V is commonly used for determining the strength of association between
categorical attributes [144]. We deem an attribute as important if it has one of the top-three2

Cramer’s V scores amongst all attributes of the dataset. For the list of rankings provided by
each participant, we first remove attributes that participants chose not to rank. We compute
the F-scores and average precision (AP) at k relative to the ground truth for various values

2This relevancy cutoff is visually-determined via the elbow method to indicate which rank the Cramer’s
V score drops off significantly.
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Figure 3.5: Mean and variance of predicted values. Predictions based on VisPilot exhibit
lower variance (error bars) and closer proximity to the ground truth values (dotted).

of k. Table 3.2 reports the average across participants in each condition, after picking the
best performing k value for each participant based on F-score and AP respectively. Both
measures capture how accurately participants were able to identify the three most important
attributes for each dataset.

Police Autism
Metric F AP F AP
VisPilot 0.750 0.867 0.723 0.600
Cluster 0.739 0.691 0.725 0.665
BFS 0.739 0.592 0.222 0.200

Table 3.2: Best AP and F-scores for the attribute ranking task.

For this task, we expected BFS to have an inherent advantage, since BFS dashboards
consist of all univariate distributions, providing more high-level, “global” information re-
garding each attribute. However, both VisPilot and Cluster (which contained more
“local” information) performed better than BFS. The problem with BFS is that given a
limited dashboard budget of k = 10 visualizations that could be displayed, not all univariate
distributions were shown. For the Police dataset, it happened to select several important
attributes (related to contraband and search) to display in the first 10 visualizations. How-
ever, for Autism, only visualizations corresponding to binary diagnostic questions 1-4 fit in
the dashboard. So the poor ranking behavior comes from the fact that the BFS generated
dashboard failed to display the three most important attributes (questions 5, 6 and 9) given
the limited budget. This demonstrates BFS’s lack of consistency across different datasets,
due to the fact that exhaustive exploration can only lead to limited understanding of the
data.

We see that VisPilot performs better than Cluster for the Police dataset and closely
follows Cluster for the Autism dataset. It is not entirely surprising that Cluster did well,
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since it is a well-established method for summarizing high-dimensional data [71]. For Autism,
Cluster happened to pick the majority of visualizations (8/10) as univariate distributions
that exhibited high-skew and diversity, leading to more informed inference of attribute im-
portance. Since clustering seeks visualizations that exhibit diversity in the shape of the data
distributions, it could potentially result in visualizations with many filter combinations. For
the police dataset, 6 out of 10 visualizations had more than 2 filters, making it difficult to
interpret the visualization without an appropriate context to compare against.

Overall, both BFS and Cluster do not provide consistent guarantees for highlight-
ing important visualizations across different datasets. In general, our results indicate that
participants gain a better overall dataset understanding regarding attribute importance us-
ing VisPilot, with only a few targeted visualizations that tell the “entire story”. This is
without VisPilot being explicitly optimized for the ranking task.

3.6 Discussion of Study Results

To further understand how participants made use of the recommended visualizations during
their analysis, we analyzed the user study transcripts through an open coding process [151] by
two of the authors. For each task in our study, we assigned a binary-valued code to indicate
whether or not a participant engaged in a particular action or thought process. Table 3.4
highlights results from thematic coding discussed in this section. We will use the nota-
tion [Participant.DatasetAlgorithm] to refer to a participant engaging with a dashboard cre-
ated by an algorithm={1,2,3}={VisPilot, Cluster, BFS} on a dataset ={A,B}={Police,
Autism}.

The Choice of Contextual References

As discussed earlier, analysts often make use of related visualizations to form their expecta-
tion or mental model for unseen visualizations. We refer to the visualizations used for such
purposes as contextual references. The appropriate choice of a contextual reference (such
as an informative parent) is necessary to ensure the safety of insights derived through drill-
downs. To understand how “safe” the dashboards generated from each condition were, we
examined the visualizations that participants compared against to inform unseen visualiza-
tions. In particular, we thematically encoded the participants’ use of contextual references
based on their verbal explanations for justifying their prediction task responses. As shown
in Table 3.3, we find that participants make more comparisons in total using VisPilot than
Cluster and BFS.

Participants can (and often do) make comparisons against more than one type of con-
textual references to obtain their prediction. We uncovered four main classes of contextual
references, described below using the example visualization Vi=gender=F,age=21-30 (in
the order of most to least similar to Vi):

1. Parent : Comparison against a visualization with one filter removed (e.g., gender=F)
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Algorithm Parent Sibling Relative Overall Total

VisPilot 12 8 0 11 31
Cluster 4 0 7 8 19
BFS 0 5 1 8 14

Table 3.3: Out of 12 participants, the number of participants who made use of each con-
textual reference across the two datasets. Participant behavior shows a similar trend in
individual datasets. VisPilot participants made more comparisons in general and against
parents compared to the baselines.

2. Sibling : Comparison against a visualization that shares the same parent. In other
words, the filtered attributes are the same, but one filter has a different value. (e.g.,
gender=F,age=60+)

3. Relative : Comparison against a visualization that shares some common ancestor
(excluding overall), but not necessarily the same parent. These visualizations share at
least one common filter, but with more than one filter or filter value being different.
(e.g., gender=F,age=60+,race=White)

4. Overall : Comparison against the distribution that describes the overall population
(no filters applied).

Studying the participants’ use of contextual references reveals inherent challenges that
arise from using the BFS and Cluster dashboards. For Cluster, participants mainly
compared against relatives and overall visualizations. Since Cluster optimizes the diversity
of distributions amongst the selected visualizations, these visualizations had up to 4 filters
and were disconnected from each other. For this reason, in many cases, participants could
only rely on relatives and the overall visualization as contextual references. For example,
P4.A2 pointed at a 4-filter visualization with extreme values (100% for warning; 0% for
arrest and ticket) and indicated how “a lot of [the visualizations] are far too specific. This
is not very helpful. You can’t really hypothesize that all people are [sic] going to be warned,
because it is such a specific category, it might just be one person”. He further explained how
he “would not want to see the intersections [(i.e., visualizations with many filters)] at first
and would want to see all the bases [(i.e., univariate summaries)] then dig in from there.”
The lack of informative contextual references in the Cluster dashboard is also reflected in
how analysts exhibited high variance and deviation in their prediction responses.

Furthermore, improper comparisons against contextual references often make it difficult
to interpret displayed visualizations. In particular, when visualizations composed of multiple
filter conditions were shown in Cluster dashboards, 25% of the participants had trouble
making sense of the meaning of a filter for at least one of the datasets (e.g., understanding
that gender=F AND age=60+ corresponds to female drivers with ages larger than

60 years old) at some point during the study. In contrast, as shown in Table 3.4, this
confusion only happened once for BFS and none for VisPilot. This is due to the fact that
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Cluster dashboards seemed random to the users, making it challenging to find “close”
contextual references to compare against. In contrast, the linear ordering of BFS and
hierarchical ordering of VisPilot were natural and interpretable for participants.

VisPilot Cluster BFS
Difficulty Interpreting Visualizations 0 3 1
Misjudged Significance of Population Size 0 4 1
Interpretable “Human-like” Dashboard 5 1 0
Number of Insights (Police) 11 8 9
Number of Insights (Autism) 16 6 11

Table 3.4: Summary of qualitative insights from thematic coding. We record the total
number of insights based on overall dataset findings that were independently discovered by
more than two different participants. For each participant, we coded the absence or presence
of 7 such insights for the Police dataset and 6 insights for the Autism dataset.

For BFS, most comparisons were based on the overall visualization and siblings. Due
to the sequential level-wise picking approach, the overall visualization corresponded to the
immediate parent of all of the dashboard visualizations generated by BFS (all of which are
univariate distributions for k = 10), so they are not explicitly recorded as a parent. While
the overall and sibling comparisons can be informative, the incomplete comparisons, due
to the limited number of first-level visualizations displayed, can result in flawed reasoning,
as observed in the Autism prediction task. In contrast, for VisPilot, almost all users
compared against the overall one and parents, while some also exploited sibling comparisons
to make weaker guesses for less-frequently observed attributes (e.g., using a 2-filter sibling
visualization involving driver age to infer another 2-filter visualization involving driver age

with a different parent.)

Interpretability of Hierarchical Layouts

In the post-study interviews, participants cited hierarchical layout as a key reason for why
they preferred VisPilot recommendations. Even though participants were never explicitly
told what the edge connections between the visualizations meant during the study, they were
able to interpret the meaning of the dashboards effortlessly through VisPilot’s hierarchical
layout. For example, P1.A1 stated that “the hierarchical nature [is] a very natural flow...so
when you are comparing, you don’t have to be making those comparisons in your head,
visually that is very pleasing and easy to follow.” Likewise, P9 described how VisPilot’s
hierarchical layout for the Autism dataset was a lot easier to follow than the Police dataset
shown in the table layout for Cluster:

If I had to look at this dataset in the format of the other one, this would be much
more difficult. It was pretty hard for me to tell in the other one how to organize
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the tree, if there was even a tree to be organized. I like this layout much better,
I think this layout allows me to approach it in a more meaningful way. I can
decide, what do I think matters more: the overall trend? or the super detailed
trends? and I know where to look to start, in the other one, every time I go back
to it, I would say, where’s the top level, where’s the second level? I mentally did
this. Like when you asked me that first question, it took much longer to find it,
because I literally have to put every chart in a space in my head and that took a
lot longer than knowing how to look at it.

At the end of the study, some participants who were assigned dashboard conditions with
5 × 2 table layouts (i.e., BFS and Cluster conditions) sketched and explained how they
would like the layout of the visualizations to be done. These participants expressed that
they wanted “groupings” or layouts that arranged visualizations with the same attribute
together. Other participants advocated for isolating the overall visualization outside of
the dashboard table for facilitating easier comparisons. Both of these suggestions provide
further motivation for our hierarchical organization of visualizations. Our findings echo prior
work on visualization sequences and storytelling [88, 190, 26, 111] in that analysts prefer
visualization sequences structured hierarchically based on shared data properties, such as
ordering by increasing levels of aggregation.

Since we did not inform participants about how the dashboards were generated, it was
surprising to see that some participants presumed that certain dashboards were hand-picked
by a human analyst and hypothesized what this fictitious analyst’s intentions were (e.g.,
“It seems like the researcher who created this dashboard was specifically looking at people
of Asian descent and people who are 60 or older.” [P7.A1]). Table 3.4 shows how 5 out
of 12 participants referred to the VisPilot dashboards as if they were generated by a
human, whereas only 1 participant for Cluster and none for BFS made such remarks.
We encoded this phenomenon by looking at instances where a participant either explicitly
referred to a person who picked out the dashboard or implicitly described their intentions
through personal pronouns. At the end of the study, many were surprised to learn that the
VisPilot dashboard was actually picked out by an algorithm, indicating that VisPilot
could automatically generate convincing dashboards similar to ones that were authored with
human intention. The interpretability of VisPilot dashboards may have contributed to the
increased number of insights discovered in both datasets compared to the two baselines, as
summarized in Table 3.4.

Limitations of VisPilot

As described earlier, since the details of how the dashboards were obtained were not explained
to the users during the study, some users expressed that they were initially confused by
VisPilot as not all variables were present in the dashboard. Others also found it confusing
that the addition of filters did not always correspond to the same variables. For example,
P2.A1 felt that the dashboard was intentionally biased:
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I feel like this one, not all the data is here, so we are already telling a story, you
are trying to steer the viewer to look at certain things. And the focus seems to
be on where the arrest rate is high. You probably could have found other things
that led to ticket being high, but you didn’t pull those out. You are trying to see
if there are other factors that lead to more arrests.

This sentiment is related to participants’ desire to perform their own ad-hoc querying along-
side the dashboard to inspect other related visualizations for verifying their hypothesis. For
example, P7.A1 wanted to inspect all other first-level visualizations for driver’s race to assess
its influence. P7.A1 expressed that while he had learned many insights from the dashboard,
“the only thing I don’t like is I cannot control the types of filter, which is fixed.” Since our
current goal was to simply provide an informative dashboard and evaluate its utility, the
present version of VisPilot is limited in its interactivity and the extent of free-form data
exploration it supports. This result also points to how VisPilot could serve as a helpful
assistant alongside other conventional visualization tools, such as Tableau. Outside the con-
text of the user study, it is essential to explain how VisPilot selects the visualizations in
an easy and interpretable manner to establish a sense of the summarization objectives for
the users and help them make better inferences with the dashboard.

Since the goal of our study is to evaluate whether VisPilot can assist users in drill-down
exploration, our preliminary study is limited to comparisons against baselines stemming from
conventional approaches for multidimensional data exploration. While we understand how
the VisPilot study condition may confound the hierarchical layout with the algorithmic
choice of visualizations, our intention for the baseline was to simulate how analysts generate
a large number of visualizations individually, typically arranged in a table grid layout, rather
than using a hierarchical layout. Further evaluation comparing how different hierarchically-
displayed visualization selection algorithms assist users in drill-down exploration is a direc-
tion of future work.

3.7 Conclusion

Common analytics tasks, such as causal inference, feature selection, and outlier detection,
require comparing data distributions across different data subsets [8, 79, 243, 88]. However,
without knowing what subset of data contains an insightful distribution, manually explor-
ing distributions from all possible data subsets can be tedious and inefficient. Moreover,
when examining data subsets by adding one filter at a time, analysts can fall prey to the
drill-down fallacy, where they mistakenly attribute the interestingness of a visualization to
a “local difference”, while overlooking a more general explanation for the root cause of the
behavior. To address these issues, we presented VisPilot, an interactive visualization rec-
ommendation system that automatically selects a small set of informative and interesting
visualizations to convey key distributions within a dataset. Our user study demonstrates that
compared to two other baselines VisPilot can guide participants toward more informed de-
cisions for retrieving interesting visualizations, judging the relative importance of attributes,
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and predicting unseen visualizations. Study participants also find dashboards generated by
VisPilot to be more interpretable and “human-like”, leading to more discovered insights.

VisPilot is one of the first visual exploration assistants that guides analysts across the
space of data subsets by summarizing key insights with safety guarantees. In the following
chapter, we look at another visual exploration assistant in our toolbox designed with a
different visual analysis task in mind, namely, to address the challenge of line chart pattern
search.
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Figure 4.1: Lifecycle model summarizing our research approach and outcome of each phase.

Line chart exploration is a crucial process that helps analysts uncover insightful patterns
and trends in their data. However, the current process of discovering line chart visualizations
with actionable insights requires users to search through large numbers of visualizations
manually, one at a time. This chapter describes our collaborative design process working
with domain scientists across genetics, astronomy, and material science who experience this
common pain point. Furthermore, we present design findings and guidelines from developing
a visual query system for accelerating line chart pattern search.

4.1 Introduction

Line charts are commonly employed during data exploration—the intuitive connected pat-
terns often illustrate complex underlying processes and yield interpretable and visually com-
pelling data-driven narratives [59]. However, discovering line charts that display certain
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meaningful patterns, trends, or characteristics of interest is often an overwhelming and error-
prone process, consisting of manual examination of large numbers of line charts. For example,
when trying to find supernovae, which exhibits a unique pattern of brightness over time (an
initial peak followed by a long-tail decay), astronomers often have to manually construct
and inspect thousands of line chart visualizations to find ones with their desired pattern.
To address this exploration challenge, there has been a large number of papers dedicated
to building Visual Query Systems (VQSs)—a term coined by Ryall et al. (2005) [180] to
describe systems that allow users to specify and search for desired line chart patterns via
visual interfaces [149, 80, 226, 199, 180, 36, 142, 49, 84]1. These interfaces typically include
a sketching canvas where users can draw a pattern of interest, with the system automatically
traversing all potential visualization candidates to find those that match the specification.

While these intuitive specification interfaces were proposed as a promising solution to
the problem of painful manual exploration of visualizations for time-series analysis [180,
226], to the best of our knowledge, VQSs have not lived up to these expectations and are
not very commonly used in practice. One likely reason for the lack of VQS adoption may
be attributed to how prior work has focused almost exclusively on optimizing the pattern-
matching algorithms and interactions, with few invested in understanding actual user needs
and how VQSs can be used for solving real-world problems. In this chapter, we seek to
understand how VQSs can actually be used in practice, as a first step towards the broad
adoption of VQSs in data analysis. Unlike prior work on VQSs, we set out to not only
evaluate VQSs in-situ on real problem domains, but also involve participants from these
domains in the VQS design. We present findings from a series of interviews, contextual
inquiry, participatory design, and user studies with scientists from three different domains—
astronomy, genetics, and material science—over the course of a year-long collaboration. The
amount of time we invested in each of these three diverse domains surpasses the norm in
this field and is key to uncovering the insights presented in this work. These domains
were selected to capture a diverse set of goals and datasets wherein VQSs can help address
important scientific questions, such as: How does a treatment affect the expression of a gene
in a breast cancer cell-line? Which battery components have sustainable levels of energy-
efficiency and are safe and cheap to manufacture in production?

In this work, we adapt methods from user-centered design (UCD) [158, 156, 64], such
as interviews, contextual inquiry, and participatory design, into our design-implementation-
evaluation cycle [194]; our methodology is summarized in Figure 4.1. Via contextual inquiry
and interviews, we first identified challenges in existing data analysis workflows in these
domains that could be potentially addressed by a VQS. Building on top of an existing open-
source VQS, Zenvisage [200, 199], we iterated on the design of the VQS with participants
over the course of a year to better compose data exploration workflows that lead to insight
discovery. Rather than targeting a domain-specific solution, we engaged with multiple do-
mains to observe differences and commonalities across domains and synthesize high-level
insights regarding the use of VQSs. While conducting this multi-phased, mixed-methods

1We covered related work on VQSs in Section 2.2 in Chapter 2.
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research agenda across three diverse use cases was challenging, this endeavor was necessary
for addressing the qualitative, participant-centered research questions investigated.

We organize our design study findings into a taxonomy of VQS capabilities, involving
three sensemaking processes inspired by Pirolli and Card’s notional model of analyst sense-
making [171]. The sensemaking processes include top-down pattern search (translating a
pattern “in-the-head” into a visual query), bottom-up data-driven inquiries (querying or rec-
ommending based on data), and context-creation (navigating across different collections of
visualizations). We find that prior VQSs have focused on enabling top-down processes (via
sketching capabilities), but have largely overlooked the two other processes that we found
to be essential in all three domains. These missing capabilities partially explain why prior
VQSs have not been widely adopted in practice.

We finally conducted an evaluation study with nine participants using our final VQS
prototype to address their research questions on their own datasets. During this study,
participants gained novel scientific insights, such as identifying a star that was known to
harbor a Jupiter-sized planet, discovering a previously-unknown relationship between solvent
properties, and finding characteristic gene expression profiles confirming the results of a
related publication.

During this evaluation study, we were somewhat surprised to discover that sketching a
pattern for querying is often ineffective on its own. This is due to the fact that sketching
makes the assumption that users know the pattern that they want to sketch and are able
to sketch it precisely. However, this is typically not the case in practice. For example, the
geneticists from our study often did not have a preconceived knowledge of what to sketch for
and relied heavily on VQS-recommended common and outlying patterns to jumpstart their
queries. Likewise, while the material scientists from our study were interested in datapoints
that fall within specific value-ranges, they did not have an apriori notion of what their
desired patterns would look like. Overall, participants typically opted to combine sketching
with other means of pattern specification—one common mechanism was to drag-and-drop a
recommended pattern onto the canvas, and then modify it (e.g., by smoothing it out).

To further understand how participants engaged with VQSs in their analytical work-
flows, we constructed a Markov model to characterize how participants transitioned between
different sensemaking processes during their analysis. We found that participants often con-
structed a diverse set of analytical workflows tailored to their domains by focusing around a
primary sensemaking process, while iteratively interleaving their analysis with the two other
processes. This finding points to how all three sensemaking processes, along with seamless
transitions between them, are crucial for enabling the effective use and adoption of VQSs for
addressing real-world challenges.

To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first to holistically examine how VQSs
can be designed to fit the needs of real-world analysts, and how they are actually used
in practice. Working with participants from multiple domains enabled us to compare the
differences and commonalities across different domains, thereby identifying general VQS
challenges and requirements for supporting common analytical goals. Our contributions
include:
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• a characterization of the problems addressable by VQSs through design studies with
three different domains,

• a taxonomy of essential VQSs capabilities, leading to a sensemaking model for VQSs,

• an integrative VQS, Zenvisage++ capable of facilitating rapid hypothesis generation
and insight discovery, resulting from iteration with end-users,

• study findings on how VQSs are used in practice, leading to the development of a novel
sensemaking model for VQSs.

Our work not only opens up a new space of opportunities beyond the narrow use cases
considered by prior studies, but also advocates common design guidelines and end-user con-
siderations for building next-generation VQSs.

4.2 Methods

Via interviews and contextual inquiry in participants’ normal work environments, we first
identified the needs and challenges in participants’ existing data analysis workflows. Given
these challenges, we collaboratively designed VQS functionalities by engaging with experts
from three different domains throughout the design process, leading to a final prototype
Zenvisage++. After the design phase, we conducted an evaluation study to understand
how VQSs are used in the real-world analytical workflows. Our research methodology is
illustrated in Figure 4.1; we now describe the study procedure in more detail.

Phase I: Need-finding

We recruited participants by reaching out to research groups who have experienced chal-
lenges in data exploration, via email and word-of-mouth. Based on early conversations with
analysts from 12 different potential application areas, we narrowed down to three use cases
in astronomy, genetics, and material science through a process similar to the “winnow” stage
in Sedlmair et al. (2012) [189]. The domains were chosen based on their suitability for VQSs
as well as diversity in use cases. Six scientists, with extensive research experience in their
respective fields, participated in the design process. Via interviews and contextual inquiries,
we interviewed participants to learn about their dataset and research questions, shadowed
participants in conducting their existing analysis workflows, and subsequently discussed the
needs and challenges of their use cases. The interviews were semi-structured and focused
on how the analytical tasks in their workflows relate to the scientific questions they were
interested in.
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ID Dataset Participated 
in Design Position Years of 

Experience
Dataset 

Familiarity
A1 DES ✓ Researcher 10+ 3
A2 Kepler Postdoc 8 5
A3 Kepler Postdoc 8 5
G1 Mouse ✓ Grad Student 4 4
G2 Cancer Grad Student 2 2
G3 Mouse ✓ Professor 10+ 2
M1 Solvent (8k) ✓ Postdoc 4 5
M2 Solvent (Full) ✓ Professor 10+ 5
M3 Solvent (Full) ✓ Grad Student 3 5
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Table 4.1: Participant information. The Likert scale used for dataset familiarity ranges from
1 (not familiar) to 5 (extremely familiar).

Phase II: Collaborative Prototyping

For iterative prototyping, we built on top of an existing open-source VQS, Zenvisage [200,
199], to create a functional prototype to showcase the capabilities of VQSs. The use of
functional prototypes is a common and effective way of engaging with participants, by pro-
viding a starting point for collaborative design [31]. We collaborated with each team closely
with approximately two 1-hour-long meetings per month, where we learned more about their
datasets, objectives, and what additional VQS functionalities could help address their re-
search questions. During these meetings, we collectively brainstormed with participants on
the design of the prototype. Participants also had the opportunity to interact with the proto-
type through the help of a guided facilitator. Through these excercises, we elicited feedback
from participants on how the VQS could better support their scientific goals and identified
and incorporated several crucial capabilities into Zenvisage++. A summary timeline of
our collaboration with participants over a year can be found in Figure 4.2.

Phase III: Grounded Evaluation

After the prototyping phase, we performed a qualitative evaluation to study how analysts
interact with different VQS components in practice. Participants used datasets that they
have a vested interest in exploring to address unanswered research questions (a total of six
different datasets across nine participants). The evaluation study participants included the
six scientists from Phase I and II, along with three additional “blank-slate” participants
who had never encountered Zenvisage++ before2 The use of all or a subset of the project
stakeholders as evaluation participants is typical in participatory design [24]. While the
small sample size of participants may be viewed as a limitation, this is a pervading challenge
when recruiting domain-experts[15, 145], whose specific expertise and skills are rare and have

2Details regarding participants can be found in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.2: Timeline for progress in participatory design studies.

limited time due to their workplace demands relative to the general population. Nevertheless,
even studies with a small group of domain experts involved are invaluable for understanding
expert needs [189].

Evaluation study participants were recruited from each of the three aforementioned re-
search groups, as well as domain-specific mailing lists. Prior to the study, we asked potential
participants to fill out a pre-study survey to determine eligibility. Eligibility criteria included:
being an active researcher in the subject area with more than one year of experience, and
having worked on a research project involving data of the same nature used in the design
phase. None of the participants received monetary compensation for the study, as this is not
a common practice for collaborative design with stakeholders [161, 146].

At the start of the in-lab evaluation study, participants were provided with an interactive
walk-through of Zenvisage++ and given approximately ten minutes for a guided explo-
ration of a preloaded real-estate example dataset from Zillow [253]. This dataset contained
housing data for various cities, metropolitan areas, and states in the U.S. from 2004-15. After
familiarizing themselves with the tool, we loaded the participant’s dataset and encouraged
them to talk-aloud during data exploration, and use external resources as needed. If the
participant was out of ideas, we suggested one of the main VQS functionalities3 that they
had not yet used. If this operation was not applicable to their specific dataset, they were
allowed to skip the operation after having considered it. The user study lasted for about an
hour and ended after they covered all the main functionalities. After the study, we asked
participants open-ended questions about their experience.

3query by sketching, drag-and-drop, pattern loading, input equations, representative and outliers, nar-
row/ignore x-range options, filtering, data smoothing, creating dynamic classes, data export
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4.3 Current Participant Workflows and Opportunities

In this section, we describe our study participants, their scientific goals, and their preferred
analysis workflows, based on Phase I of our study. While we collaborated with each appli-
cation domain in depth, we focus on the key findings from each domain to highlight their
commonalities and differences, in order to provide a backdrop for our VQS findings described
later on. Comparing and contrasting between the diverse set of questions, datasets, and chal-
lenges across these three use cases revealed new cross-disciplinary insights essential to better
understand how VQSs can be extended for novel and unforeseen use cases.

Figure 4.3: Screenshots from contextual inquiry. Left: A1 performs data smoothing to clean
the data and then examines a light curve manually using a Jupyter notebook. Right: G2
uses a domain-specific software to perform clustering and visualize the outputs.

Astronomy

Participants and Goals:

The Dark Energy Survey (DES) is a multi-institution project that surveys 300 million galax-
ies over 525 nights to study dark energy [46]. The telescope used to survey these galaxies also
focuses on smaller patches of the sky on a weekly interval to discover astronomical transients,
i.e., objects whose brightness changes dramatically as a function of time, such as supernovae
or quasars. Their dataset consisted of a large collection of light curves: brightness observa-
tions over time, one associated with each astronomical object, plotted as a time series. Over
five months, we worked closely with A1, an astronomer on the project’s data management
team at a supercomputing facility. Their scientific goal was to identify potential astronomi-
cal transients in order to study their properties, i.e., identify patterns in line charts. These
insights can help further constrain physical models regarding the formation of these objects.
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Existing Workflow and Design Opportunities:

Since astronomical datasets are often terabytes in scale, they are often processed and stored
in highly specialized data management systems in supercomputing centers. As a prelim-
inary step, the astronomer downloads a data sample to explore in a Jupyter notebook,
performs data cleaning and wrangling, and verifies data fidelity by computing a set of rele-
vant statistics. Then, to identify transients, the primary scientific goal of their exploration,
the astronomer programmatically generates visualizations of candidate objects with mat-

plotlib and visually examines each light curve. Figure 4.3 (left) shows an example of such a
manually-generated light curve. If an object of interest is identified through visual analysis,
the astronomer may inspect the image of the object for verifying that the significant change
in brightness was not due to an imaging artifact. While experienced astronomers like A1
who have examined many transient light curves can often distinguish an interesting transient
from noise by sight, manual searching for transients is still very time-consuming and error-
prone, since the large majority of objects are false-positives. A1 immediately recognized the
potential of VQSs, since he could use specific pattern search queries to directly identify these
rare transients without cumbersome manual examination.

Genetics

Participants and Goals:

Gene expression is a common measurement in genetics obtained via microarray experi-
ments [167]. We worked with a graduate student (G1) and professor (G3) at a research
university who were using gene expression data to understand how genes are related to phe-
notypes expressed during early embryonic development. Their data consisted of a collection
of gene expression profiles over time for mouse stem cells, aggregated over multiple experi-
ments. Their scientific goal was to correlate gene function with their expression profiles (i.e.,
line charts) by gaining a high-level overview of the expression profile patterns.

Existing Workflow and Design Opportunities:

G1 often downloads the raw microarray data from a public database and preprocesses the
data using a script written in R. Then, to explore this data, G1 loads the preprocessed gene
expression data into a custom desktop application to visualize and cluster the gene expression
profiles, as shown in Figure 4.3 (right). Prior to the study, G1 and G3 spent over a month
searching for the “right” number of groups to cluster the profiles, by iteratively tuning the
parameters on the clustering application and evaluating the output via a mix of application-
provided visualizations and programmatically-generated statistics. While regenerating their
results took no more than 15 minutes every time they made a change, the multi-step, seg-
mented workflow meant that all changes had to be done offline, this is, they could only test
out a few variations per week. When we first demonstrated the capabilities of a VQS in
our introductory meeting, G3 was astonished to see that on performing an interaction, the
recommended visualizations updated almost instantaneously, as opposed to waiting until the
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next meeting for G1 to re-generate the results. They expressed an interest in VQSs, since
the tool had the potential to dramatically speed up their collaborative analysis process.

Material Science

Participants and Goals:

We collaborated with material scientists at a research university who identify solvents for
energy-efficient and safe batteries. These scientists worked on a large simulation dataset
containing chemical properties for more than 280,000 solvents [108]. Each row of their
dataset corresponded to a unique solvent with 25 different chemical attributes. We worked
closely with a postdoctoral researcher (M1), professor (M2), and graduate student (M3) to
design a sensible way of exploring their data. They wanted to use VQSs to discover solvents
that not only have similar properties to known solvents, but are also more favorable (e.g.,
cheaper or safer to manufacture). To search for these solvents, they needed to understand
how changes in certain chemical properties affect others (expressed as trends in line charts)
under specific conditions.

Existing Workflow and Design Opportunities:

M1 typically starts his data exploration process by applying filters to a list of potential bat-
tery solvents using SQL queries (e.g., find solvents with boiling point over 300 Kelvins and
lithium solvation energy under 10 kcal/mol). By iteratively applying and adjusting differ-
ent (often complementary) sets of filters, he compares between different groups of solvents
by observing their properties across a small sample. He manually examines the properties
of each individual solvent by inspecting the 3D chemical structure of the solvent in a cus-
tom software, as well as gathering information regarding the solvent by cross-referencing
an external chemical database and existing uses of this solvent in literature. The collected
information, including cost, availability, and other physical properties, enabled researchers
to select the final set of desirable solvents that could be feasibly experimented with in their
lab. While M1 could identify potential solvents through manual lookups and comparisons,
M2 and M1 saw the value in VQSs since it was often impossible to manually uncover hidden
relationships between different attributes, such as how changes in one property affects the
behavior of others for a class of solvents, across large numbers of solvents.

Themes Emerging From Need-finding Phase

Across the domains, several themes emerged around the bottlenecks that participants expe-
rienced in existing workflows.

• Need for Expressive Querying: While there is often a need to compare among large
numbers of data instances, it is difficult to express and search for a desired shape-based
pattern through programming languages like SQL or Python. And yet, none of the
participants have heard of VQSs, let alone use them.
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• Need for Integrative Workflows: Users often switched between different analytical
tasks, including preprocessing, parameter specification, code execution, and visualiza-
tion comparisons. The non-interactive nature of their segmented workflows impedes
exploratory analysis and hinders collaboration.

• Need for Faceted Exploration: To deal with the large volume of data present, users
have to select particular samples or subsets of data that are “worth investigating”.
Often, the choice of what criteria to apply as filters is also exploratory.

These themes seeded the collaborative feature discovery process, leading to the development
of the system prototype, described next.

4.4 Design Process and System Overview

Given the need for a VQS, we further collaborated with participants to develop features to
address their problems and challenges in Phase II of our study. We first provide a high-
level system overview of the design product, Zenvisage++, then we reflect on our feature
discovery process.

System Overview

The Zenvisage++ interface is organized into five major regions all of which dynamically
update upon user interactions. Typically, participants begin their analysis by selecting the
dataset and attributes to visualize in the data selection panel (Figure 4.4A). Then, they
specify a pattern of interest as a query (hereafter referred to as pattern query), through
either sketching, inputting an equation, uploading a data pattern, or dragging and dropping
an existing visualization, displayed on the query canvas (Figure 4.4B). Zenvisage++ per-
forms shape-matching between the queried pattern and other possible visualizations, and
returns a ranked list of visualizations that are most similar to the queried pattern, displayed
in the results panel (Figure 4.4C). At any point during the analysis, analysts can adjust
various system-level settings through the control panel (Figure 4.4D) or browse through the
list of recommendations provided by Zenvisage++ (Figure 4.4E). For comparison, the
existing Zenvisage system (Figure 4.5) from Siddiqui et al. (2017) [200] allowed users to
query via sketching or drag-and-drop and displayed representative and outlier pattern rec-
ommendations, but had limited capabilities to navigate across different data subsets and
had few control settings. Our Zenvisage++ system is open source and available at:
http://github.com/zenvisage/zenvisage; other details and documentation can be found
at that link.

http://github.com/zenvisage/zenvisage
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Figure 4.4: The Zenvisage++ system consists of : (A) data selection panel (where users can
select visualized dataset and attributes), (B) query canvas (where the queried data pattern
is submitted and displayed), (C) results panel (where the visualizations most similar to the
queried pattern are displayed as a ranked list), (D) control panel (where users can adjust
various system-level settings), and (E) recommendations (where the typical and outlying
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Figure 4.5: The existing Zenvisage prototype allowed users to sketch a pattern in (a), which
would then return (b) results that had the closest Euclidean distance from the sketched
pattern. The system also displays (c) representative patterns obtained through K-Means
clustering and (d) outlier patterns to help the users gain an overview of the dataset.
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The Collaborative Feature Discovery Process

Throughout the design process, we worked closely with participants to discover VQS capa-
bilities that were essential for addressing their high-level domain challenges. We identified
various subtasks based on the participant’s workflows, designed sensible features for accom-
plishing these subtasks that could be used in conjunction with existing VQS capabilities,
and elicited feedback on intermediate feature prototypes. Bodker et al. (1993) [23] cite the
importance of encouraging user participation and creativity in cooperative design through
different techniques, such as future workshops, critiques, and situational role-playing. Simi-
larly, our objective was to collect as many feature proposals as possible, while being inclusive
across different domains. We further organized these features we added to Zenvisage++
into Table 4.2 through an iterative coding process by one of the authors.

In grounded theory methods [150], researchers first create open codes to assign descriptive
labels to raw data, followed by grouping open codes together by relationships or categories
to form axial codes. Finally, selective codes are obtained by focusing on specific sets of axial
codes to come up with a set of core emerging concepts. Inspired by grounded theory methods,
we first collected the list of features, example usage scenarios, and similar capabilities in
existing VQSs as open codes, corresponding to individual rows in Table 4.2. Then, we
further organized this list into axial codes representing “components”: core functionalities
essential to VQSs (second column in Table 4.2). Finally, as we will describe in Chapter 4.5,
the selective codes capture each of the sensemaking processes (leftmost column in Table 4.2).
Instead of describing this table in detail, we present a typical example of how this table is
organized. From right to left, consider the row corresponding to the Smoothing feature
(column 3) in Table 4.2: one of the common challenges in astronomy and material science is
that noise in the dataset can result in large numbers of false-positive matches. To address this
issue, smoothing is a feature in Zenvisage++ that enables users to adjust data smoothing
algorithms and parameters on-the-fly to both denoise the data and change the degree of shape
approximation applied when performing pattern matching. Smoothing, along with range
selection and range invariance (row 5 and 6), is part of the match specification component:
VQS mechanisms for clarifying how matching should be performed. Both match specification
and pattern specification (a description of what the pattern query should look like) are
essential components for supporting the sensemaking process top-down pattern search (in
blue, as labeled in the leftmost column).

It is important to note that while some of the proposed features in Table 4.2 (such as data
filtering and view specification) are pervasive in general visual analytics (VA) systems [79,
6], they have not been incorporated in present-day VQSs. In fact, one of the key insights
here is in recognizing the need for an integrative VQS whose sum is greater than its parts,
that encourages analysts to rapidly generate hypotheses and discover insights by facilitating
all three sensemaking processes. This finding is partially enabled by the unexpected benefits
that come with collaborating with multiple groups of participants during the feature discov-
ery process. Next, we reflect on what worked and what didn’t work in the feature discovery
process, to inform similar design studies for visual analytics systems.
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Cross-pollination and Generalization via Parallel Use Cases.

Introducing the newly-added features to Zenvisage++ that addressed a particular domain
often resulted in unexpected use cases for other domains. Considering feature proposals
from multiple domains can also result in cross-pollination of feature designs, often leading
to more generalized design choices. For example, around the same time when we spoke to
astronomers who wanted to eliminate sparse time series from their search results, our material
science collaborators also expressed a need for inspecting only solvents with properties above
a certain threshold. Instead of developing separate domain-specific features, data filtering
arose as a crucial, common operation that was later incorporated into Zenvisage++ to
support this class of queries.

The Hidden Upfront Cost of Domain Integration.

While we expected to spend most of our collaborative design effort on figuring out the
mechanics of visual query specification and matching, instead, preparing participant datasets
for use in our system by meeting data and system requirements was the most time-consuming
aspect of this phase. We provide a detailed timeline in Figure 4.2. Data requirements include
gaining an understanding of the problem domain, understanding the types of data suitable
for a VQS, and cleaning and loading of this data. System requirements include features
required for the data to be visualized appropriately. Often, participants could only envision
the types of queries to issue and how variations to the system could help better address their
needs after seeing their data displayed for the first time in the prototype. We also found that
the time it took us to satisfy the data and system requirements decreased as we progressed
to the later domains, by leveraging existing features in our prototype to satisfy some of the
upfront needs.

Build Connectors, not Swiss-Army Knives.

Participants often envisioned how VQSs can be used in conjunction with other resources that
they are familiar with, including those used for reference, computing statistics, browsing re-
lated datasets, or examining other data attributes or visualization types not supported in the
VQS (scatterplots, histograms). The prevalence of external tools for supporting analytical
inquiries stems from how analysts often require multiple data sources or data attributes to
further develop or verify their hypothesis. For example, to determine whether a particular
gene belongs to a regulatory network, G2 not only needed to look at the expression data in
the VQS, but also enrichment testing and knockout data. Likewise, others used specialized
tools for visualizing telescope images and 3D chemical structures. Instead of forcing our
VQS prototype into a swiss-army knife, we instead focused on building connectors that en-
able smoother transitions between tools. For example, our data upload and pattern upload
feature invites participants to bring data from an external tool into Zenvisage++, while
our data export feature allowed users to download the similarity, representative trend, and
outlier results as csv files from Zenvisage++ into an external tool. For example, geneti-
cists could export the clusters directly from Zenvisage++ as inputs to their downstream
regression analysis.
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The Art of Problem Selection.

While our collective brainstorming led to the cross-pollination and generalization of features,
this technique can also lead to unnecessary features that result in wasted engineering effort.
During co-design, there were numerous features proposed by participants, not all of which
were incorporated. The reasons for not carrying a feature from design to implementation
stage included:
• Nice-to-haves: One of the most common reasons for unincorporated features comes from

participant’s requests for nice-to-have features. We use two criteria (necessity and gen-
erality across domains) to judge whether to invest in developing a particular feature.

• “One-shot” operations: We decided not to include features that only needed to be per-
formed once and remain fixed thereafter in the analysis workflow. For example, certain
preprocessing operations such as filtering null values only needed to be performed once
with an external tool, whereas data smoothing is a procedure that requires some degree
of tuning and adjustments.

• Substantial research or engineering effort: Some proposed features did not make sense
in the context of VQS or required a completely different set of research questions. For
example, the question of how to properly compute similarity between time series with
non-uniform number of datapoints arose in the astronomy and genetics use case, but
requires the development of a novel distance metric and algorithm that is out of the
scope of our design study objective.

• Underdeveloped ideas: Other feature requirements came from casual specification that
was underspecified. For example, A1 wanted to look for objects that have a deficiency in
one band and high emission in another band, but the scientific definition of “deficiency”
in terms of brightness levels was ambiguous.

The decision of whether to invest in developing a feature requires a careful balance between
promoting unforseen feature and wasted engineering efforts. Failure to identify these early
signs may result in feature implementations that turn out not to be useful for the participants
or result in feature bloat.

4.5 A Sensemaking Model for VQSs

To convey how features in Zenvisage++ address the analytical needs posed by each do-
main, we organize our PD findings into a sensemaking framework for VQSs. We now revisit
Table 4.2 in an effort to contextualize our design findings using Pirolli and Card’s sensemak-
ing framework [171].

Pirolli and Card’s sensemaking model for expert intelligence analysis distinguishes be-
tween information processing tasks that are top-down (from theory to data) and bottom-up
(from data to theory). Correspondingly, in the context of VQSs, analysts can query either
directly based on a pattern “in their head” [189] via top-down pattern specification or based
on the data or visualizations presented to them by the system via bottom-up data-driven in-
quiry. In addition, when analysts do not know what attributes to visualize, context creation
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helps analysts navigate across different collections of visualizations to seek visualization at-
tributes of interest. In this section, we first describe the objectives of each sensemaking
process, then we discuss how each sensemaking process is comprised of functional compo-
nents that address the problem and dataset characteristics of each domain. For reference,
the mapping between specific Zenvisage++ features and these components and processes
can be found in the left two columns of Table 4.2.

Top-Down Pattern Search

Top-down processes are “goal-oriented” tasks that make use of “analysis or re-evaluation
of theories [and] hypotheses [to] generate new searches” [171]. Applying this notion to the
context of VQSs, the goal of top-down pattern search is to search for data instances that
exhibit a specified pattern, based on analyst’s intuition about how the desired patterns should
look like “in theory” (including visualizations from past experience or abstract conceptions
based on external knowledge). Based on this preconceived notion of what patterns to search
for, the design challenge is to translate the pattern query from the analyst’s head to a query
executable by the VQS. This requires both components for specifying the pattern (pattern
specification), as well as controls governing how the pattern-matching is performed (match
specification).

Pattern Specification interfaces allow users to submit exact descriptions of a pattern

query. This is useful when the dataset contains large numbers of potentially-relevant pattern
instances. Since it is often difficult to sketch precisely, additional shape characteristics of
the pattern query (e.g., patterns containing a peak with a known amplitude, or expressible
as a functional form) can be used to further winnow the list of undesired matches.

Match Specification addresses the well-known problem in VQSs where pattern queries are

imprecise [36, 84, 49] by enabling users to clarify how pattern matching should be performed.
Match specification is useful when the dataset is noisy. When the pattern query satisfies some
additional constraints (e.g., the pattern is horizontally invariant), adjusting these knobs helps
prune away matches that are false-positives to help analysts discover true desired candidates.

Usage Scenario: A1 knows intuitively what a supernovae pattern should look like and

its detailed shape characteristics, such as the amplitude of the peak and the level of error
tolerance for defining a match. He first performs top-down pattern search by querying for
transient patterns through sketching, then adjusts the match criterion by choosing to ignore
differences along the temporal dimension and changing the similarity metric for flexible
matching.
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Component Feature Purpose Task Example
Similar Features
in Past VQSs

Query by Sketch
(Figure 4.4B1)

Freehand sketching for
specifying pattern query.

A: Find patterns with a peak
and long-tail decay that
may be supernovae candidates.

All include sketch
canvas except [80].

Input Equation
(Figure 4.4A1)

Specify a exact functional
form as a pattern query
(e.g., y=x2).

M: Find patterns exhibiting
inversely proportional
chemical relationship.

—-Pattern Specification:
What is the shape of
the pattern query?

Pattern Upload
(Figure 4.4D2)

Upload a pattern consisting
of a sequence of points as
a query.

A: Find supernovae based on
previously discovered sources.

Upload CSV
[149]

Smoothing
(Figure 4.4D2)

Interactively adjusting the level
of denoising on visualizations,
effectively changing the degree
of shape approximation when
performing pattern matching.

A, M: Eliminate patterns
matched to spurious noise.

Smoothing [142]
Angular slope queries [80]
Trend querylines [180]

Range
Selection
(Figure 4.4B2, D4)

Restrict to query only in
specific x/y ranges of interest
through brushing selected
x-range and filtering
selected y-range.

A: Matching only around
shape exhibiting a peak.
M: Matching only around
shape region that exhibit linear
or exponential relationships

Text Entry [226, 142]
Min/max boundaries [180]
Range Brushing [81]

T
o
p
-D

ow
n

Match Specification:
How should the pattern
query be matched
with other visualizations?

Range
Invariance
(Figure 4.4D1,4)

Ignoring vertical or horizontal
differences in pattern matching
through option for x-range
normalization and y-invariant
similarity metrics .

A: Searching for existence of a
peak above a certain amplitude.
G: Searching for a
“generally-rising” pattern.

Temporal invariants [36]

Data selection
(Figure 4.4A)

Changing the collection of
visualizations to iterate over.

M: Explore tradeoffs and
relationships between
physical attributes.

—-View Specification:
What data to visualize
and how should it
be displayed?

Display control
(Figure 4.4D4)

Changing the details of
how visualizations should
be displayed.

M: Non-time-series data should
be displayed as scatterplot.

—-

Filter
(Figure 4.4D3)

Display and query only on data
that satisfies the composed
filter constraints.

A: Eliminate unlikely
candidates by navigating to
more probable data regions.
M, G: Compare how overall
patterns change when filtered
to particular data subsets.

—-

C
o
n
te

x
t

C
re

a
ti

o
n

Slice-and-Dice:
How does navigating
to another data subset
change the query result?

Dynamic Class
(Figure 4.6)

Create custom classes of data
that satisfies one or more
specified range constraints.
Display aggregate
visualizations for separate
data classes.

A, M: Examine aggregate
patterns of different data
classes.

—-

Result Querying:
What other visualizations
“look similar” to the
selected pattern?

Drag-and-drop
(Figure 4.4C, E)

Querying with any selected
result visualization as pattern
query (either from
recommendations or results).

A, G, M: Find other objects that
are similar to X; Examine what
other objects similar to X look
like overall.

Drag-and-drop [81]
Double-Click [36]

B
o
tt

o
m

-U
p

Recommendation:
What are the key patterns
in this dataset?

Representative
and Outliers
(Figure 4.4E)

Displaying visualizations of
representative trends and outlier
instances based on clustering.

A: Examine anomalies and debug
data errors through outliers.
G, M: Understand representative
trends common to this dataset
(or filtered subset).

—-

Table 4.2: Taxonomy of key capabilities essential to VQSs and major features incorporated
via user-centered design. We organize each feature based on its functional component. From
left to right, each of the three sensemaking processes (first column) is broken down into key
functional components (second column) in VQSs. Each component addresses a pro-forma
question from the system’s perspective. Table cells are further colored according to the
sensemaking process that each component corresponds to (Blue: Top-down, Yellow: Context
creation, Green: Bottom-up). We list the functional purpose of each feature as implemented
in Zenvisage++, example use cases from participatory design (A: astronomy, M: material
science, G: genetics), and similar features incorporated in past VQSs.
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Bottom-Up Data-Driven Inquiry

In Pirolli and Card’s sensemaking model, bottom-up processes are “data-driven” tasks ini-
tiated by “noticing something of interest in data” [171]. Likewise in VQSs, bottom-up
data-driven inquiry is a browsing-oriented sensemaking process that involves tasks that are
inspired by system-generated visualizations or results. The design challenge for VQSs to sup-
port bottom-up inquiries is to develop the right set of “stimuli” through recommendations
that could provoke further data-driven inquiries, as well as low-effort mechanisms to search
via these pattern instances through result querying. As we will discuss later, this process is
crucial but underexplored in past work on VQSs.

Recommendations display visualizations that may be of interest to users based on the

current data context. In Zenvisage++, recommendations comprise of representative trends
and outliers, which are useful for understanding common and outlying behaviors when a small
number of common patterns is exhibited in the dataset.

Result querying enables users to query for patterns similar to a selected data pattern

from the ranked list of results or recommendations. Typically, analysts select visualizations
with semantic or visual properties of interest and make use of result querying to understand
characteristic properties of similar instances.

Usage Scenario: G2 does not have an upfront knowledge of what to search for. She learns

about the characteristic patterns that exist in the dataset through the representative trends,
a form of bottom-up inquiry, as a means to jump-start further queries via result querying,
as well as understand groups of data instances with shared characteristics.

Context Creation

While top-down and bottom-up processes operate on a collection of visualizations with fixed
X and Y attributes, context creation operates in the regime where the analyst may be
investigating the relationships between multiple different attributes or values of interest.
Context creation enables analysts to navigate across different visualization collections to
learn about patterns in different regions of the data. The design challenge of context creation
is to help users visualize and compare how data changes between these different contexts by
constructing visualization collections with different visual encodings (view specification) or
different data subsets (slice-and-dice).

View specification settings alter the encoding for all of the visualizations on the VQS

currently being examined. This ability to work with different collections of visualizations is
useful when the dataset is multidimensional and the axes of interest are unknown. Modifying
the view specification offers analysts different perspectives on the data to locate visualization
collections of interest.
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Slice-and-Dice empowers users to navigate and compare collections of visualizations con-

structed from different subsets of the data. Data navigation capabilities are essential when
the dataset has large numbers of “support attributes” that may be related to the visualiza-
tion attributes (e.g., geographical location may influence the time series pattern for housing
prices). Analysts can either make use of pre-existing knowledge regarding these support at-
tributes to navigate to a data region that is more likely to contain the desired pattern (e.g.,
filtering to suburbs to find cheaper housing) or discover unknown patterns and relationships
between different data subsets (e.g., housing prices are lower in winter than compared to
summer).

ba

Figure 4.6: Example of dynamic classes. (a) Four different classes with different Lithium
solvation energies (li) and boiling point (bp) attributes based on user-defined data ranges.
(b) Users can hover over the visualizations for each dynamic class to see the corresponding
attribute ranges for each class. The visualizations of dynamic classes are aggregate across
all the visualizations that lie in that class based on the user-selected aggregation method.

Usage Scenario: M1 recognizes salient trends in his dataset such as inverse or linear cor-

relations, but does not have fixed attributes that he wants to visualize or a pattern in mind
to query with. Given a list of physical properties of potential interest, he performs con-
text creation by switching between different visualized attributes to understand the dataset
from alternative perspectives. He can also dynamically create different classes of data (e.g.,
solvents with low solubility or have high capacity) to examine their aggregate patterns, as
shown in Figure 4.6.

The three aforementioned sensemaking processes are akin to the well-studied sensemak-
ing paradigms of search (top-down), browse (bottom-up), and faceted navigation (context
creation) on the Web [76, 160]. Due to each of their advantages and limitations given dif-
ferent information seeking tasks, search interfaces have been designed to support all three
complementary acts and transition smoothly between them to combine the strength of all
three sensemaking processes. Similarly for VQSs, our design objective is to enable all three
sensemaking processes in Zenvisage++. Our Chapter 4.6 evaluation study reveals that
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this integrative approach not only accelerates the process of visualization discovery, but also
encourages hypotheses generation and experimentation.

Pattern Specification

Match Specification

Result Querying

Recommendation

View Specification

Slice-and-Dice

✓TimeSearcher
QuerySketch
QueryLines
SoftSelect
Google Correlate
TimeSketch 
SketchQuery

Qetch
Zenvisage

Zenvisage ++

✓
✓✓

✓

✓

✓

✓✓ ✓

✓✓

✓✓
✓✓
✓✓
✓✓
✓✓
✓✓
✓✓
✓✓

Process & Component

✓
✓

Open-Source

Top-Down Context Creation Bottom-Up

✓

Existing VQSs

✓
Table 4.3: Table summarizing whether key functional components (columns) are covered
by past systems (row, ordered by recency). Heavily-used features for context-creation and
bottom-up inquiry are largely missing from prior VQSs.

4.6 Evaluation Study Findings

Based on audio, video screen capture, and click-stream logs recorded during our Phase III
evaluation study, we performed thematic analysis via open coding to label every event with
a descriptive code. Event codes included specific feature usage, insights, provoked actions,
confusion, need for capabilities unaddressed by the system, and use of external tools. To
characterize the usefulness of each feature, we further labeled whether each feature was useful
to a particular participant’s analysis. A feature was deemed useful if it was either used in a
sensible and meaningful way to accomplish a task or address a question during the study, or
has envisioned usage outside of the constrained time limit during the study (e.g., if data was
available or downstream analysis was conducted). In this section, we will apply our thematic
analysis results to understand how each sensemaking process occurs in practice.
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Uncovering the Myth of Sketch-to-Insight

To understand the usefulness of different visual querying modalities, we analyzed their fre-
quency of use in our evaluation study. To our surprise, despite the prevalence of sketch-to-
query systems in the literature, we found that only two out of our nine participants found it
useful to directly sketch a desired pattern onto the canvas. The reason why most participants
did not find direct sketching useful was that they often do not start their analysis with a
specific pattern in mind. Instead, their intuition about what to query is derived from other
visualizations they encountered during exploration, in which case it makes more sense to
query using those visualizations as examples directly (e.g., by dragging and dropping that
visualization onto the canvas to submit the query). Even if a user has a pattern in mind,
translating that pattern into a sketch is often hard to do. For example, A2 wanted to search
for a highly-varying signal enveloped by a sinusoidal pattern indicating planetary rotation

, which was hard to draw by hand.12/7/2018 SVG
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Figure 4.7: The number of times a pattern query originates from one of the workflows.
Pattern queries are far more commonly generated via bottom-up than top-down processes.

We further investigated the processes that participants engaged in to construct pattern
queries. Pattern queries can be generated by either top-down (sketching based on user’s
in-the-head pattern) or bottom-up (drag-and-drop based on what user observes from data)
processes. While our study is not intended as a quantitative study with different querying
modalities as conditions, we wanted to get an estimate of the relative frequency of different
mechanisms across users. We examined the sequence of interactions that led to each pattern
query and labeled each one based on one of the five ways it can be generated—two top-down
and three bottom-up ways4 We find that bottom-up processes are 40% more commonly used
than top-down processes for generating a pattern query. Within top-down processes, a pattern
query could arise from users directly sketching a new pattern or by modifying an existing
sketch. For example, M2 first sketched a pattern to find solvent classes with anticorrelated
properties (pattern as a straight line with negative slope) without much success in finding
a desired match. So he instead dragged and dropped one of the peripheral visualizations
similar to his desired one and then smoothed out the noise in the visualization via sketching,

4Top-down: sketch-to-query, sketch-to-modify; Bottom-up: Result querying via object of interest, via
ranked result, or via recommendations. See Figure 4.7 for more details.
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Figure 4.8: Example of sketch-to-modify, based on canvas traces from M2 (left) and A3
(right). The original drag-and-dropped query is shown in blue and sketch-modified queries
in red.

yielding a straight line, as shown in Figure 4.8 (left). M2 repeated this workflow twice in
separate occurrences during the study and was able to derive insights. Likewise, A3 was
searching for pulsating stars characterized by dramatic changes in the amplitudes of the
light curves. She knows that stellar hotspots also exhibit dramatic amplitude fluctuations,
but unlike pulsating stars, the variations happen at regular intervals. Figure 4.8 (right)
illustrates how A3 first picked out a regular pattern (suspected starspot), then modified it
slightly so that the pattern looks more “irregular” (to find pulsating stars).

The infrequent use of top-down pattern specification was also reflected in the fact that
none of the participants queried using an equation. In both astronomy and genetics, the
visualization patterns resulted from complex physical processes that could not be written
down as equations analytically. Even in the case of material science when analytical rela-
tionships do exist, it is challenging to formulate patterns as functional forms in a prescriptive
manner.

We found that some users employed match specification to remedy undesired results from
their top-down pattern queries. While we did not rigorously study the effects of different
analytical parameter settings, we observed that more users refined their matches by ad-
justing the range and degree of approximation, rather than opting for a different similarity
metric. This points to future work in developing more flexible and intuitive vocabularies for
modifying the match along the research directions pursued in [36, 141] over incorporating
additional complex, off-the-shelf matching objectives in VQSs.

Our findings suggest that while sketching is a useful construct for people to express their
queries, the existing ad-hoc, sketch-only model for VQSs is insufficient on its own without
data examples that can help analysts jumpstart their exploration. In fact, from Figure 4.7,
we can see that sketch-to-query only accounted for about a fifth of the total number of visual
queries performed during the study. This finding has profound implications on the design
of future VQSs, since our comparison of VQS features across existing work (Table 4.3)
suggests that past work has primarily focused on top-down process components, without
considering how useful these features are in real-world analytic tasks. We suspect that
these limitations may be why existing VQSs are not commonly adopted in practice. Note
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that we are not advocating for removing the natural and intuitive sketch capabilities from
future VQSs completely, but instead focusing future research and design efforts to examine
other (often underexplored) VQS sensemaking processes. Such processes could be applied
in conjunction with sketching to help analysts more flexibly express their analytical goals,
described next.

Insights via Context Creation and Bottom-up Approaches

As alluded to earlier, bottom-up data-driven inquiries and context creation are far more
commonly used than top-down pattern search when users have no desired patterns in mind,
which is typically the case for exploratory data analysis. In particular, top-down approaches
were only useful for 29% of the use cases, whereas they were useful for 70% of the use cases
for bottom-up approaches and 67% for context creation. We now highlight some exemplary
workflows demonstrating the efficacy of the latter two sensemaking processes.

Bottom-up pattern queries can come from either the ranked list of results, recommen-
dations, or by selecting a particular object of interest as a drag-and-drop query. The most
common use of bottom-up querying is via recommended visualizations. For example, G2 and
G3 identified that the three representative patterns recommended in Zenvisage++ corre-
sponded to the same three groups of genes discussed in a recent publication [61]: induced
genes (profiles with expression levels going up ), repressed genes (starting high then
decreasing ), and transients (rising first then dropping at another time point ).
The clusters provoked G2 to generate a hypothesis regarding the properties of transients: “Is
that because all the transient groups get clustered together, or can I get sharp patterns that
rise and ebb at different time points?” To verify this hypothesis, G2 increased the parameter
controlling the number of clusters and noticed that the clusters no longer exhibited the clean,
intuitive patterns he had seen earlier. G3 expressed a similar sentiment and proceeded by
inspecting the visualizations in the cluster via drag-and-drop. He found a group of genes that
all transitioned at the same timestep, while others transitioned at different timesteps. By
browsing through the ranked list of results, participants were also able to gain a peripheral
overview of the data and spot anomalies during exploration. For example, A1 spotted time
series that were too faint to look like stars after applying the filter CLASS STAR=1, which
led him to discover that all stars have been mislabeled with CLASS STAR=0 as 1 during
data cleaning.

Context creation in VQSs enables users to change the “lens” by which they look
through the data when performing visual querying, thereby creating more opportunities to
explore the data from different perspectives. Echoing the sentiment from past studies in
visual analytics regarding the importance of designing features that enable users to select
relevant subsets of data [196, 6, 79, 122], we found that all participants found at least one
of the features in context creation to be useful.

Both A1 and A2 expressed that context creation through interactive filtering was a pow-
erful way to dynamically test conditions and tune values that they would not have otherwise
experimented with, effectively lowering the barrier between the iterative hypothesize-then-
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compare cycle during sensemaking. During the study, participants used filtering to address
questions such as: Are there more genes similar to a known activator when we subselect only
the differentially expressed genes? (G2) and Can I find more supernovae candidates if I
query only on objects that are bright and classified as a star? (A1). Three participants had
also used filtering as a way to query with known individual objects of interest. For example,
G2 set the filter as gene=9687 and explained that since “this gene is regulated by the estrogen
receptor, when we search for other genes that resemble this gene, we can find other genes
that are potentially affected by the same factors.”

While filtering enabled users to narrow down to a selected data subset, dynamic classes
(buckets of data points that satisfies one or more range constraints) enabled users to compare
relationships between multiple attributes and subgroups of data. For example, M2 divided
solvents in the database into eight different categories based on voltage properties, state of
matter, and viscosity levels, by dynamically setting the cutoff values on the quantitative
variables to create these classes. By exploring these custom classes, M2 discovered that
the relationship between viscosity and lithium solvation energy is independent of whether a
solvent belongs to the class of high voltage or low voltage solvents. He cited that dynamic
class creation was central to learning about this previously-unknown attribute properties:

This is really possible because of dynamic class creation, so this allows you to bucket

your intuition and put that together. [...] I can now bucket things as high voltage stable,

liquid stable, viscous, or not viscous and start doing this classification quickly and start

to explore trends. Look how quickly we can do it!

Combining Sensemaking Processes in VQS Workflows

Given our observations as to how participants make use of each sensemaking process in
practice, we construct a Markov model to further investigate the interplay between these
sensemaking processes in the context of an analysis workflow. Markov models have been
used in the past by Reda et al. (2016) [175] in a similar manner to analyze interaction se-
quences from open-ended, exploratory analysis evaluation studies. The goal of such analysis
is to quantitatively capture how users “transitions between mental, interaction, and computa-
tional states” to afford researchers to qualitatively characterize the processes and behavioral
patterns “essential to insight acquisition” [175].

To compute the state transition probabilities in the Markov model, we make use of event
sequences from the evaluation study, where each event consists of labels describing when
specific features were used. Using the taxonomy in Table 4.2, we map each usage of a fea-
ture in Zenvisage++ to one of the three sensemaking processes. Each participant’s event
sequence is divided into sessions, each indicating a separate line of inquiry during the anal-
ysis. Based on these event sequences—one for each session, we compute the aggregate state
transition probabilities (edge weight labels in Figure 4.10) to characterize how participants
from each domain move between different sensemaking processes.
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Top-Down Context Creation Bottom-Up
Goal: Discover potential supernovae 
candidates that exhibits peak-then- 
decay pattern

Support: Examine data regions that 
are more likely to have supernovae 
candidates

Support: Identify and eliminate 
sources of data anomalies to improve 
match accuracy for finding candidates

Support: Find data classes that follows 
desired functional pattern to understand 
which solvent types exhibit certain 
tradeoffs and relationships

Goal: Compare characteristics from 
different data classes to find a solvent 
that satisfies desirable properties

Support: Understand the overall 
tradeoffs and relationships between 
data attributes

Support: Search and browse for 
genes belonging to the same cluster

Support: Compare known properties 
of genes belonging to different clusters

Goal: Understand characteristic 
pattern profiles in the dataset
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Figure 4.9: Table of example usage scenarios from each domain for each sensemaking pro-
cess. Participants typically have one focused goal expressible through a single sensemaking
process, but since their desired insights may not always be achievable with a single class
of operation, they make use of the two other sensemaking processes to support (Support)
them in accomplishing their main goal (Goal).

The transition probability represents the probability that an action from one class would
be followed by one from the other. For example, in material science, 60% of events that
started with bottom-up exploration lead to context creation and to top-down pattern search
the rest of the time. Self-directed edges indicate the probability that the participant would
continue with the same type of sensemaking process. For example, when an astronomer
performs top-down pattern search, 64% of the transitions were followed by another top-
down process and by context creation the rest of the time, but never followed by a bottom-up
process. This high self-directed transition probability reflects how astronomers often need to
iteratively refine their top-down query through pattern or match specification when looking
for a specific pattern.

To study how important each sensemaking process is for participant’s overall analysis,
we compute the eigenvector centrality of each graph, displayed as node labels in Figure 4.10.
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These values represent the percentage of time the participants spend in each of the sense-
making processes when the transition model has evolved to a steady state [169]. Given that
nodes in Figure 4.10 are scaled by this value, in all domains, we observe that there is always
a prominent node connected to two less prominent ones—but it is also clear that all three
nodes are essential to all domains. Our observation demonstrates how participants often con-
struct a central workflow around a main sensemaking process based on their analytical goals
and interleave variations with the two other support processes as they iterate on the analytic
task, as listed in Figure 4.9. For example, the material scientists focus on context creation
56% of the time, mainly through dynamic class creation, followed by bottom-up inquiries
(such as drag-and-drop) and top-down pattern searches (such as sketch modification). The
central process adopted by each domain is tightly coupled with the problem characteristics
associated with each domain. For example, without an initial query in mind, geneticists
relied heavily on bottom-up querying through recommendations to jumpstart their queries.
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Figure 4.10: Markov models computed based on evaluation study event sequences, with
edges denoting the probability that participant in the particular domain will go from one
sensemaking process to the next. Nodes are scaled according to their eigenvector centrality,
representing the percentage of time participants would spend in a particular sensemaking
process in steady state. The data consists of 206 event actions taken by participants during
the study (80 for astronomy, 65 for genetics, and 61 for material science).

The Markov transition model exemplifies how participants adopted a diverse set of work-
flows based on their unique set of research questions. The bi-directional and cyclical nature
of the transition graphs in Figure 4.10 highlight how the three sensemaking processes do
not simply follow a linear progression towards finding a single pattern or attribute of in-
terest. Instead, the high connectivity of the transition model illustrates how these three
equally-important processes form a sensemaking loop, representing iterative acts of dynamic
foraging and hypothesis generation. This finding reinforces the importance of each sense-
making process and indicates that future VQSs need to be integrative in supporting all three
sensemaking process to enable a diverse set of potential workflows for addressing a wide
range of analytical inquiries.
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Limitations

Although evidence from our evaluation study points to the infrequent use of direct sketch,
we have not performed controlled studies with a sketch-only system as a baseline to validate
this hypothesis. While we employed quantitative comparisons in various analysis throughout
this section, our goal is to gain a formative understanding of VQS usage behavior across our
small sample. Future studies with larger sample sizes and more representative samples are
required to generalize these findings. The goal of our study is to uncover qualitative insights
that might reveal why VQSs are not widely used in practice; further validation of specific
findings is out of the scope of this work. While concerns regarding study results being focused
on Zenvisage++ must be acknowledged, we note that Zenvisage++ is one of the most
comprehensive VQSs to-date, covering many of the features from past systems and more (as
evident from Table 4.3). We believe that our integrative VQS, Zenvisage++, can serve as a
baseline for future research in VQS to evaluate against and build upon. Given that our work
covered three design studies along with one evaluation study, we were unable to cover each
domain to the level of detail typically found in a dedicated design study paper. Instead,
our focus was to highlight the differences and similarities among these domains relevant
to the capabilities required in VQS. Future longitudinal studies may also help alleviate the
novelty effects that participants may have experienced during the evaluation study. While we
have generalized our findings beyond existing work by employing three different and diverse
domains, our case studies have so far been focused on scientific data analysis with domain-
experts, as a first step towards greater adoption of VQSs. Other potential domains that
could benefit from VQSs include: financial data for business intelligence, electronic medical
records for healthcare, and personal data for quantified self. These different domains may
each pose different sets of challenges (such as designing for novices) unaddressed by the
findings in this work, pointing to a promising direction for future work.

4.7 Conclusion

While VQSs hold tremendous promise in accelerating data exploration, they are rarely used
in practice. We worked closely with analysts from three diverse domains to characterize how
VQSs can address their research challenges, to collaboratively design VQS capabilities, and
to evaluate how VQSs are used in practice. Participants used our final system, Zenvis-
age++, to discover desired patterns, trends, and valuable insights to address unanswered
research questions. Based on these experiences, we developed a sensemaking model for how
analysts make use of VQSs. Contrary to past work, we found that sketch-to-query is not as
effective in practice as past work may suggest. Beyond sketching, we find that each of the
three sensemaking process (top-down, context-creation, and bottom-up) fulfills a central role
in participants’ analysis workflows to address their high-level research objectives. We advo-
cate that future research on VQSs should invest in understanding and supporting all three
sensemaking processes to effectively “close the loop” in how analysts interact and perform
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sensemaking with VQSs.
Overall, while the integrative approach to visual querying appears to be a promising ap-

proach for accelerated line chart search, Zenvisage++ could not feasibly support general-
purpose analysis tasks beyond our three presented use cases. Our collaborative design expe-
rience also suggests that the swiss-army knife approach to developing additional capabilities
for Zenvisage++ would lead to feature bloat. As a result, we pivoted towards designing
a flexible, general-purpose visual exploration assistant that supports a range of analytical
tasks that is well-integrated with common data analysis workflows. These findings motivate
the projects described in the second half of this dissertation, where we study how visual
exploration assistants fit into GUI-based and programmatic data analysis workflows.
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Chapter 5

Assistance in GUI-based Charting
Tools with Frontier

Figure 5.1: A screenshot of Frontier with a dataset containing college information. Start-
ing from the Current View displaying a scatterplot of AverageCost versus SATAverage on the
left, the user finds an interesting visualization recommended through the Enhance category
highlighting the two distinct clusters for Private and Public FundingModels (shown with a
red border). This recommendation is generated from the Current View, further “enhanced”
by adding FundingModel to the color channel.

GUI-based charting tools, such as Tableau, provide accessible and intuitive ways for ana-
lysts to create visualizations through the ease of point-and-click interactions. Some of these
charting tools make use of visualization recommendation (VisRec) to provide users with
suggestions for potentially interesting and useful next steps during exploratory data analy-
sis. These recommendations are typically organized into categories based on their analytical
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actions, i.e., operations employed to transition from the current exploration state to a rec-
ommended visualization. However, the utility of the categories employed by these systems in
analytical workflows has not been systematically investigated. This chapter explores the effi-
cacy of recommendation categories in GUI-based charting tools by formalizing a taxonomy of
common categories and developing a system, Frontier, that implements these categories.
Using Frontier as a design probe for a general-purpose visual exploration assistant, we
evaluate workflow strategies adopted by users and how categories influence those strategies.

5.1 Introduction

GUI-based charting tools provide an accessible means to ask questions about data through
visualizations, where new questions often arise from unexpected observations. However, even
though GUI-based charting tools makes it easy to design or create a visualization, challenges
arise when the current choice of visualization or analyses does not yield interesting observa-
tions; this common pain point can cause users to feel stuck or overwhelmed, unsure of what
question to ask next [65, 127]. Building on top of interactive charting tools, visualization
recommendation (VisRec) systems guide users along their exploration journey by suggesting
effective visual encodings [139, 242, 241] or potentially interesting visualizations [39, 87, 220,
237, 41, 191]. A review of related work on VisRec systems can be found in Chapter 2 and
summarized in Table 5.1.

Recommendations are often organized into categories based on the analytical actions
they embody. Analytical actions can be thought of as transitions between visualization
states, corresponding to the operations performed to generate recommendations given the
current visualization state. Example categories include Filter, displaying recommendations
of sub-populations of the data, derived by adding filters to the current visualization, and
Enhance, displaying recommendations by adding one additional attribute to the current
visualization. Figure 5.1 illustrates how recommendation categories can support the analysis
of a college dataset. A scatterplot of SATAverage and AverageCost can be filtered to specific
HighestDegrees or Regions (right side, top) or enhanced by adding the FundingModel

attribute to the color channel (right side, bottom). Users can explore their data via moves
in the visualization space, selecting visualizations based on analytical actions that represent
potential “next steps” in their analysis.

Most VisRec systems are single-purpose in the sense that they only display a small set of
bespoke analytical-action-based recommendation categories. This limited selection of cate-
gories in existing systems stems from challenges in both development and evaluation. From
an evaluation standpoint, determining the value of a given recommendation for a specific
user goal is, in general, a challenge in recommender system design [147], but doing so for
visual analysis tools is even harder. Unlike web search, where the typical goal is to find a
single item (e.g. a movie to watch), this design is further complicated by the variety of user
goals, ranging from specific inquiries to more complex open-ended objectives such as under-
standing relationships across attributes [152]. From a development standpoint, there is an
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interface design and performance cost for dynamically computing large numbers of recom-
mendations [41, 220]. As a result, most systems rely on a small set of fixed recommendation
categories.

While prior work has certainly demonstrated the benefits of VisRec in supporting ex-
ploratory analysis [39, 242, 241], the design space of VisRec categories has not been thor-
oughly explored and evaluated. With new VisRec systems being introduced time and again
in the visualization and HCI literature [120], there is a pressing need to take a step back
to organize and make sense of the design space of analytical-action-based categories in Vis-
Rec and to further evaluate the benefits of multiple types of recommendation categories as a
whole, and relative to each other. This evaluation is crucial for distilling design guidelines for
next-generation VisRec systems and for enabling past, present, and future VisRec systems
to be understood and compared in the context of an organization.

In this chapter, we deconstruct categorization in VisRec systems by comparing and eval-
uating the value of different recommendation categories in visual analytic workflows. We
further investigate how analysis strategies are influenced by employing recommendation cat-
egories as well as the efficacy of various recommendation categories for different task and
dataset characteristics. While recommendation categories such as Filter and Enhance are
in fact present in prior systems [127, 122, 51, 242, 241, 87], there has been no systematic
organization or comparison of recommendation categories and their underlying analytical
actions. Another challenge is that no existing VisRec system comprehensively implements
the space of possible categories to compare their effects on analytical workflows. This crucial
gap in existing literature motivated the design of our general-purpose visual exploration as-
sistant, Frontier1. We developed Frontier as an apparatus for investigating the merits
and pitfalls of various recommendation categories in a single system.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:

• We present a taxonomy of common analytical action-based recommendation categories
employed in visual analysis, synthesizing existing literature from VisRec and online
analytical processing (OLAP). The taxonomy enables us to map out the design space
of existing VisRec systems as well as future ones. (Chapter 5.2)

• We develop a design probe, Frontier, implementing ten recommendation categories
from the taxonomy to explore the usage and impact of these categories in a visual
analysis workflow. (Chapter 5.3)

• We present a mixed-methods user study to understand how recommendation categories
support visual analysis and the relative efficacy of various recommendation categories.
(Chapter 5.4, 5.5)

1The name Frontier is inspired by how the application of analytical actions offer next steps along
potential exploration paths—enabling an explorer to expand the frontier of discovery. In the context of
graph search algorithms, the term frontier refers to the nodes that lie between what has been discovered
and those as yet undiscovered [34].
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As part of this work, one of our goals was to take stock of and systematize research in
the rapidly-evolving area of VisRec systems. Our findings validate prior conjectures about
the value of categorizing recommendations [242, 41] and further reveal how there are sub-
stantial differences in the usage of various categories. For instance, participants indicated
that recommendation categories Enhance (adding one attribute) and Filter (displaying data
sub-populations) were most useful, while Pivot (swapping an attribute) was one of the least
useful. Such findings point to the importance of comparative evaluation across categories
and guidelines for improving category design in future visual exploration assistants.

5.2 Taxonomy of Recommendation Categories

Analytical actions correspond to transitions through the visualization space to generate
categories of recommendations given a user’s current visualization state. While various tax-
onomies [153, 27, 6] exist for describing the types of tasks (or actions) employed during
visual analysis, as stated in Law et al. (2020) [119], we are not aware of any taxonomy that
encompasses the types of data-based visualization recommendations that can be generated
via analytical actions and are reflected in present-day VisRec systems. This section defines
such a taxonomy, providing a common vocabulary for the organizing principles behind rec-
ommendation categories. The taxonomy arose through a systematic review of 20 VisRec
systems. We first describe our approach to surveying existing VisRec system through a
coding process. Then, we present the action in the taxonomy in detail.

Analytical 
Action Context- 

Dependent

Context- 
Independent

Characteristic

Operational

Add

Remove

Swap

Similarity
Difference
Distribution
Correlation

Pivot
Filter (swap)value

attribute

value

attribute

value

attribute

Generalize (attribute)
Generalize (value)

Enhance
Filter (add)

Context- 
Dependent

Figure 5.2: A taxonomy of common analytical actions used in recommending visualizations
for visual analysis. The analytical actions are indicated in blue.

Literature Review and Coding Process

Through open and axial coding [208] by one of the authors, we listed the different types
of recommendations supported across different systems and then iteratively grouped similar
capabilities into categories. We surveyed the 25 research papers that introduces a system that
recommends visualizations or visualization insights for the purpose of guiding users in the
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Category Related Work
Distribution [87, 242, 241, 185, 237, 41, 191]
Correlation [87, 241, 204, 237, 41, 40, 39]
Enhance [87, 242, 241, 51]
Generalize (attribute) [87, 132, 191]
Generalize (filter) [87]
Pivot [87, 51]
Filter (add) [51, 8, 122, 243]
Filter (swap) [51, 127, 142, 183]
Difference [118, 220, 8]
Similarity [118, 127, 142]

Table 5.1: Survey of recommendation categories from 20 VisRec systems. We included
systems that recommend visualization(s) based on the result of some analytical action.

process of exploratory data analysis. We performed an extensive literature review spanning
from visualization, HCI, and database venues to ensure a broad coverage of recommendation
categories.

First, to better understand and group together related systems, we classified each work
based on the type of recommendation system (data, encoding, or hybrid following the defini-
tion in Wongsuphasawat et al. [239]), depending on whether the system was mixed-initiative
or fully-automatic, and the number of recommendation categories supported (single or mul-
tiple categories). Among the 25 papers, 14 were around data-based recommenders, 6 for
hybrid, 5 for encoding-based recommenders. Given the focussed research question we were
interested in, we filtered out the 5 encoding-based recommenders and focussed our analysis
on the 20 data-based or hybrid recommenders.

Next, we listed all the features and capabilities supported supported across different sys-
tems. We were intentionally broad with what we included as recommendations to ensure
that our analyses covered a range of capabilities. We then iteratively grouped similar capa-
bilities into categories through multiple passes of the data, refining our definitions and codes.
Finally, we presented the ten most common types of analytical actions used to generate and
group visualization recommendations across these systems, summarized in Table 5.1.

Taxonomy of Analytical Actions

Our literature review uncovered ten most common types of analytical actions used to generate
and group visualization recommendations in existing systems, summarized in Table 5.1. To
keep the design space of recommendation categories tractable, we focused on data-based
recommendations driven by the operational and characteristic transitions in the visualization
design space. We codified these actions into a taxonomy as seen in Figure 5.2. Our taxonomy
is not intended to encompass all analytical action types, but rather to synthesize the most
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common ones used to categorize recommendations so that we can explore the interaction
design space more deeply.

At its highest level, the taxonomy defines two main categories: operational and charac-
teristic. The operational category describes analytical actions that navigate users through
the visualization space via operations such as add, remove, and swap. The characteristic
category describes actions that reveal certain characteristic patterns in the data, such as
skewness and correlation. The taxonomy is further broken down into context-dependent and
context-independent categories. Actions are context-dependent if they depend on the current
view or visualization (i.e., the selected attributes, values, and visual encodings); they are
context-independent if they do not depend on the current view.

Note that the operational actions described above overlaps with some of the categories
in the chart transition model in GraphScape [111]. However, GraphScape provides a chart
transition model that describes visualization edits, whereas our taxonomy describes actions
in a VisRec context drawn from existing VisRec systems. Since our focus is less on encoding-
based recommendations, we do not consider such aspects of the GraphScape taxonomy such
as Scale and Mark. Likewise, GraphScape does not include characteristic actions described
in this taxonomy.

Operational Analytical Actions

Operational actions apply data-oriented operations that transition the current view to a
related, neighboring part of the visualization space. By definition, analytical actions that
are operational must also be context-dependent as they operate on the current view. As seen
in Figure 5.2, there are three broad categories of operational actions based on whether an
attribute or value is added, removed, or swapped, leading to six (3×2) individual categories.

The example in Figure 5.3 demonstrates how operational actions can be thought of
as moving along different paths in the attribute or value hierarchy. Every node in the
attribute or value hierarchy represents a set of selected attributes or values. A user’s current
visualization is composed of their position on the attribute hierarchy (i.e., the space of
all attribute combinations) and their position on the value hierarchy (i.e., the space of all
filter value combinations). Movements through these hierarchies defines the set of possible
operational actions. This conceptual model formalizes the space of possible visualizations
that are one move away from the current visualization. The names of each action is based
on the operations performed on user’s current view. For example, users can either Enhance

their current view by adding an attribute or Generalize to simplify the level of detail within
their current view.

Our model draws on Online Analytical Processing (OLAP), a sub-field of data manage-
ment that targets analytical querying of multi-dimensional data. However, unlike OLAP,
which only considers the value hierarchy [66], we introduced the analogous attribute hier-
archy to help capture common operations in visual analytics. Here are the six operational
analytical action categories:
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Figure 5.3: Operational actions represent transitions through the attribute and value hier-
archies.

• Enhance: adds an additional attribute to the current view. If the user selects attributes

A and B, Enhance displays visualizations involving attributes A, B, and C. This
action corresponds to moving down the attribute hierarchy (Figure 5.3 red).

• Filter (add): adds an additional filter to the current view. If the user selects attributes

A and B, Filter (add) displays visualizations involving A, B, and a filter F . As
described in Chapter 3, this is known as a drill-down in the value hierarchy in OLAP
(Figure 5.3 orange).

• Filter (swap): switches out the filter value to a different value, while keeping the filter

attribute fixed. If the user selects attributes A and filter F = V , Filter (swap) displays
visualizations involving A and an alternative filter F = V ′. This action corresponds to
moving horizontally across the value hierarchy to a node with the same filter attribute
(Figure 5.3 purple).

• Generalize (attribute): removes one attribute from the current view to display the

more general trend. If the user selects attributes A and B, visualizations involving
either A or B are displayed. This action corresponds to moving up the attribute
hierarchy (Figure 5.3 turquoise).

• Generalize (value): removes one filter from the current view to display the more

general trend. If the user selects attributes A and a filter F , visualizations involving
only A are displayed. In OLAP, the removal of a filter is known as a roll-up on the
value hierarchy (Figure 5.3 pink).

• Pivot: displays visualizations that can be constructed if one of the attributes from

the current view is replaced with another attribute2. If the user selects attributes A
and B, Pivot displays visualizations involving either A and another attribute B′, or
B and another attribute A′. This action corresponds to moving horizontally along the
attribute hierarchy (Figure 5.3 green).

2Note that the term pivot here should not be confused with the pivot table operation in spreadsheets.
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Characteristic Analytical Actions

Characteristic analytical actions are designed to surface salient visual and statistical char-
acteristics of the data3, sorted based on an interestingess metric that is described in Chap-
ter 5.2. Characteristic actions that are context-independent are designed with an overview
intent, similar to “breadth-first” exploration strategies in web search [215] that are indepen-
dent of the user’s search query. We describe two types of independent actions that highlight
patterns that may be of interest to the user:

• Correlation: highlights bivariate relationships between quantitative fields in the data

through scatterplots of different combinations of quantitative attributes.

• Distribution: displays the possible univariate distributions in the dataset, with COUNT

as the default measure. The visualization can either be a histogram, bar chart, or line
chart depending on the data type of the attribute.

Characteristic actions that are context-dependent showcase salient visual characteristics based
on the current view.

• Similarity/Difference: highlights data patterns that are visually similar or different

from the current view.

Our taxonomy faithfully captures a diverse set of categories implemented in a variety of
VisRec systems. As a result, there are overlaps between different actions in the taxonomy.
For example, when a quantitative field is in the current view, Enhance displays a subset of
Correlation that contains the selected field. Systems that implement such a taxonomy need
to strike a balance between showing a comprehensive set of categories and avoiding multiple
categories that might recommend the same visualizations. We will describe how Frontier
selects categories to avoid duplicate recommendations in Chapter 5.3.

Ranking Objectives

Within each analytical action category, visualizations are often ranked using some interest-
ingness objective. Given the different chart characteristics for different types of visualiza-
tions, the interestingness objective, even for a given action, may be different for visualization
types. For example, a user may be interested in the degree of correlation in a scatterplot,
while they may be interested in differences between the bar values in a bar chart. In this
work, we consider commonly occurring basic chart types, including bar charts, histograms,
line charts, and scatterplots, typically employed by existing VisRec systems. Even this set
results in a considerable number of choices corresponding to every combination of action and

3In this taxonomy, we focus on multidimensional structured (i.e., relational) datasets as opposed to graph
or semi-structured datasets.
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visualization type. We identified a small number of classes of objectives that have been used
in prior work for these combinations, which we catalog below.

For the characteristic actions, the objective typically captures the salient visual charac-
teristics expressed by a visualization, such as the degree of correlation or skew. Visualizations
are ranked from the Correlation action based on monotonicity [236], typically most to least
correlated, while those from the Distribution action are ranked from most to least skewed.
For the Similarity action, bar and line chart visualizations are ranked based on similarity
to the current view, computed via the Euclidean distance between the measure values of the
visualizations [200, 127].

For the operational actions, the objective used is typically determined by the visualization
type of the recommended visualizations. These objectives capture perceptual characteristics
generally associated with something unexpected or insightful in the visualization, including:

• Non-uniformity: For bar/line charts and histograms without a filter, visualizations
are ranked highly if they are highly uneven, indicating the presence of outlying cate-
gories or shifts in distributions [41, 39].

• Deviation: For bar/line charts and histograms with a filter, the ranking is based on
the deviation between the filtered and unfiltered (overall) distributions, based on the
intuition that a visualization is potentially interesting if it differs greatly from some
expected reference [122, 220].

• Correlation: For uncolored scatterplots, a visualization is ranked higher if it displays
a high degree of dependence between the two measures, as measured by mutual infor-
mation [154, 101] or Spearman’s correlation [236].

• Separability: For colored scatterplots, a visualization is ranked higher if the colors for
each category distinctly separate clusters of data points in the scatterplot [189, 39].

5.3 The Frontier System

We introduce Frontier, a GUI-based charting tool that provides visualization recommen-
dations across multiple analytical action-based categories. Frontier is a design probe that
enables us to systematically explore and compare these categories. For brevity, we refer
to the analytical action-based categories displayed in Frontier simply as recommendation
categories henceforth. The Frontier interface is composed of four areas as illustrated in
Figure 5.4. Starting from the left (Figure 5.4A), we have the Control Panel, a manual spec-
ification interface for specifying the visualization in the Current View (Figure 5.4B). The
Control Panel lists measures and dimensions and allows users to add or remove attributes
and values. The Specification Panel (Figure 5.4A top) allows users to fine-tune their vi-
sualizations by arranging attributes across specific encoding channels. Users can toggle on
and off specific recommendation categories. If a category is not applicable for the given
Current View, the cursor icon changes to a forbidden sign upon hover in the Category Menu
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(Figure 5.4C). The recommendations are displayed row-by-row on the right (Figure 5.4D)
analogous to faceted web search results to encourage browsing [247].

We drew inspiration from existing VisRec interfaces [241, 87, 41] and employed guidelines
from mixed-initiative interfaces [86, 157] to balance interface usability with comprehensive-
ness in the display of recommendation categories. We iterated on the design with feedback
from an interaction designer and made significant changes to the interface over a period of
six months.

Figure 5.4: Frontier consists of four areas: Control Panel (A), Current View (B), Category
Menu (C), and Recommendations Panel (D).

Design considerations

The following design considerations emerged while iteratively designing Frontier:
• C1: Concise and informative. Recommendation categories should provide a manageable

set of options as “next-steps” in a user’s analytical workflow. Users should never be
shown an empty category nor should they be shown categories with overlapping recom-
mendations.

• C2: Coordinated and actionable. Recommendation categories should be coordinated and
consistent with other parts of the system, such as in the Category Menu and Current
View. The user should be able to bring a recommended visualization into the Current
View.

• C3: Interpretable and visually discernible. Recommendation categories should be self-
explanatory and display visual indicators that convey their key characteristics or highlight
how they differ from the Current View.

These requirements echo design considerations from prior work in mixed-initiative visual
analytics systems [241, 204].
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System Overview

Frontier is a web-based system with components described as follows. First, the Data
Manager loads the dataset and metadata (i.e., the data type, data model, and default ag-
gregation) and computes statistics (i.e., cardinality, correlation, minimum, maximum). The
Context Manager maintains information about the attributes and values that the user has se-
lected. Then the Category Manager determines which recommendation categories to display
for a given Current View and maintains a list of categories. Finally, each Category contains
information about specific recommendation categories, a sorted list of top-k recommended
visualizations, and their associated scores.

(a) Correlation (b) Distribution (c) Generalize

(d) Similarity (e) Pivot

(f) Enhance (g) Filter

Figure 5.5: Examples of various recommendation categories implemented in Frontier.
(A) Correlation generates scatterplots with bivariate relationships between quantitative
fields ranging from high to low correlation. (B) Distribution shows the possible univariate
distributions from the dataset ranging from skewed to normal distributions. In the following
examples, the current view is shown on the left, with the corresponding recommendations
shown on the right. (C) Generalize shows possible visualizations when one attribute or
filter from the current view is removed (removed attributes shown with strikethroughs).
(D) Similarity highlights data patterns ranging from most to least similar to the current
view. (E) Pivot shows possible visualizations that can be constructed if one of the current
attributes is changed to another (changed attributes shown in blue). (F) Enhance shows
possible visualizations when an additional attribute is added to the current view (additional
attributes shown in blue). (G) Filter displays the data subsets that can be constructed from
the current view when a filter is applied.
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Category Generation and Visualization Interaction

To select a manageable set of recommendation categories (C1) to display to users, we designed
the following workflow. These rules are similar to the ones adopted in Voyager [242] and
DIVE [87], which first provide an overview via univariate distributions, followed by more
relevant visualizations based on subsequent user selection.

At the start of the analysis, when no attributes are selected, the Correlation and Dis-

tribution actions display univariate and bivariate visualizations, enabling users to get an
overview of the dataset (Figure 5.5A, 5.5B). Operational categories evolve based on the
Current View and come into play once any attribute is selected. To avoid redundancy across
categories (C1), Frontier only shows context-independent categories when there are no at-
tributes selected. For example, when a user selects a single quantitative attribute, Enhance

(Figure 5.5F) generates a collection of scatterplots, similar to what is shown for Correlation.
Similarly, when a categorical attribute is in the Current View, only Pivot recommendations
(Figure 5.5E) are displayed, to avoid operating over the same collection of visualizations as
the ones in Distribution.

To make the recommendation categories more succinct and manageable (C1), from Ta-
ble 5.1, Frontier consolidates filter (add) and filter (swap) to give Filter, generalize (at-
tribute) and generalize (value) to give Generalize, similarity and difference to give Simi-

larity. Frontier’s Filter adds an additional filter to the Current View on any categorical
attribute4 when there is no filter in the Current View (Figure 5.5G). When a filter is in place,
Filter keeps the specified filter attribute, while swapping out one of the attribute values to
showcase alternative data subsets for comparison. Note that any applied filter is always
retained in all actions except in Filter. In Generalize, we display all possible visualizations
by removing either one filter or one attribute that is in the Current View (Figure 5.5C). In
Similarity, visualizations that look most similar to the Current View are ranked highest, but
users can reverse the sort order to look at the most dissimilar visualizations (Figure 5.5D).

Users can double click any recommendation to bring the visualization into the Current
View; this sets elements in the Control Panel to be consistent with that of the selected
visualization (C2). We display the axis label of any element that differs between the Current
View and the recommendation in blue, to ease comparison and highlight differences (C3).

5.4 Study Design

We conducted a mixed-methods study to explore how various recommendation categories
impact visual analysis workflows. Our primary goal was to study the relative usefulness of
various categories as well as how categorization influences the analysis workflow in general.
To study these goals, our design probe, Frontier, implements the categories described in
the previous section. Further, to understand the effect of categorization in mixed-initiative

4Note that Frontier only supports filters on categorical variables, although filters on quantitative
variables, e.g., based on ranges are in indeed possible [99].
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VisRec workflows, we included a mixed-initiative VisRec baseline, mirrored off of Frontier,
that featured the same recommendations, but without any categorization. We describe this
baseline later on. Overall, our exploratory study aimed to address the following research
questions:

• RQ1: How do recommendation categories support and influence analytical workflows?
What problem-solving and exploration strategies do users adopt when using recom-
mendation categories in a mixed-initiative context?

• RQ2: What are the differences in user behavior across recommendation categories?
What is the value and impact of individual recommendation categories and how does
this vary across tasks and datasets?

Participants

We recruited 24 participants (10 female, 14 male) from within a software company. Nine
were experienced users of Tableau, 13 had limited proficiency, and two had no experience.
In a between-subjects design, participants were randomly assigned to use Frontier or
Baseline with either the College [217] or Olympic Medals [1] dataset, with six participants
per condition-dataset combination. Henceforth, we suffix .F or .B in the identifier to display
whether the participant used Frontier or the Baseline condition.

Tasks and Data

There were two main parts to the study: closed-ended tasks and open-ended exploration.

Part 1: Closed-ended tasks

Closed-ended tasks were mainly intended to familiarize participants with the system while
also providing some consistent objectives for task comparison. Participants completed four
closed-ended questions that included common visual analytic tasks, including:

• Q1 (Correlate): find other measures that are linearly correlated with a selected at-
tribute.

• Q2 (Filter Compare): compare bar charts across different data sub-populations.

• Q3 (One v.s. All): compare a filtered distribution with the overall distribution.

• Q4 (Pattern): compare the temporal trend across different measures.

For each task, participants answered a multiple choice question on a paper worksheet. They
were instructed to use Frontier to answer the question, but were not told how to do so.
All participants used the Cars dataset [222] for closed-ended tasks. This dataset was chosen
because of its simple schema (five measures and five dimensions), clean insight patterns, and
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because it is commonly used for demonstrating visualization systems [188, 241, 39], thus
enabling comparisons.

Part 2: Open-ended exploration

Following the closed-ended tasks, participants completed an open-ended exploration task.
This task enabled us to observe how people would choose to use (or not use) the recom-
mendations in a natural analysis flow. Participants explored either the College or Olympic
Medals dataset. Instructions were: “We’d like you to explore this data to look for interest-
ing insights. As you work, please let us know what questions or hypotheses you’re trying
to answer as well as any insights that you are learning about the data.” Participants were
instructed to talk aloud and star recommendations they found useful.

The two datasets for open-ended exploration were chosen due to their real-world and
accessible nature. We chose datasets with different characteristics, enabling us to study a
wider range of analytical inquiries: the College dataset has ten measures and six dimensions
with low to medium cardinality, while the Medals dataset contains only three measures and
twelve dimensions with medium to high cardinality.

Apparatus

In the Frontier condition, participants used the full version of Frontier with all of the
recommendation categories. The ordering of recommendation categories within the interface
was randomized for each user to minimize the preference for recommendations displayed at
the top of the page.

To study the impact of categorization as a whole, we introduced a Baseline condition.
This condition displayed the same set of recommendations except that the recommendation
categories were removed so that all the recommendations appeared in a single, grid lay-
out5. The goal of this Baseline is to establish a vanilla VisRec system that (i) eliminates
the effects of recommendation categories, while preserving certain characteristics for a con-
trolled comparison in that (ii) it is mixed-initiative and (iii) displays the same overall set of
recommendations.

To understand this condition better, note that the organization of VisRec into categories
is a result of both the labeling (i.e., interface elements such as dividers and textual descrip-
tions of the categories) as well as the ranking within each category. To remove the effects
of categorization (i), we not only had to remove the category labels, but also had to shuffle
the display order of the recommendations. In both conditions, participants can browse for
more visualizations via horizontal scrolling (single scroll bar for the Baseline, one scroll bar
per recommendation category for Frontier). To prevent preferential bias towards top-
ranked visualizations, we ensured that the exact same set of visualizations appeared with
and without scrolling across both conditions.

5The Baseline interface has a similar layout to several existing VisRec systems [237, 107]
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One could potentially argue that the lack of organization in our baseline can be a con-
found. However, after considering alternative designs, including a no-recommendations base-
line or no baseline at all, we concluded that our chosen baseline was the most appropriate
option. We opted against comparing with manual specification tools without recommenda-
tions, given the general benefits of VisRec as shown in prior studies [39, 241, 242]. We also
opted against comparing with existing VisRec systems that implement a subset of categories,
as this would not allow us to tease apart the impact of categorization on analytic workflows.
A baseline that only removes the category labels, but does not alter the display order, would
only evaluate the effects of explicit category labels and is thus not a meaningfully different
baseline. Since the goal of the study is not to demonstrate performance difference between
Frontier and Baseline, we opted for a baseline with recommendations for investigating
the research questions around recommendation categories.

Procedure

Sessions lasted approximately one hour, consisting of approximately five minutes of introduc-
tion and tutorial, 15 minutes of closed-ended tasks, 30 minutes of open-ended exploration,
and 10 minutes of semi-structured interviewing. The tutorial video introduced the interface
using the Cars dataset and stated that recommendations were selected based on an inter-
estingness ranking and that the blue text indicated changes from the Current View. For
Frontier, the video additionally described each recommendation category. The post-study
interview included 7-point Likert scale questions (e.g., overall usability, recommendation
usefulness) and open-ended questions on the system design and recommendations.

Analysis Approach

We employed a mixed-methods approach involving both qualitative and quantitative anal-
yses. The primary focus of our work was a qualitative analysis of how recommendations
of different categories influenced people’s analytical workflows. We conducted a thematic
analysis through open-coding of session videos, focusing on strategies participants took to
answer their questions.

We thematically classified each participant based on how frequently they engaged with
manual controls versus the recommendation panels. To obtain these classifications, we as-
signed separate labels for characterizing each participant’s usage of the Control Panel and
the recommendations (1: Majority of the time, 2: Sometimes, 3: Not often). Based on these
labels, we grouped the participants by their relative frequency of use, where participants
employed a manual-oriented strategy if they exhibited a higher usage of the Control Panel
than recommendations, balanced if they had comparable usage of both, and recommendation-
oriented if they exhibited a higher usage of recommendations than the Control Panel. Addi-
tionally, we define a visualization as useful if one or more of the following occurred: (a) the
participant verbally described an insight, (b) the visualization was brought into view, (c) the
visualization was starred, or (d) the participant expressed that it was useful or interesting.
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We coded insights from the video recordings, reusing the definition of an insight from prior
work [185, 133].

The quantitative analysis consisted of Likert question results from the interview as well
as counts of expressed hypotheses, data insights, and recommendations participants found
useful. We employed statistical testing where appropriate, but considered the quantitative
analysis mainly as a complement to our qualitative findings. We adopted a 95% confidence
interval for all statistical analyses. Our analysis approach is similar to other studies that
employed mixed-methods to investigate analytical workflows [140, 185].

5.5 Study Findings

RQ1: How do recommendation categories support
mixed-initiative analysis workflows?

To understand how recommendation categories support analytical workflows, we first ex-
amine the strategies participants adopted and understand their motivations for switching
between different modes of exploration. Then we delve deeper to examine the specific ben-
efits of recommendation categories and their affordances. Finally, we highlight how user’s
perceptions regarding the recommendation categories can evolve over the course of an anal-
ysis workflow.

Strategies in mixed-initiative recommendation workflows

Based on thematic analysis of how frequently participants engaged with manual control
versus recommendation panels, we observe three major strategies that they employed across
both the Frontier and Baseline conditions. We generally observe that participants were
more inclined to use recommendations in their workflow when using Frontier than in the
Baseline. We sought to better understand participants’ motivations for opting for different
analysis options. Participants employed a recommendation-oriented strategy for exploring
unfamiliar attributes (NF,B = 6, 3 participants6) during preliminary analysis (NF,B = 5, 4)
or when they were out of ideas on what to pursue further (NF,B = 5, 1). We found a small
group of participants (N = 3 for Frontier; N = 1 for Baseline) who relied almost entirely
on the recommendations to drive their analyses and used the Control Panel only sparingly.
Most of these participants either expressed that they had limited experience with creating
visualizations or were unsure what to expect from the dataset. The sentiment expressed
by these participants largely corresponded to the challenges that visualization novices face
in translating abstract questions about their data to visualization specifications [65]. As

6We use the notation NF,B to report measurements for Frontier and Baseline respectively. In the
example above, NF,B = 6, 3 means that six participants using Frontier and three participants using
Baseline used recommendations to explore unfamiliar attributes.
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Question Condition
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Q1 (Correlate) Frontier
Baseline

Q2 (Filter Compare) Frontier
Baseline

Q3 (One vs. All) Frontier
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Q4 (Pattern) Frontier
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Figure 5.6: The number of participants who took a manual-oriented approach in solving the
closed-ended question versus a recommendation-oriented approach.

P6.F explained “...the recommendations gave me a jumpstart [...] because if I didn’t have
the recommendations to begin with, I wouldn’t even know where to start.”

Participants also adopted a balanced strategy intermixing the use of the Control Panel
and recommendations in unexpected ways. Three participants (P7.F , P8.F , P17.B) selected
recommended visualizations that were “close enough” to what they wanted, then made minor
tweaks using the Control Panel to attain their desired visualization. Participants also created
familiar visualizations to trigger desired recommendations. For example, P9.F wanted to
look for linear trends in the data. They recalled seeing a clean linear trend between ACT
and SAT scores previously, so they first created the same visualization via the Control
Panel. Then they browsed through recommendations resulting from Similarity in order to
find similar visualizations. Participants were able to leverage recommendations effectively
in their workflow since the recommendation categories were transparent and interpretable,
leading to predictable behavior.

Participants followed a manual-oriented strategy when the perceived cost of engaging in
manual specification was lower than the effort it took to interact with the recommendations.
This occurs when participants had a specific hypothesis in mind (P12.F , P15.B, P16.B,
P17.B) or when participants expressed a preference for manual specification due to their
familiarity with existing charting interfaces (P10.F , P16.B, P22.B). P17.B explained the
reason why they adopted a manual-oriented approach:

If the question that I want to answer is very clear, then I will go do it myself.
There are two scenarios that I will switch from the left panel to recommendations.
One thing is, I don’t know what the next step is and I want insights. Second thing
is, I don’t know how to do it.

As shown in Figure 5.6, a similar pattern is also observed for the strategies taken to solve the
closed-ended task. In tasks where manual specification required significantly more work than
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simply browsing the recommendations for answers (Correlate, Filter Compare), participants
were more likely to adopt a recommendation-oriented strategy. On the other hand, in the
One vs. All task where participants had to compare a filter and unfiltered visualization,
participants opted for the manual-oriented strategy as it was fairly easy to remove a filter.

Participants also adopted a manual-oriented strategy when the perceived effort to interact
with recommendations was higher than usual, such as when they were overwhelmed by the
large, unorganized panel of recommendations in the Baseline. This is supported by the
post-study Likert ratings, where participants reported recommendations in Baseline to be
less useful (µF,B=4.58, 5.50; σF,B=0.90, 0.79; U =33.5, p<0.05 via Mann-Whitney test) and
more overwhelming (µF,B=2.58, 1.76; σF,B=1.44, 1.76; U =58.0, p=0.21) than Frontier.

Value and impact of recommendation categories

We find that the presence of recommendation categories leads to richer and higher-utility
exploration. During open-ended exploration, there were more insights generated via recom-
mendations in Frontier than in the Baseline (NF,B = 171, 96; t=2.66, p<0.05). A similar
trend was observed for the total number of useful visualizations generated via recommenda-
tions (NF,B = 149, 82; t=2.47, p<0.05), also shown in Figure 5.7 (left).
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Figure 5.7: Number of useful visualizations for each recommendation category by condition
(left) and by dataset (right) for open-ended tasks. Left: Enhance and Filter are most useful
in Frontier, but to a lesser extent in Baseline. Right: Pivot and Distribution are more
useful in dimension-heavy datasets (e.g., Medals), whereas Correlation is more useful in
measure-heavy datasets (e.g., College).

Our observations suggest that recommendation categories reduced overhead associated
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with interpreting the visualization recommendations. While we did not measure the visu-
alization read-time directly due to the exploratory nature of the tasks, several qualitative
observations support this idea. First, six out of 12 participants using Frontier expressed
that they appreciated the organization. P5 noted: “I like being able to really quickly visually
inspect a bunch of things, because I can just slide a bunch of stuff past my eyes and be able
to pick the stuff that jumped out.” In contrast, many participants in the Baseline condition
went back and forth multiple times between visualizations to make comparisons and ensure
that they had the right answer when solving the closed-ended questions (P18, 15, 25, 26),
which at times led to mistakes.

During the study, we noticed that some participants appeared to be “stuck” in their
analyses if they either: a) verbally expressed that they were out of ideas, b) implicitly when
they had hypothesizing time of greater than one minute, or c) expressed reluctance to explore
further. In particular, only one out of 12 participants using Frontier got “stuck” (once)
compared to three participants getting “stuck” (total of five occurrences) in the Baseline
condition. This is partly attributed to how Frontier participants repurposed and adapted
their workflows to take advantage of the diverse set of actions available through various
recommendation categories.

Participants often leveraged categories with the same axes such as Enhance and Filter

to attain insights involving comparisons across multiple visualizations. For example, P10.F
was interested in the age distribution of Russian athletes because of their highest medal
count. They created a histogram distribution of age for Russia and browsed through the
Filter action to see distributions for other countries. They exclaimed: “Oh wow! Italy has
some really old people for their medalists”. Seeing the Italy age distribution in the context
of other age distributions highlighted its uniqueness; the visualization in isolation would
have been uninteresting. Such comparisons across visualizations within an axes-consistent
category are prevalent and often lead to better distributional awareness and understanding
of the general patterns and trends in the dataset.

Evolving perceptions around recommendation categories

We found that participants came into the study with a diverse set of perceptions and ex-
pectations about recommendations that evolved throughout the course of the open-ended
exploration session. For example, P8.F explained that “I feel like these suggestions require
a lot more thought process in my head. So for the suggestions, because the one or two times
that it doesn’t seem a lot useful, I probably disregard it afterwards.” P4.F echoed a simi-
lar sentiment; several uninteresting visualizations early on deteriorated their confidence in
Correlation: “I thought that Correlation would be interesting. And it showed me like height
and weight correlation and you heard me say I wasn’t really interested in that. So it kind of
made me nullify the entire Correlation panel together.”

We also observed the reverse where participants with a negative initial impression of
recommendations gained more trust and understanding over time. P24.B expressed that
they had a bias against recommendation systems and was reluctant to look at it. How-
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ever, finding useful things from the recommendation encouraged them to adopt more of the
recommendations in their workflow later on.

Before I even started the study, I have a bias about recommendation panels. Be-
cause most of the time recommendation panels do not show you what you want.
So I’m already kind of wanting to do my own thing and do it myself, because my
bias is that is more reliable than using a recommendation. [...] Once it started
showing things, I was like, ‘Oh, that is kind of interesting’, or ‘Oh, that is kind of
relevant’. I started paying a little more attention to it. I had to keep reminding
myself like, ‘Oh yeah, this is the part of the screen I’m supposed to be looking at,
it can actually be useful’.

We also observed similar effects on a per-category level. For example, P11.F discovered
interesting insights based on Filter and noted in the subsequent analysis that they explicitly
focused on the Filter category because they knew it would likely give something interesting.
11 out of the 24 participants also expressed that there was a learning curve in familiarizing
themselves with the recommendation categories. A more longitudinal follow-up study is
required to understand how users would interact with the recommendation categories when
they become more familiar.

RQ2: What are the differences in usage and utility across
recommendation categories?

Enhance and Filter were most useful, while Pivot least

As shown in Figure 5.7, some categories of recommendations were more useful than others.
Somewhat surprisingly, while participants reported significantly more useful visualizations
in Frontier than in Baseline especially for Enhance and Filter, we found that the relative
ordering of usefulness for different recommendation types was largely the same independent
of the condition. Note that while the categories were not explicitly shown in the Baseline
interface, they were logged on the system side for the purpose of this analysis. As shown in
Figure 5.7, Enhance and Filter are significantly more useful than Pivot (t=4.12, p<0.05;
t=3.24, p<0.05 respectively via t-test).

In both conditions, we observed that participants manually performed analytical se-
quences that were similar to the analytical actions that produced the recommendations. We
saw repeated patterns of participants manually performing the pivot operation on 14 sep-
arate occasions and the filtering operation on seven occasions. Given that Pivot was not
actually regarded as very useful compared to the other categories (Figure 5.7), we suspect
there may be a difference between the types of operations a user would like to perform man-
ually, versus ones that they would prefer being recommended to them. Regardless, these
interaction patterns indicate that Filter and Pivot do indeed resemble the natural, intuitive
next steps in users’ workflows.
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Participants’ post-study ratings of different categories in Frontier largely corresponded
to the usefulness counts during the session in Figure 5.7. One exception is that Correlation

and Distribution were perceived as easily understandable and useful by more than five out
of the eight participants who provided a rating, but had low ranks relative to the usage
frequencies captured in Figure 5.7. The discrepancy likely stems from the fact that these
two context-independent categories are only displayed when the Current View is empty, so
participants did not see them as frequently as the other categories.

Utility of recommendation categories across datasets

As shown in Figure 5.7 (right), the number of useful visualizations from certain categories
depended on the dataset. While the usefulness of each category largely followed the trend
observed in Figure 5.7 (left), the usage of Pivot, Distribution, and Correlation differed
across datasets. Given that the College dataset contained large numbers of measures, while
the Medals datasets had few measures and more dimensions, it was no surprise that there
were more uses of Correlation in the College dataset (N = 8) than in the Medals dataset
(N = 3).

On the other hand, Distribution was used more frequently with the Medals dataset (N =
9) than in the College dataset (N = 6), possibly because it also contained bar charts of the
count distributions of dimensions (showing a surprising trend that Europe won significantly
more medals than any other continent), whereas Distribution for the College dataset showed
mostly histograms of measures. Pivot was also used more frequently in the Medals dataset
(N = 11) than in the College dataset (N = 6), although the we were unable to determine
the reason.

5.6 Study Limitations

While the analytical workflows that participants chose may be influenced by the category
selection logic, we tried to minimize the effect of the display order on category preferences
by randomizing the ordering of the various categories across users. We did not investigate
the effects of recommendation ranking functions, but instead adopted standard data inter-
estingness metrics from the literature [39, 122, 41, 40, 125]. Future work should explore how
the interplay between ranking functions, visualization types, and category labels influences
the usefulness of recommendations.

While we employed two different datasets to study task effects, future studies with more
realistic dataset properties (large, higher-dimensional), larger sample sizes, different prob-
lem domains, and varying user expertise would be helpful. We have not explicitly controlled
for visualization expertise, leading to more participants with limited proficiency. We also
acknowledge potential novelty and unfamiliarity effects in our short one-hour study: most
participants did not become fully fluent with all the categories and features provided in
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Frontier. The correlation between the warm-up, closed-ended task and the participant be-
havior may also be a potential confound. As a result, participants exhibited a strong affinity
towards the Control Panel due to preconceptions of and familiarity with existing charting
tools. A longitudinal study that examines how categorized recommendations are used in
practice is important future work.

5.7 Design Implications

From our study findings, we first describe the guiding principles for the design of VisRec
categories. We then discuss interface considerations for recommendation categories and their
potential pitfalls. Finally, we identify opportunities for supporting analytical actions in visual
analysis.

Design guidelines for recommendation categories

Evidence from our study shows how recommendation categories can be powerful constructs
that help situate users by establishing a mental framework for reasoning about recommen-
dation results. The semantic grouping and visual affordances of recommendation categories
“lift” the visual analysis to operate at the level of analytical actions. By observing how
participants switched between manual specification and recommendations, we find that pre-
dictable categories reduce users’ perceived cost of employing recommendations — crucial
for establishing an effective mixed-initiative workflow where recommendations can be used
seamlessly in conjunction with manual specification.

Furthermore, the success of Enhance and Filter lends an important lesson for future
VisRec systems in designing simple and readily-accessible recommendation categories. In
particular, our study suggests that transparency and interpretability are essential character-
istics that lead to recommendation categories that are predictably useful.

One heuristic for evaluating the complexity of a recommendation is to check whether
the underlying action addresses a question involving a single element, which can either be
a descriptor of the visualization’s characteristics or an element that differs from the current
view. For example, Correlation answers the question: “Which attributes are correlated?”
and Enhance answers: “What visualizations can be generated by adding one additional at-
tribute?” Participants’ failure to adopt Pivot may be partially due to multiple degrees of
freedom in which attributes could be swapped. Further, there may be difficulty in articu-
lating the analytical question that Pivot affords. This led to additional cognitive effort to
reason about what was retained versus varied. Another contributor might be the drastic en-
coding change that can occur during swapping. This inconsistent behavior can be jarring and
inhibits one’s ability to compare across the collection. It remains an open question whether
“anchoring” techniques that recommends appropriate encodings based on prior context [132]
can be applied to recommended collections to offer a more consistent Pivot. Encoding in-
consistency across collections is never an issue when swapping out values in Filter as the
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visualized attributes are unchanged when we move across the value hierarchy. This may
explain why Filter was useful in providing complementary views on sub-populations of data,
often leading to unexpected insights.

While our category selection algorithm takes an overview-first [197] approach in showing
context-independent categories at the beginning and context-dependent recommendations
once a specified view exists, several users explicitly cleared their selection in order to get
the overview from time-to-time. Additionally, two participants indicated that they hoped
to find visualization recommendations that were more unrelated and surprising rather than
simple alternatives to their Current View. The diversity-accuracy tradeoff is a classical
problem in recommender system design [2]. Supporting a blend of both types of visualization
recommendations is a first step towards assisting users with different information preferences
and needs. Further research is needed to develop and evaluate these recommendations as
well as to validate our proposed taxonomy.

Pitfalls of categorized recommendations

While recommendations are at most an annoyance when they are not interesting to the user,
they can be potentially detrimental if they are used to draw conclusions without deeper
examination. P3.F summarized this tradeoff between exploration and exploitation: “For
recommendation, sometimes you get completely irrelevant things, things that are kind of
normal. But then on the other side, you get this serendipitous discovery, which is very cool.
[...] I mean, it’s also dangerous, because you maybe see something where you should further
investigate it if it’s really an effect.”

Over-reliance on recommendations could be problematic. For example, P17.B said that
they had built trust that the system would show something interesting. When the interface
did not show anything interesting, they quickly moved onto the next hypothesis instead of
digging deeper because they inferred that the system was telling them not to look there. We
observed a similar effect during a closed-ended task, where participants were asked to select
the data sub-populations that had more 8-cylinder cars (Q2). When Frontier displayed
only visualizations for three out of the four multiple choice answer options in Filter, many
participants who employed recommendations simply drew their conclusions based on the
three visualizations included in the category, without verifying the remaining one.

The potential for erosion of creativity and critical thinking when interacting with an in-
telligent system is well-known [56, 39]. While this issue is not particular to recommendations
based on analytical actions, but a more general phenomenon with recommendations [35], the
ease of use and the apparent trust that users perceive from recommendation categories may
exacerbate these issues. This challenge points to a need for future research in designing
recommendations that provide some notion of coverage or inform users about what has or
has not been examined.
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Towards personalized, adaptive recommendations

Even though categorized visualization recommendations provide a means of organization,
limited screen space makes it impossible to show all categories at once. Furthermore, users
typically only peruse the first few items of a recommended list [252]. The diversity of pref-
erences and individual strategies observed in our study suggests that personalized selection
of recommendations may be worthwhile. For instance, while ten out of the 24 participants
believed that there should be fewer recommendations, two participants (one from each con-
dition) wanted to see more.

In post-study interviews, participants indicated that they wanted a more user-driven
approach in creating their own organization. Three wanted the ability to extract selected
recommendations into a separate dashboard, tab, or page and rearrange them freely into
their own groups; eight wanted to hide some or all parts of the recommendation categories
and retrieve them on demand. This points to an interesting future direction towards a hy-
brid human-recommender workflow. Similar to the variability of people’s web search behav-
ior [228], recommendations could be adaptive and personalized to tailor to users’ preferences.

Personalization yields potential benefits beyond providing adaptive interfaces, namely, in
providing optimization opportunities for system scalability. One of the challenges for visual-
ization recommendations systems is the high computational cost associated with searching
over a large search space of possible visualizations [221, 220, 39]. Given that there are pref-
erences for certain categories over others for different users, datasets, and tasks, there is
an opportunity to reduce the computational cost of an exhaustive search by pruning the
recommendation search space.

5.8 Conclusion

The goal of recommender systems is to anticipate future user needs. In GUI-based charting
tools, visualization recommendation categories help organize these possible futures as readily-
available options to drive analytical workflows. In this chapter, we introduced a taxonomy
based on prior literature to examine the usefulness of various recommendation categories
based on the underlying analytical actions. We implemented Frontier as a design probe to
better understand how a general-purpose visual exploration assistant can encourage users in
the next steps of their exploration. Our user study confirmed that recommendation categories
are indeed useful for facilitating data exploration, helping users understand and interpret
the visualizations. While the general utility of categorization was not surprising, we more
deeply explored how various categories of visualization recommendations were employed and
the diverse workflow strategies that users adopted. Design implications stemming from this
study provide unique opportunities for supporting general-purpose automated assistance in
GUI-based charting tools. In the next chapter, we look at how this work on general-purpose
visual exploration assistants can be applied to workflows beyond GUI-based charting tools,
in particular, for exploratory programming workflows in computational notebooks.
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Chapter 6

Assistance in Computational
Notebooks with Lux

Figure 6.1: Top: When a user prints out a dataframe in Lux, the default pandas table is
displayed. Bottom: Users can toggle to browse through a set of dataframe visualizations
suggested by Lux.

In the last few chapters, we saw how visual exploration assistants can guide analysts
when working with GUI-based visualization tools. Given that exploratory data science
largely happens in computational notebooks, such as Jupyter [114], in this chapter, we
study how visual exploration assistants can be integrated into the context of computational
notebooks. Within notebooks, dataframe libraries, such as pandas [210], support flexible
means to transform, clean, and analyze data. Yet, visually exploring data in dataframes
incurs substantial programming effort and overhead. This chapter presents Lux, an always-
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on framework for accelerating visual insight discovery in dataframe workflows. When users
print a dataframe in their notebooks, Lux recommends visualizations to provide a quick
overview of the patterns and trends and suggests promising analysis directions. Lux distills
the lessons learned from the previous chapters to design a general-purpose, mixed-modality
visual exploration assistant.

6.1 Introduction

As described in Chapter 2, apart from GUI-based charting tools, analysts (in particular data
scientists) often leverage a dataframe library [168, 98], such as pandas [210], to perform
exploratory data analysis. Dataframes offer a flexible and rich set of operators to transform,
analyze, and clean tabular datasets. Data scientists typically manipulate dataframes within a
computational notebook such as Jupyter, which offers a flexible medium to write and execute
snippets of code; nearly 75% of data scientists use notebooks everyday [206]. In between
these dataframe transformation operations, users visually inspect intermediate results, either
by printing the dataframe contents as a table, or by using a visualization library to generate
visual summaries. This visual inspection is essential to validate whether the prior operations
had their desired effect and determine what needs to be done next. However, visualizing
dataframes is a cumbersome and error-prone process, adding substantial friction to the fluid,
iterative process of data science, for two reasons: cumbersome boilerplate code and challenges
in determining the next steps.

Cumbersome Boilerplate Code. Substantial boilerplate code is necessary to simply

generate a visualization from dataframes. In a formative study, we analyzed a sample of 587
publicly-available notebooks from Rule et al. (2018) [179] to understand current visualization
practices. A surprising number of notebooks apply a series of data processing operations to
wrangle the dataframe into a form amenable to visualization, followed by a set of highly-
templatized visualization specification code snippets copy-and-pasted across the notebook.
Our findings echo a recent study of 6386 Github notebooks [115], where visualization code
was the most dominant category of duplicated code (21%). On top of the high cognitive
cost when writing “glue code” to go from dataframes to visualizations [225, 5], users have to
context-switch between thinking about data operations and visual elements. These barriers
hinder exploratory visualizations and, as a result, users often only visualize during the “late
stages of [their] workflow” [15, 100], rather than for experimenting with possible analyses—
which is precisely when visualization is likely to be most useful.

Challenges in Determining Next Steps. Beyond writing code to generate a given vi-

sualization, there are challenges in determining which visualizations to generate in the first
place. Dataframe APIs support datasets with thousands of records and hundreds of at-
tributes, leading to many combinations of visualizations that can be generated. The many
choices make it hard for the data scientist to determine what visualization to generate to
advance analysis. They receive no automated guidance on what may be valuable visual-
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izations to examine next. While there has been some work on automated visualization
recommendation in the context of interactive visual analytics tools [242, 241, 200, 124], and
as discussed in previous chapters, targeting identification of “interesting” patterns, trends,
or insights, none of this work has impacted typical data science workflows in computational
notebooks. The former is an easier problem since datasets are static; in a computational
notebook, the dataframes are continuously evolving as data scientists perform data cleaning
and transformation operations.

Always-On Visualization Recommendations with Lux. To address the above chal-

lenges, we introduce Lux1, a seamless extension to pandas that retains its convenient and
powerful API, but enhances the tabular outputs with automatically-generated visualizations
highlighting interesting patterns and suggesting next-steps for analysis. Lux has already
been adopted by data scientists from a diverse set of industries, and has gained traction in
the open-source community, with over 2.6k stars on Github and 25k total downloads on PyPI
as of August 2021. Lux is being used by data scientists across a range of industries spanning
from healthcare to finance, with an active, organic community of enthusiasts creating blog
posts, tweets, and videos explaining the value of Lux [57, 48, 163, 232, 135, 136].

Challenges of Always-On Visualization Recommendations. Prior work has exam-

ined supporting automatic recommendations of interesting summaries in an OLAP setting,
e.g., [220, 200, 241, 221, 122, 243, 183, 99], and automatically picking the right visualization
modality, given attributes of interest [242, 207, 138, 139]. However, providing always-on vi-
sualization recommendations while data scientists perform ad-hoc exploration of dataframes
is non-trivial and presents its own unique research challenges:

What and how do we recommend? Data scientists using dataframes are unlikely to use a
visualization tool that causes any disruption to their workflow. How do we make visualization
recommendations as easy to peruse as the tabular view provided on printing the dataframe
within a computational notebook? What types of useful visualization recommendations do
we show? There are lots of visualizations that could be generated on a given dataset.

How do we support dataframe evolution? Unlike traditional visual analytics, dataframes
are continually evolving over the course of data science. Operations involving pivots or
grouping can drastically change the shape of the dataframe. How do we provide visualization
recommendations as the dataframe metadata (cardinalities and data types for columns) is
changing rapidly? The cost of updating the metadata and recommendations at every point
in a dataframe workflow to keep the recommendations “always-on” is often high.

How can we be informed by the dataframe operations users are performing? How do we ensure
that the visualization recommendations are relevant and useful, based on the operations that
the users have performed? For example, if a user has just performed a grouping, it may
indicate that the group-by column is of interest to them.

How do we allow users to steer the visualizations they want to see? Simply providing users
the ability to passively receive visualization recommendations without any power to indicate

1https://github.com/lux-org/lux

https://github.com/lux-org/lux
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their interests to Lux is not useful. How do we allow users to provide their “fuzzy intent”
in a lightweight manner quickly and without having to write a lot of code—with the system
filling in the gaps as needed?

How do we keep it interactive? Visualization recommendation involves traversing through a
large search space of candidate visualizations to select ones that would be most interesting to
the user. It is critical to provide interactive feedback—even seconds of latency substantially
discourages users from visually inspecting their dataframes altogether. How do we ensure
that the overhead of visualization recommendations are not substantial?

How do we allow users to export and edit? Often users want to be able to take the visualiza-
tions and further customize it to their needs. How do we enable users to export visualizations
and edit them in their favorite visualization specification language?

How do we continue to support the rich pandas API? How do we provide this experience
when continuing to support pandas’ 200+ operators—without compromising the ease and
flexibility of programmatic data transformation and preparation as is done presently?

The Lux Approach. We address the aforementioned challenges in developing Lux. Lux

preserves all the functionalities of present-day dataframes, while augmenting the default
tabular dataframe view with a toggle button to switch to visualization recommendations.
Lux is a lightweight wrapper around pandas that intelligently caches and lazily evaluates
the metadata and recommendations associated with a dataframe. At any point during the
dataframe workflow, Lux offers an intuitive way of visualizing the dataframe. These include
the types of visualizations common in past visualization recommendation systems, as well as
novel dataframe visualizations based on structural (Series, Index) and history information.
Lux additionally offers a powerful, intuitive and succinct intent language powered by a
formal, expressive algebra that allows users to specify their fuzzy intent at a high-level.
Lux implements an intent processing stack that compiles the declarative specification into
appropriate visualization mappings. Overall, users can use Lux to quickly compose one
or more visualizations, and get visualization recommendations for the next steps in their
analysis. A naive implementation of recommendation on top of dataframes can be extremely
costly incurring up to 575× slowdown relative to pandas. Lux ensures interactive visual
feedback through a series of optimization strategies that minimize the overhead incurred on
top of a dataframe workflow. Lux adds no more than two seconds of overhead on top of
medium-to-large real-world datasets with characteristics covering around 98% of datasets in
the UCI repository. Finally, Lux has intuitive ways to export one or more visualizations, as
well as edit the underlying code for customization.

Our contributions are as follows:

• We show how Lux supports visual interactions with dataframes, and introduce a
dataframe interaction framework (Chapter 6.2).

• We introduce intent as a high-level mechanism to convey aspects of interest to Lux,
with a grammar and query language (Chapter 6.3).
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• We introduce four classes of recommendations based on the metadata, intent, structure,
and history. The latter two are dataframe-specific ones that have not been explored in
prior work (Chapter 6.4).

• We develop a modular system, Lux, that interprets intent and generates recommenda-
tions (Chapter 6.5) with an efficient execution engine for metadata and visualization
computation (Chapter 6.6).

• Finally, we evaluate the interactive performance of Lux (Chapter 6.7) and conduct
usability studies with data scientists and early adopters (Chapter 6.8).

6.2 Visual Dataframe Workflows

We first demonstrate how always-on visualization support for dataframes accelerates explo-
ration and discovery.

Lux Example Workfow

We present a workflow of Alice, a public policy analyst, exploring the relationship between
world developmental indicators (such as life expectancy, inequality, and wellbeing) and the
country’s early effort in COVID-19 response. A live demo of the example notebook can
be found here: https://mybinder.org/v2/gh/lux-org/lux-binder/master?urlpath=tree/

demo/hpi covid demo.ipynb.

Always-on dataframe visualization. Alice opens up a Jupyter notebook and imports

pandas and Lux. Using pandas’s read csv command, Alice loads the Happy Planet Index
(HPI) [72] dataset of country-level data on sustainability and well-being. To get an overview,
Alice prints2 the dataframe df and Lux displays the default pandas tabular view, as shown
in Figure 6.2 (top, orange box). By clicking on the toggle button, Alice switches to the
Lux view that displays a set of univariate and bivariate visualizations (bottom), including
scatterplots, bar charts, and maps, showing an overview of the trends. Visualizations are
organized into sets called actions, displayed as tabs. The one displayed currently is the
Geographic action. By inspecting the Correlation tab in Figure 6.2 (not displayed here),
she learns that there is a negative correlation between AvrgLifeExpectancy and Inequality

(same chart as Figure 6.3 left); in other words, countries with higher levels of inequality
also have a lower average life expectancy. She also examines the other tabs, which show the
Distribution of quantitative attributes and the Occurrence of categorical attributes.

Steering analysis with intent. Next, Alice wants to investigate whether any country-

level characteristics explain the observed negative correlation between inequality and life

2We refer to any operations that result in a dataframe in the output cell of a notebook as printing the
dataframe, not the literal ‘print (df)’.

https://mybinder.org/v2/gh/lux-org/lux-binder/master?urlpath=tree/demo/hpi_covid_demo.ipynb
https://mybinder.org/v2/gh/lux-org/lux-binder/master?urlpath=tree/demo/hpi_covid_demo.ipynb
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df = pd.read_csv("hpi.csv")
df

import pandas as pd
import lux 
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Figure 6.2: By printing out the dataframe, the default pandas tabular view is displayed
(orange box) and users can toggle to browse through visualizations recommended by Lux.

df.intent = ["Inequality","AvrgLifeExpectancy"]
df
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Figure 6.3: Alice sets the intent based on the attribute AvrgLifeExpectancy and Inequality,
and Lux displays visualizations that are related to the intent.

expectancy. As in Figure 6.3, she specifies her analysis intent to Lux as: df.intent =

[“AvrgLifeExpectancy”, “Inequality”]. On printing the dataframe again, Lux employs
the specified analysis intent to steer the recommendations towards what Alice might be
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interested in. On the left, Alice sees the visualization based on her specified intent. On the
right, Alice sees two sets of recommendations that add an additional attribute (Enhance) or
add an additional filter (Filter) to her intent. By looking at the colored scatterplots in the
Enhance action, she learns that most G10 industrialized countries (Figure 6.3 center) are
on the upper left quadrant on the scatterplot (low inequality, high life expectancy). In the
breakdown by Region (Figure 6.3 right), she finds countries in Sub-Saharan Africa (yellow
points) tend to be on the bottom right, with lower life expectancy and higher inequality.

Seamless integration with cleaning and transformation. Alice is interested in how a

country’s development indicators relate to their early COVID-19 response as of March 11,
2020. To investigate this, she imports a new dataset that characterizes how strict a country’s
response is, via stringency [70], a number from 0-100, with 100 being the highest level of
responses. As shown in Figure 6.4, (I) Alice loads and joins the newly-cleaned dataframe with
the earlier HPI dataset. (II) When she sets the intent on stringency, she finds that China and
Italy have the strictest measures (dark blue on map Figure 6.4 center). She also learns that
the histogram of stringency is heavily right-skewed (Figure 6.4 left), revealing how many
countries had low levels of early pandemic response. (III) To better discern country-level
differences, Alice bins stringency values into a binary indicator, stringency level, showing
whether a country had Low or High levels of early response.

covid = pd.read_csv('covid-stringency.csv')
result = covid.merge(df,left_on=["Entity","Code"],right_on=["Country","iso3"]) (I) Load + Join
result.intent = ["stringency"]
result

result["stringency_level"]=pd.qcut(result["stringency"],2,labels=["Low","High"])  
result = result.drop(columns=["stringency"])

(II) Visualize

(III) Clean

Figure 6.4: Tabular operations (orange, steps I & III) to load, clean, and transform the data,
while visualizing with Lux (purple, step II).

With the modified dataframe, Alice revisits the negative correlation she observed previ-
ously by setting the intent as average life expectancy and inequality again. The resulting
recommendations are similar to Figure 6.3, with one additional visualization showing the
breakdown by stringency level (Figure 6.5 right). Alice finds a strong separation show-
ing how stricter countries (blue) corresponded to countries with higher life expectancy and
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lower levels of inequality. This visualization indicates that these countries have a more well-
developed public health infrastructure that promoted the early pandemic response. However,
we observe three outliers (red arrow on Figure 6.5 right) that seem to defy this trend. When
she filters the dataframe to learn more about these countries (Figure 6.5 left), she finds that
these correspond to Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Rwanda—countries that were praised for
their early pandemic response despite limited resources [3, 38, 19]. She clicks on the visual-

ization in the Lux widget and the button to export the visualization from the widget to
a Vis object. Alice can access the exported Vis via the df.exported property and print it
as code, following which she can tweak the plotting style before sharing Figure 6.5 (right)
with her colleagues.

Overall, this example demonstrates the value of always-on visualization support within
a dataframe workflow: the tight integration between Lux and dataframes enabled Alice
to seamlessly perform data cleaning and transformation with her familiar pandas API and
notebook environment.

result[(result["Inequality"]>0.35)&(result["stringency_level"]=="High")]
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Figure 6.5: The scatterplot shows a separation between countries with high and low strin-
gency in their COVID response. By filtering the dataframe (left), we see that Afghanistan,
Pakistan, and Rwanda correspond to the three outliers (red boxed) that defies the trend.

Dataframe Interaction Framework

The demo illustrates the many flexible ways that users can interact with a dataframe to
achieve their analytical goal. We outline this different interaction modalities in Figure 6.6.
Dataframe API 1 : Users can operate on the dataframe directly to perform any desired
transformation or analysis. For example, Alice loaded the CSV, performed a join with
another dataframe, and filtered to a data subset all via the familiar pandas dataframe API.
Intent 2 : Users can “attach” an intent to a dataframe to indicate aspects of the dataframe
that they are interested in. The intent drives the actions and views that are generated in
the levels above. In the demo, Alice indicated that she wants to learn more about Avr-

gLifeExpectancy and Inequality; Lux displayed visualizations related to the variable of
interest. This intent is virtual in that as the dataframe changes, the intent can still be used
to recompute visualizations on the updated dataframe; in some cases, this may result in a
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Figure 6.6: Visual dataframe interaction framework. 1 - 4 denotes four different modalities.

different visualization being computed, e.g., if the data type for a given intent column is
modified. In Chapter 6.3, we describe a flexible intent language for specifying user interest.
Actions 3 : Lux displays a default set of system-recommended actions that the users can
interact with, e.g., Enhance or Correlation. Users can also register UDF-based actions
for domain-specific needs. In either case, these actions are written in terms of the intent
language but also leverage metadata and history. They instantiate a set of views displayed
to users (described next).
Views 4 : A view is an operationalization of intent when coupled with a specific dataframe
instance. Users can directly create view(s) via Vis/VisList by specifying the intent applied
to a given dataframe, resulting in one (or more) visualization(s). Actions instantiate one or
more views—e.g., for a collection of visualizations (VisList) formed by plotting correlations
across various attributes, each individual visualization (Vis) is an intent operating on a
specific dataframe instance.
In this multi-tiered framework, changes in the bottom levels propagate to those above.
Moreover, the settings at each level are retained across the session, so users can interact
with the dataframe in a consistent and controllable manner. For example, when a user
modifies the dataframe at the bottommost level, the same intent and actions are kept fixed
and are used to update the views.

In addition to outlining different ways of interacting with a dataframe, the framework
in Figure 6.6 from top to bottom spans a spectrum of interactions from visual-oriented to
tabular-oriented ways of thinking, as exemplified by the orange and purple cells in Figure 6.3.
During visual data exploration, some analytical tasks are better expressed as tabular opera-
tions (e.g., convert the temperatures column to Fahrenheit), while others are better expressed
visually (e.g., inspect correlation between sales and order volume as a Vis). Many tasks are
somewhere in between. Yet existing data querying languages and visualization grammars
often create an artificial separation between the two, necessitating expensive “glue” code
described earlier. By jointly considering and operating over visual and tabular aspects of
dataframes, Lux supports a flexible and intuitive experience for interacting with data.
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6.3 Intent Language Formalization

As shown in the framework in Figure 6.6, above the dataframe layer, users can specify
their analysis intent, create custom actions, and generate desired views. This is all made
possible through the intent language. The intent language is a lightweight, succinct way
for users to programmatically and declaratively specify their high-level analysis interests
and goals. Its capabilities are inspired by work on visualization query languages, such as
ZQL [201] and CompassQL [239]. Unlike those languages, which are largely meant to be
used internally within the corresponding interactive visual analytics systems (Zenvisage and
Voyager) operating on static datasets, our intent language is tailored for programmatic
specification coupled with a dynamically-evolving dataframe. In this section, we introduce
the syntax of this intent language, and the underlying formal grammar. The grammar is
decoupled from our specific implementation, which uses syntactic sugar for expressing the
intent in a convenient Python-based API.

Intent Grammar

The intent grammar describes what the user is interested in within a dataframe. The intent
is composed of one or more clauses, each of which is either an axis or a filter of interest.

〈Intent〉 → 〈Clause〉+
〈Clause〉 → 〈Axis〉 | 〈Filter〉 (6.1)

An axis defines one or more attribute(s), mapped appropriately to a specific encoding or
channel of the corresponding visualizations.

〈Axis〉 → 〈attribute〉〈channel〉?〈aggregation〉?〈bin size〉? (6.2)

For the axis, apart from the mandatory attribute(s), specified under 〈attribute〉, the re-
maining properties are optional—and can be automatically inferred. The axis construct is
inspired by the grammar of graphics (GoG) [234] underlying visualization packages such as
Vega-Lite [188] and ggplot [229]. Unlike GoG, our intent grammar doesn’t require users
to specify mark and channel properties. In GoG, users explicitly specify which encoding
channel (e.g., x or y) each attribute is plotted—this is not necessary in our case.

Filters define a subset of data that the user is interested in. To specify a filter, the
attribute being filtered, the operation, and the value, are required.

〈Filter〉 → 〈attribute〉 [=><≤≥6=] 〈value〉 (6.3)

Consider the simple case when 〈attribute〉 refers to a single attribute and 〈value〉 refers to
a single value in Equations 6.2 and 6.3; then, an intent with multiple clauses (axis or filter)
represents a user preference to see each of the axis attributes visualized, for the subset of
data corresponding to the conjunction of the filters.
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In the more general case, 〈attribute〉 can correspond to a union of attributes, or a special
wildcard value “?” (with an optional constraint to define the subset of attributes), while the
〈value〉 can refer to a union of values, or a special wildcard value “?”.

〈attribute〉 → attribute ∪ 〈attribute〉∗ | “?” 〈constraint〉? (6.4)

〈value〉 → value ∪ 〈value〉∗ | “?” (6.5)

The use of unions in either case (as well as “?” which implicitly is a union of all alternatives)
admits a disjunction of options for the axis or filter clause. If there are ni ≥ 1 alternatives
for the ith clause, we can construct a collection of n1×n2× . . .×nk visualizations by taking
the cross-product of alternatives per clause.

Specifying Intent

As described in Chapter 6.2, users can specify an intent indicating their analysis interests 2 .
Users can also create desired views by applying the intent to a specific dataframe 4 . For
the creation of actions 3 , Lux makes use of the same view constructs as in 4 to enumerate
one or more visualizations; however, the intent for these actions is often specified by Lux
internally, instead of explicitly specified by the user.

Attaching an Intent to a Dataframe 2

Building on the grammar described above, within Lux, a Clause can specify one or more
columns (i.e., Axis) or rows (i.e., Filter) of interest.
Query 1. To set Age and Education as columns of interest for a given dataframe df, one
can state:

axis1 = lux.Clause(attribute=‘‘Age’’)

axis2 = lux.Clause(attribute=‘‘Education’’)

df.intent = [axis1,axis2]

Or one can also use the equivalent shortcut:

df.intent = [‘‘Age’’, ‘‘Education’’]

Once the intent is set, whenever df is printed, the Lux widget will use the intent to determine what
visualizations to show to the user. Here, Lux would display visualizations related to attributes Age

and Education from df. In the following, we will showcase the Lux intent syntax as part of Vis

and VisList, but the syntax can also be used to simply set intent as in df.intent above.

Constructing a Single Intent-driven View 4

As mentioned in Chapter 6.2, a view operationalizes an intent on a dataframe. A view is spec-
ified using the Vis keyword within Lux, and results in Vis object that is rendered as a single
visualization.
Query 2. Compare average Age across different Education levels.
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axis1 = lux.Clause(attribute=‘‘Age’’)

axis2 = lux.Clause(attribute=‘‘Education’’)

Vis([axis1,axis2],df)

Query 2 is similar to Query 1, except that the intent is applied to the dataframe df to create
a visualization via Vis, rather than changing the intent associated with the dataframe (to be used
when the dataframe is eventually printed). Given that the intent involves one measure (Age) and
one dimension (Education), Lux will display a bar chart. By default, average is the function used
for aggregation.

Aggregation is one of three optional properties for Axis (Equation 6.2); others are channel and
binning. If any of these are explicitly specified, they override Lux’s defaults, as in the following
query.
Query 3. Compare the variance of MonthlyIncome based on employee Attrition.

axis1 = lux.Clause(‘‘MonthlyIncome’’, aggregation=numpy.var)

axis2 = ‘‘Attrition’’

Vis([axis1,axis2],df)

Finally, we can compose Axis and Filter together, as follows.
Query 4. Visualize the Ages for employees in the Sales Department.

axis = ‘‘MilesPerGal’’

filter = ‘‘Department=Sales’’

Vis([axis, filter],df)

Constructing Many Intent-driven Views 4

VisList represents a collection of visualizations, which can either be constructed indirectly by
setting df.intent as in Chapter 6.3, or as an input intent to a VisList, as in the following query.
Query 5. Show how factors related to the rate of compensation differ for employees with different
EducationFields.

rates = [‘‘HourlyRate’’,‘‘DailyRate’’,‘‘MonthlyRate’’]

VisList([‘‘EducationField’’,rates],df)

Here, there is one Vis corresponding to EducationField combined with each of HourlyRate,
DailyRate, and MonthlyRate. The wildcard character “?”, when used as part of an Axis, can be
used to enumerate over all attributes in a dataframe; constraints may be used to restrict them to
a certain type.
Query 6. Browse through relationships between any two quantitative columns in the dataframe.

any = lux.Clause(‘‘?’’,data˙type = ‘‘quantitative’’)

VisList([any, any],df)

This VisList corresponds to the search space for the Correlation action; the Correlation action
additionally ranks and sorts each Vis in the VisList based on their Pearson’s correlation score.
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Filter values can also be specified as a list or via wildcards across all possible values for a fixed
filter attribute.
Query 7. Examine Age distributions across different Countries.

VisList([‘‘Age’’, ‘‘Country’’=‘‘?’’],df)

The generated VisList contains histograms of Age, one each for individuals where Country is USA,
Japan, Germany, and so on.

6.4 Visual Recommendations

In the previous section, we have seen how users can either attach an intent to a dataframe, or
this intent can be programmatically generated as part of Lux’s recommendations. We discuss the
latter in this section. In Lux, an action describes a set of visualization recommendations based on
a predefined search space. Lux supports four major classes of actions. Metadata- and intent-based
actions are akin to those used in past visualization recommendation systems [87, 240] as described
in Chapter 5. We then introduce two novel classes based on the use of Lux within dataframe-based
data science workflows, based on dataframe structure and history.

Metadata-based Recommendations. Lux maintains dataframe metadata, including attribute-

level statistics such as min/max and cardinality to determine the semantic data type of each
column and to automatically populate visualization settings. For example, based on data type,
Lux can generate univariate and bivariate overviews. In Figure 6.2, Distribution, Occurrence,
Temporal, and Geographical actions provide univariate overviews of columns, while the Correlation
action provides bivariate overviews of all possible pairs of quantitative attributes, ranked based on
Pearson’s correlation.

Intent-based Recommendations. Lux displays recommendations based on the user-specified

intent. On printing the dataframe, Lux displays a visualization based on the user-specified intent
as in Figure 6.3, as the Current Visualization. In addition, Lux provides recommendations based
on valuable next analysis steps starting from that visualization. For example, the Enhance action
recommends visualizations formed by adding an additional attribute to the current visualization.

Structure-based recommendations. During the process of data science, data scientists of-

ten reshape their dataframes in ways that are more amenable to downstream analysis, discovery,
and machine learning. Our formative study of existing notebooks indicates that the dataframe
“structure” reveals strong signals for what the users subsequently visualize; Lux can use the same
information to provide recommendations automatically:

Index-based visualizations: Dataframe indexes provide a natural way to order and label dataframe
rows and columns. Indexes are typically created as a result of grouping and aggregation through
operations such as groupby, pivot, crosstab. For any pre-aggregated dataframe (i.e., dataframes
resulting from an aggregation operation), Lux creates visualizations by grouping the values either
row or column-wise. For example, Figure 6.7 displays the result of a pivot operation, where each
row is visualized as a time series line chart.
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Series visualizations: Series are dataframes with a single column. Lux leverages the same dataframe
visualization mechanism for Series, displaying univariate, metadata-based visualization, such as a
bar chart for categorical and histogram for quantitative Series.
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Figure 6.7: Row-wise index visualization displaying the normalized percentage of COVID-19
cases across different States.

History-based recommendations. Our formative study of notebooks also revealed that there

is a strong connection between the operations performed by users and subsequent visualizations
generated. For example, if the user cleaned up a particular column and renames it, it is likely that
they would want to visualize the same column soon thereafter. Lux displays history-based recom-
mendations based on whether the dataframe has been filtered or aggregated in its recent history.
For example, when a filtering-based operation leads to a small dataframe (such as when a head or
tail is performed), Lux visualizes the previous unfiltered dataframe since there are too few tuples
for generating recommendations in the filtered dataframe. Lux also uses history to determine if an
aggregation has been performed, helping identify the structure-based recommendations described
earlier.

To collect this history, since Lux acts as a wrapper around pandas (described in the next
section), we instrument each dataframe function and track each one with minimal overhead and
store it as part of the dataframe, instead of requiring program analysis, which is prone to false
positives [246]. Given that new dataframes or intermediate objects (e.g., GroupBy, Series) are
often created when the user performs an operation, Lux propagates the history over to derived
objects so that the history is not lost.

6.5 Lux System Description

Lux implements the visual dataframe framework described in Chapter 6.2, and is currently used
by data scientists in real-world exploratory workloads.
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Architecture

Lux employs a client-server model, leveraging computational notebooks as a frontend client. Lux
currently supports Jupyter Notebooks, Jupyter Lab, Jupyter Hub, Microsoft Visual Studio Code,
and Google Colab. The ipywidgets library is used for rendering an interactive HTML widget as the
cell output. Once users import Lux, they can interact with a LuxDataFrame instead of a regular
pandas dataframe. LuxDataFrame acts as a wrapper around pandas, and supports all existing
pandas operations, while storing additional information, such as the intent, metadata, structure,
and history, for generating visual recommendations.
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Figure 6.8: System architecture for Lux
As shown in Figure 6.8, the server side logic is largely separated into two distinct layers: 1)

the intent processing layer is responsible for processing intent into executable instructions (Chap-
ter 6.5) and 2) the recommendation layer is responsible for generating the displayed visualizations
(Chapter 6.5). To generate the visualization recommendations, as well as compute metadata that
is used in various stages, the execution engine performs the required data processing and optimiza-
tion, either as a series of dataframe operations in pandas or equivalently in SQL queries executed
in relational databases (Chapter 6.6).

The overall workflow is as follows:

parse (6.5)→ compute metadata (6.6)→ validate (6.5)→ compile (6.5)→ select recs.
(6.5) → compute recs. (6.6)

Metadata is memoized and only computed when needed. Finally, the system design is intended to
be modular and extensible so that alternatives can be swapped in at different layers, e.g., Altair
and Matplotlib visualization rendering libraries.

Intent Processing

Here, we discuss how Lux processes user intent to automatically infer missing details and determine
appropriate visualization mappings. The intent processing layer parses, validates, and compiles the
user’s underspecified intent into complete specifications.
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Parser and Validator

In Chapter 6.3, we saw how Axis and Filter can be be used to compose Clauses; the parser
parses the user-inputted strings into an internal Clause representation. Subsequently, the validator
checks for any inconsistencies between user-specified Clauses and the dataframe content. To do so,
it leverages the dataframe’s pre-computed metadata to verify the input intent. If the user’s input
does not align with the data present in the dataframe, the validator provides early warnings and
suggests corrections to the input intent.

Compiler

During intent specification, users have the ability to omit certain optional details, making them
partial specifications. Users also implicitly construct a collection of visualizations by using a union
or wildcard character for Axis or Filter. Post validation, the compiler expands the Clauses into
multiple visualizations and adds in defaults for the omitted details, making the Clauses complete.
This transformation is performed in three steps.

1) Expand: If the input intent implicitly encodes multiple visualizations, the compiler “unrolls”

these visualizations into individual Vis objects as a cross-product of the specified Clauses, leading
to a VisList containing the resulting visualization specifications.

2) Lookup: For each Vis in the VisList, Lux populates the omitted details using the dataframe’s

pre-computed metadata. The compiler also removes any invalid visualizations generated that are
either not supported in Lux or use ineffective encodings.

3) Infer: Finally, Lux infers the visualization encodings, including the marks, channels, and

transforms (sort, aggregation, binning) required for generating the visualizations. The compiler
implements rule-based heuristics drawn from best practices in design [59, 139].

After intent processing, Lux can now use the complete intent specification to either generate a Vis

directly or generate a set of appropriate recommendations (described next).

Recommendation Generation

As described in the framework in Figure 6.6, actions organize collections of views into recommenda-
tions displayed to the users. The action registry in Lux keeps tracks of a list of possible actions that
could be applicable for generating recommendations at any point in the analysis. On initialization,
Lux registers a set of default actions (described in Chapter 6.4) applied to all dataframes. Users
can also register their own custom actions programmatically by writing a Python-based UDF. The
UDF generates a VisList of possible visualizations and optionally scores and ranks each Vis. The
custom action is “triggered” whenever the dataframe satisfies the user-specified condition on when
the action is applicable; Lux recommends visualizations based on the action.
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6.6 Execution and Optimization

We now describe Lux’s execution engine that is responsible for computing metadata and generating
visualizations. We first describe the two major tasks performed by this execution engine. Then,
we describe three optimizations aimed at speeding up these tasks.

Execution Engine

We now discuss how we compute metadata and visualizations.

Metadata Computation: The metadata computed includes attribute-level statistics and data

types. The statistics include the list of unique values, cardinality, and min/max of the attribute.
The unique values is used to determine the candidates generated by a wildcard for a filter on
the column, or for validating filter input for the column, and for computing the cardinality. The
cardinality information is used to determine the data type, while min/max is used for determining
the limits on the visualization axes. Next, the execution engine infers the semantic data type
based on the internal data type and cardinality information. Lux supports nominal, quantitative,
geographic, and temporal data types. If the data type is misclassified, users can override the
automatically-inferred data type.

Visualization Processing: After the user or system-specified intent has been transformed into

one or more Vis objects with a complete specification, the execution engine translates each Vis

to queries responsible for processing the data required for the visualizations. First, the engine
applies any filters and retrieves relevant attributes. Next, the execution engine performs different
visualization-specific operations depending on the mark type. For example, to process the data for
a histogram, the engine bins an attribute into fixed-sized bins and performs a count aggregation for
each bin. Table 6.1 summarizes the relational operations that corresponds to processing different
visualization types.

Optimization

Next, we describe several optimizations aimed at minimizing the overhead incurred by Lux.

Intelligent workflow-based optimizations (wflow): During an analysis session, users con-

stantly modify and operate on dataframes, which means that the metadata and associated rec-
ommendations can change throughout a session, especially during reshaping and type-modifying
operations. Thus, unlike conventional visual analytics, where metadata can be computed upfront
and stays fixed throughout, here, metadata needs to be constantly updated to ensure that rec-
ommendations are generated correctly. As a result, the computation associated with keeping the
metadata “fresh” after each dataframe operation can be computationally expensive. We propose
two techniques to reduce this overhead: 1) lazily compute the metadata and recommendations only
when users explicitly print dataframes; 2) cache and reuse results later on in the session.

Since users often intersperse dataframe printing with several dataframe operations, it is likely
that the computed metadata and recommendations would be outdated before users see the results.
As a result, we can delay computation and compute the metadata and recommendations only after
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the user has explicitly requested to print a dataframe. Each LuxDataFrame keeps track of how
fresh the metadata and recommendations are and expires them when an operation makes a change
to the dataframe. In particular, we leverage pandas’s internal functions that are triggered when:

• the dataframe is modified in place instead of returning a new dataframe, e.g., df.dropna(

inplace = True)

• columns in the dataframe are updated, either through the bracket or dot notation, e.g.,
df.Frac or df[“Frac”] = df[“value”]/100

• the row or column labels are changed,
e.g., df.rename(columns=“val”:“value”)

Additionally, recommendations are expired when the intent is modified. On printing the dataframe,
Lux recomputes the metadata as needed and generates the recommendations accordingly. This
lazy strategy ensures no overhead on any non-print operations.

Lux further memoizes the metadata and recommendations so that any subsequent prints to an
unmodified dataframe do not require recomputation. While this may sound like an overly specific
use case, such operations are, in fact, very common. In dataframe sessions, users frequently perform
“non-committal” operations that do not make changes to the dataframe to be used in subsequent
analyses. These non-commital actions often involve printing dataframes as intermediate results
to facilitate quick experimentation and debugging. As shown in In[3-5] in Figure 6.9, users may
try to print out a column, perform grouping and aggregation, or print out descriptive summaries,
all without modifying the original dataframe. In this case, when the user revisits the original
dataframe, the memoized recommendations are immediately accessible to them.

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

Figure 6.9: Example workflow demonstrating the applicability of wflow optimizations.

Approximate, early pruning of search space (prune): As described in Chapter 6.5, Lux

searches through a VisList of candidates during recommendation generation phase to displays
the most interesting visualizations to users. Dataframes that are wide or contain high-cardinality
attributes can often result in large visualization search spaces. For instance, the Correlation action
scales quadratically with the number of quantitative attributes in the dataframe. Given that Lux
displays only the top-k ranked visualizations, there is a lot of time spent on generating the list
of candidate visualizations that do not end up being displayed. With prune, Lux first performs
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Vis Type Relational Operation
Scatterplot Selection on 2 columns
Color Scatterplot Selection on 3 columns
Line/Bar Group-By aggregation
Colored Line/Bar 2D Group-By aggregation
Histogram Binning + Count
Heatmap 2D Binning + Count
Color Heatmap 2D Binning + Count + Group-By aggregation

Table 6.1: Table summarizing the relational operations performed for processing different
visualizations. Primary operations that accounts for the bulk of the visualization processing
costs are listed.

a preliminary pass over VisList to approximate the score of each visualization and then proceeds
to recompute the top-k selected visualizations in a second pass to process each of the displayed
visualizations exactly.

Lux leverages a cached sample of the dataframe to approximate visualization scores (e.g.,
approximating correlation on a scatterplot by using only 30k rows on a dataframe with 1M rows),
although other approximate query processing (AQP) methods could be applied.

Given that the prune optimization performs two passes over the VisList (first pass for prun-
ing, followed by an exact recomputation for the top-k), the additional recomputation cost incurred
can be higher than doing a single pass over the VisList. Therefore, this optimization should only
be applied when the approximate savings are larger than the recomputation cost of the top k vi-
sualizations: N × texact � N × tapprox + k × texact, where N represents the number of candidate
visualizations, texact and tapprox are the cost of computing the exact and approximate scores, respec-
tively. The cost of scoring a visualization is dominated by the relational operations for extracting
the required visualization data (e.g., selecting two columns from a dataframe for scatterplots as
shown in Table 6.1). Therefore, we calculate texact and tapprox using the estimated cost of these
operations (described in Chapter 6.6).

Cost-based scheduling of actions (stream): We find that users generally spend an average

of 28 seconds3 skimming through the pandas table view before toggling to the Lux view. To
ensure interactive responses, recommendation results can be streamed into the frontend widget as
the computation for each action completes without having to wait for all of the actions to finish
rendering. After compiling the visualizations for each action, we estimate the cost of the action
as the sum of the visualization costs in the VisList, using the cost model describe next. This
estimate is then used for scheduling the cheapest action to compute first, followed by computing
the remaining in the background. In datasets where a few “laggard” actions dominate the overall
recommendation generation (e.g., Correlation for a wide and highly quantitative dataset), the
stream optimization provides users with early results and returns interactive control back to the
user, instead of incurring a high wait time during their analysis session.

3Based on 514 collected logs of Lux usage, the time spent on the initial pandas table follows a long-tail
distribution, with a median of 2.8 seconds and standard deviation of 183.4 seconds.
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Cost Models for Visualization Types

We now discuss the latency cost estimation of different visualization types used for prune and
stream. The visualization cost is dominated by operations that Lux performs for each visualiza-
tion type, as summarized in Table 6.1. We outline the functional form of the cost model and note
that the coefficients A-D can be empirically fitted offline.

Scatterplots require selecting two columns (i.e., X/Y), so the cost of visualizing a scatterplot is
linear in the number of points (N):

cost(scatter) = A ·N + B (6.6)

In practice, the value of B can differ for different data types involved in the selected columns,
since our analysis finds that a column’s data types can significantly change the cost of selecting the
column. Colored scatterplots select one additional color column, following Equation 6.6 but with
different coefficients.

For bar charts, Lux essentially performs a group-by aggregation. The cost is therefore de-
pendent on the number of unique values in group-by dimension (Gbar), i.e., the number of bars:

cost(bar) = A ·Gbar + B ·N + C (6.7)

For colored bar charts, Lux performs group-by on both the bar dimension and the color attribute.
Hence the dependence on the number of unique colors, Gcolor.

cost(color bar) = A ·Gbar + B ·Gcolor + C ·N + D (6.8)

For histograms and heatmaps, Lux performs a binning of the data points into a number of bins
or a two-dimension grid, followed by aggregation. For both chart types, the visualization cost is
linear to the number of rows:

c(histogram/heatmap) = A ·N + B (6.9)

where A, B are different for histograms and heatmaps.
The cost is largely independent of the number of bins or grid size because the number of total

rows that the group-by aggregation needs to be processed is the same regardless of the number
of buckets the data is divided among.4 We also note that the heatmap’s coefficients differs for
different aggregation functions. For example, for heatmaps without color, the aggregation is based
on the counts in each bin, and for quantitative colored heatmaps, the aggregation is an average of
the data points that lie in the cell.

4Even though heatmaps and histograms can be an arbitrarily high resolution without affecting the
processing speed in the execution engine, in practice, the bin resolution still needs to be capped at a reasonable
limit, since increasing bin size impacts the rendering speed (i.e., more marks that needs to be drawn on the
frontend).
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6.7 Performance Evaluation

We evaluate Lux to measure its performance on large real-world datasets and notebook sessions,
along the following dimensions:

• RQ1: What is the overall performance of Lux? Can Lux achieve interactive latency during
a typical dataframe workflow?

• RQ2: What is the effect of the number of columns on Lux’s performance?

• RQ3: How does the approximation-based prune condition affect the quality of the recom-
mendations relative to no approximation?

We focus on evaluating the interactive latency in this section; we describe the usability evaluation
in the following section.

Data and Methodology

Data: We use two real-world datasets to evaluate the performance of Lux. The Airbnb dataset [42]

contains 12 columns while the Communities [112] dataset contains 128 columns. For both datasets,
we duplicated the dataset multiple times (up to 10M rows for Airbnb and up to 100k rows for
Communities) to investigate the effects of scaling with the number of rows. After duplication,
Airbnb exemplifies datasets with a moderate number of columns and a large number of rows, while
Communities exemplifies those with a large number of columns. The upper limits on the two
datasets cover around 98% of the datasets in the UCI repository [216].

Setup: All of our experiments were conducted on a Macbook Pro with 32GB of RAM and an

Intel Core i9 processor running macOS 10.15.6. The experiments were run using Python 3.7.7,
pandas 1.2.1, and a version of lux-api 0.2.3 adapted for purpose of the experiments. We used
papermill [164] to programmatically execute each notebook cell. We set k for top k as 15 and apply
prune for any action where the number of visualizations exceeds k. For the sampling policy, we used
cached random samples capped at 30k rows for approximating the visualization interestingness of
dataframes over 30k rows (the choice of this parameter is justified in Chapter 6.7). For the runtimes
reported, we exclude the frontend drawing time for each visualization given that it is constant and
highly dependent on the chosen visualization library and frontend.

Conditions: Our experiment measures the time it takes to execute every cell in the notebook

across five different conditions:
• no-opt: Baseline condition with no optimization applied, representing a naive implementation

of Lux where the results are explicitly computed at the end of every cell involving a reference
to the dataframe. This condition is akin to the naive implementation in most visualization
recommendation systems, where the results are updated whenever the dataset is operated on.

• wflow: Condition with the wflow optimization applied.
• wflow + prune: Condition with wflow and prune applied.
• all-opt: Condition with wflow, prune, and stream applied, representing the best achievable

performance within Lux.
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• pandas: Condition with only pandas and without using Lux, representing the raw performance
of dataframe workflows without the benefits of always-on visualizations.

Overall workflow performance (RQ1)

To evaluate the overall performance of Lux with a dataframe-based workflow, we measured the
runtime for executing an example notebook involving pandas.

Workload: The workload is based on publicly available notebooks on Kaggle for Airbnb and

Communities. These notebooks follow a typical exploratory analysis of a dataframe that includes
loading, transformation, cleaning, computing statistics, and machine learning. We modified these
notebooks to print out dataframes and series at various points in the notebook akin to what a
user would typically do for validating the results of operations. In addition, we label each cell
in the notebook as either a print of a dataframe, print of a series, or neither (i.e., any non-Lux
Python command) to separately measure the runtime for different cell types. Table 6.2 shows
the breakdown of the two notebook workloads by different cell types. We define overhead as the
difference in runtime between the all-opt and pandas condition, i.e., the additional time required
to support always-on visualizations via Lux.

Airbnb Communities
N overhead [s] N overhead [s] Distr.

Print df 14 21.18 14 1.41

Print Series 7 0.61 4 0.07

Non-Lux 17 0 25 0

Table 6.2: Table reports the number of cells for each type (N), the additional time incurred
on top of pandas for 10M Airbnb and 100k Communities (overhead), and the relative shape
of the runtime distribution similar to Figure 6.11,6.10, (Distr.).

Overall runtime: To understand the overall performance of Lux on dataframes with varying

sizes, we varied the dataframe size from 10k to 10M rows. Figure 6.11 displays the overall runtime
averaged over all cells in the notebook. We find that the best achievable performance with Lux
led to significant speedup with up to 11X improvement in overall runtime for the Airbnb dataset
(and up to 345X for Communities) compared to the no-optimization baseline.

Printing Dataframes and Series: We measure the performance of each cell that prints a

dataframe or series to understand the overheads associated with Lux. Figure 6.10 shows the
average time it takes for printing a dataframe for Airbnb and Communities. In particular, the
overhead of Lux for each print can be determined by comparing against the cost for a print in
pandas. When the dataframe contains fewer than 1M rows for Airbnb, each print incurs no more
than 2 seconds in addition to pandas (in the 10M case, each print incurred an overhead of 21
seconds). For Communities, the overhead was no more than 1.5 seconds.
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Figure 6.10: Average time for printing a single dataframe for different dataframe size and
conditions.
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Figure 6.11: Average runtime of a notebook cell across the workload for different dataframe
size and conditions.
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As shown in the sparkline visualization in Table 6.2 row 2, the performance for printing series
follows the same pattern as that of the dataframe. However, since series only involves a single
column, it effectively avoids the costly procedure of traversing through a large search space. The
overhead on top of pandas is no more than 1 second for each series print even on the largest
datasets.

Non-Lux operations: Across all conditions except the baseline, the runtime for non-Lux opera-

tions (Table 6.2 row 3) is the same—demonstrating how Lux incurs zero overhead on any Python
operations in a notebook session. When compared against the baseline, Lux is over 100X faster
for 100k Airbnb and over 650X faster for 10M Communities. The performance improvement
for non-Lux operations demonstrates how wflow’s lazy evaluation strategy avoids unnecessary
computation.

Effect of dataframe width (RQ2)

We investigate how the performance of Lux varies depending on the number of columns in the
dataframe. To understand the effect of the width of a dataframe (w), we measure the processing
time for a single dataframe print (after the metadata has already been precomputed). Given
the dependence of actions on data types, we leverage a synthetic dataset to vary the number of
columns in the dataframe, while fixing the proportion of data types. The simulated dataframe
contains 100k rows with 78% quantitative columns, 20% nominal columns, and 2% as temporal.
Across the quantitative columns, half of the columns are integers, while the other half are floats.
For the nominal columns, we generate columns of strings with varying cardinalities chosen based
on a geometric series between 1 to 10000.

Figure 6.12 left shows the runtime for different dataframe widths5. We note that the blue no-opt
curve (power=2.53) scales exponentially with the number of columns. By applying the prune and
stream optimizations (red), Lux effectively lowers the cost of printing a dataframe by bringing
the runtime closer to linear (power=1.07).

Effect on recommendation accuracy (RQ3)

To understand how the approximation-based prune condition affects the recommended results, we
experimented with different fractional sizes of the dataframe to be used in the sample and its effect
on the recommendation ranking. We compared the list of recommendations generated with and
without the optimization applied. We computed Recall@15 of the top k results against the ground
truth rankings. We chose recall, instead of other rank position-dependent measures, because the
top-k visualizations are computed exactly and re-ranked after selection, so the metric only needs
to capture how accurately the top-k visualizations are retrieved.

The recall curves in Figure 6.12 right shows that for most actions 10% (5k rows) is required in
the sample for achieving over 90% accuracy. For the 100k Airbnb dataset, the sample requirement
is around 20-40% (i.e., 20-40k rows). As a result, we chose the sampling cap in our experiment
to be 30k rows to reach an average of 90.5% on Airbnb dataset and near perfect (≥ 95%) on

5We note that the no-opt condition is the same as wflow in this case since we are only measuring a
single print dataframe cell.
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Figure 6.12: Left: Time spent for a single dataframe print varying the number of columns in
a synthetic dataframe. Right: Recall curve for different actions varying fractional samples
of rows in the 50k Communities dataset.

Communities. Compared to other actions, since Filter (light green in Figure 6.12 right) enumerates
over data subsets, it requires more samples to ensure enough data points per stratum to achieve
the same accuracy.

6.8 Assessments with Users

To evaluate the effectiveness of Lux in typical data science workflows, we performed two usability
studies: a controlled study with new users and a field study with existing users of Lux.

First-use Controlled Study

We performed a study to understand participants’ initial impressions of Lux and whether they
are able to use Lux effectively in a controlled setting. This study was performed remotely from
October to November 2020 using lux-api 0.2.0. This study was part of a 90-minute interactive
session where participants were first introduced to the basics of Lux and guided through a set of
hands-on exercises on how to use Lux. The study was conducted with two focus groups: the first
was a bootcamp for industry data practitioners (N=20) and the second was an online lecture for
students in a graduate-level data visualization course (N=15). Both groups engaged in the same set
of instructions and tasks. The instructions and tasks were made available to participants via a web
link to a live Jupyter notebook. Participants were led through three notebooks in sequence. Each
notebook contained examples and exercises covering the key concepts in Lux using three datasets
(College [217], Happy Planet Index [72], and Olympics [1]). Interactions on the Lux widget and
actions performed on the notebook were logged via a custom extension [162]. The session concluded
with a short survey documenting participants’ experience. Due to the remote and unsupervised
study setting, not all participants submitted survey responses or performed notebook operations
that were logged.
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Study Findings. We collected 16 survey responses (6 from bootcamp, 10 from lecture). The

results were thematically coded and classified by one of the authors. In response to background
questions regarding the existing exploration workflows of the participants, their concerns echoed the
pain points that Lux aims to address, including difficulty in determining the “right” visualization
to plot (5/16), modifying and iterating on visualizations (4/16), and determining where to begin an
analysis (4/16). When asked to comment on aspects of Lux that they liked, 9/16 participants cited
how the ability to print and visualize dataframes was the most useful. Participants also noted how
the integration of Lux with their data science workflow was seamless and intuitive. When asked to
comment on aspects of Lux that they found challenging, 8/16 participants described unfamiliarity
and the learning curve associated with the intent syntax. When asked about what they would like
to see most in future versions, participants were most interested in improving Lux’s latency on
large datasets (12/16)6, followed by support for a wider and more useful set of recommendations
(8/16) and making the intent language more customizable (7/16). At the end of the survey, 13/16
participants signed up for follow-ups and expressed interest in continuing to use Lux.

To evaluate whether participants were able to accomplish controlled tasks with Lux, we col-
lected 23 unique logs of the participants’ interaction with the notebooks. We qualitatively graded
how well participants performed across the three exercises. The task success rate for the three ex-
ercises was 68% (for composing an intent indicating multiple views), 87% (for specifying a desired
Vis), and 71% (for creating a VisList). By inspecting the trace of attempts, on average partici-
pants were able to obtain the first successful answer within their first five tries. Participants’ most
common mistakes involved confusion around the syntax for specifying multiple visualizations via
union. Finally, participants were encouraged to try out one of the provided datasets for open-ended
exploration. While participants successfully used Lux to print and visualize their dataframes, due
to the setting and time constraints, their interactions with Lux were brief. The limited insight into
how users performs open-ended exploration with Lux motivated the need for the following study.

Field Study Interviews

To understand how Lux is used in real-world analytical workflows, from December 2020 to January
2021, we conducted semi-structured interviews with participants who used Lux in their data science
work. We interviewed two industry data scientists in an insurance (P1) and retail company (P3),
and a researcher in education (P2). Given that participants had extended exposure to Lux, our
questions largely focused on understanding how Lux fits into their existing workflows. Before the
interviews, participants used Lux over the span of 1-2 months in their professional data science
work. Their usage frequency varied: P1 used Lux daily, P2 used Lux once every one or two weeks,
P3 used Lux around ten times in total. Unlike the first-use study where participants were led
through instructions dedicated to how to create Vis and VisList, field study participants learned
how to use Lux on their own through tutorials and documentation on our website. We performed
a walk-through of real-world notebooks in which participants had used Lux.

6We note that the study was performed using the latest version of Lux at that point, which did not
include many of the scalability improvements described earlier (wflow was included, but not stream and
prune).
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To what extent do you find the following functionalities in Lux useful? P1 P2 P3

Printing dataframe and inspecting recommended visualizations Very useful Very useful Extremely Useful
Expressing analysis intent to steer recommendations Extremely Useful Extremely Useful Very useful
Specifying visualization of interest via Vis Moderately useful N/A (Did not use) Very useful
Specifying collections of visualizations of interest via VisList Very useful N/A (Did not use) Very useful
Exporting selected visualizations from Jupyter widget Very useful Extremely Useful N/A (Did not use)

Lux makes it easier to ... P1 P2 P3

Visualize my data across different stages in the data science workflow Agree Strongly agree Agree
Plot a single visualization that I have in mind Strongly agree Strongly agree Strongly agree
Identify what aspects of data I should visualize Strongly agree Agree Agree
Determine what to do next in my exploration Agree Somewhat agree Neutral

Table 6.3: Table of Likert scale ratings across the three field study participants.

Study Findings. All three participants expressed that understanding their data was a challenge

during exploration. In fact, two of the participants have developed their own homegrown solutions
for past projects (echoing findings from Alspaugh et al. [5]), ranging from for loops across matplotlib

charts in notebooks to VBA scripts that generate plots in Excel. In their existing workflows, P1
and P2 visualized their data programmatically via matplotlib, while P3 largely on Tableau’s GUI
for creating visualizations.

On dataframe visualizations: All three participants expressed that they appreciated how the au-
tomatic visualizations provided by Lux afforded them quick insight into their dataframes without
the need for code. P2 typically examines over 100 columns of data as part of an educational course
survey, and stated that Lux sped up the amount of time for EDA by at least two-fold: “ it really
helps speed up my exploratory analysis. If not, it will take me forever to go through these many
variables.” When asked about the scenarios for which they would toggle to the Lux view versus
the default pandas table, most participants preferred seeing the Lux view for the purposes of EDA.
Participants described how they only use the pandas table to quickly check if “the data looks okay”
(P1) and rarely toggle back to it unless they observe anomalous trends in the visualizations. During
the study, P2 adopted a workflow where they sampled a single row to display the pandas table in
one notebook cell, then printed the Lux view in the cell below to check that the data falls in the
expected ranges as displayed in the visualizations.

On dataframe intents: Participants indicated that the concept of intent was an intuitive way for
steering the course of their analysis. P1 and P2 leveraged intent as a way of systematically exploring
groups of variables they were interested in. To investigate their research questions, P2 listed groups
of independent and dependent variables as their intent to explore each group one at a time. P1 and
P3 used intent as a way of exploring predictive variables of interest, such as whether a customer
purchased accessories alongside their orders, to help inform feature engineering for downstream
machine learning. However, challenges in specification sometimes prevented them from making use
of intent fully. In particular, P2 and P3 were both interested in exploring alternative data subsets
for an attribute of interest (a query that is expressible in Lux’s intent language); however, they
were unaware that they could specify filter intent with wildcards. Improving the API for intent
specification remains an important direction for future work.

On custom actions: Participants noted how the default Lux actions largely covered the basic sets
of analyses that they would typically perform on their own. While most participants were unaware
that Lux supported the ability to create custom actions, during various points in the interview,
they described additional actions that they would find useful. For example, P3 described how they
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wanted to create a custom action that lists the top ten dataframe columns with the most influence
over a desired predictive variable. Other participants described actions that are similar to the
default Lux actions, but with a different ranking. For example, P2 was interested in categorical
variables that involved bar charts that looked very even, since that means that it has a closer-to-
equal likelihood of being in either categories, so the trend is potentially interesting.

On user-specified views: Somewhat surprisingly, while Vis and VisList were highly favored in the
first-use study, they were rarely brought up in the field study interviews. Possible explanations
for their limited use include the unfamiliarity with these concepts and their usage of Lux in
conjunction with other visualization tools. All participants used an existing visualization tool
(matplolib or Tableau) while exploring their data with Lux. As a result, they simply defaulted
to their familiar tools for specific visualizations when they knew exactly what to plot. To fully
leverage Vis and VisList in their work, participants often asked for ways to extend or customize
the visualization type for a user-specified view. For example, P3 explained how market share data
was best visualized as a top-k pie chart, while P2 was interested in examining overlaid histogram
distribution of different measures for binary variables, such as whether or not a course was open-
ended. These findings indicate that increased flexibility in the intent language could afford the
familiar visualization capabilities for users when creating specified views.

Usage of Lux in data science workflows: All three participants described using Lux explicitly in
the exploration stage after data loading and cleaning, but before advanced analysis or modeling.
P1 and P2 used Lux in conjunction with custom matplotlib code that they repurposed for their
analysis. When asked why participants did not print the dataframe for visualizations during the
data transformation and cleaning phase, P1 and P3 answered that since the dataframe prints
resulted in a few seconds of latency, they were hesitant to do it until they were ready to “chuck in
[their] data and get the charts out” (P3). Participants also described how Lux needed to be more
robust in visualizing dirty or ill-formatted data.

Post-interview survey results: Table 6.3 details participants’ Likert scale ratings of the functionali-
ties and benefits of Lux. Participants found the use of intent and the ability to print and visualize
dataframes to be the most useful features. Participants reported that they either did not make use
of Vis, VisList, and export functionalities or found them to be less useful. Participants described
how Lux made it easier to plot a single visualization that they had in mind, identify aspects of data
they should visualize, perform visualization across different stages of the data science workflow, and
determine what to do next. The average System Usability Scale (SUS) [28] score across participants
is 70/100. All three participants were interested in continuing to use Lux in their data science work.
Limitations and future work: The discrepancy between the usage of views in the first-use and field

study indicates that even though Vis and VisList are could be learned with a focused tutorial
and exercise, they are not as discoverable and easy-to-use as the dataframe visualizations. Despite
the enthusiasm around Lux, we find participants still attached to their existing visualization tool
for this functionality. They shared concerns around customizability and the inability to express
their desired visualizations in Lux, pointing to the need for improving the flexibility of the intent
language. Given that our participants often work with data in commercial cloud data warehouses,
it is not only important for Lux to speed up processing for recommendations, but also account for
data that doesn’t fit in memory in the future.
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6.9 Conclusion

Building on lessons learned from our foray into designing various visual exploration assistants, this
chapter describes Lux, a general-purpose, mixed-modality visual exploration assistant that provides
always-on visualizations for dataframes within a computational notebook. Lux is a lightweight
wrapper around dataframes that reduces the barrier of visualizing data and guides users in the
process of determining next steps for analysis. To support automated visualizations, dataframes
can be enriched with information directly or indirectly from the user, such as the user’s intent
and history, as well as the dataframe’s structural information and metadata. We introduce a
high-level query language for specifying a user’s analysis interest, for experimenting with quick
visualizations on-demand, and for working with large collections of visualizations. We develop
and evaluate effective optimization strategies that intelligently cache and maintain metadata and
recommendations. Lux’s initial adoption and success points to the potential for general-purpose,
mixed-modality visual exploration assistants for accelerating insight exploration and discovery.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

This dissertation investigates the design space of mixed-initiative assistants for visual data explo-
ration. We developed research prototypes and systems to study how visual exploration assistants
aid analysts to visualize and explore their data more effectively. In this chapter, we summarize the
key findings of this thesis and outline future directions for visual exploration assistants.

7.1 Summary of Findings

We revisit the overview of the thesis as illustrated in Table 2.1 from Section 2.3 in Chapter 2 to
summarize our findings (shown here as Table 7.1). Our findings largely correspond to our design
space exploration across the two dimensions (labelled 1 - 2 in Table 7.1) and our success with Lux
as a general-purpose, mixed-modality visual exploration assistant ( 3 ).

1 Analytical Task Supported 2 Interface Modality
Vispilot (Chapter 3) Bar Chart Comparison GUI
Zenvisage (Chapter 4) Line Chart Search GUI
Frontier (Chapter 5) General-Purpose GUI
3 Lux (Chapter 6) General-Purpose Mixed GUI/code

Table 7.1: Organization of the design space of visual exploration assistants explored in this
dissertation, based on the type of analytical task supported and interface modality.

Finding 1 : Visual exploration assistants help analysts perform visual data
exploration more effectively across different analysis tasks.

In this dissertation, we presented both single and general-purpose visual exploration assistants
that help analysts across different analysis tasks, from accelerating drill-down analysis and pattern
search to suggesting a set of potential next steps for exploration.

In Chapter 3, VisPilot guides analysts towards informative and interesting subsets of the
data to overcome the challenges of bar chart comparisons during drill-down analysis. Our evalua-
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tion study shows that VisPilot helps analysts discover interesting visualizations, predict related
visualizations, and rank the importance of attributes across the whole dataset.

In Chapter 4, Zenvisage++ helps analysts accelerate line chart pattern search to avoid the
painstaking process of manually browsing through a considerable number of visualizations one at
a time. Zenvisage++ support a core set of visual querying capabilities to help analysts answer
common questions that arise during line chart exploration, including “what patterns look similar
to my selected pattern?” and “what are the most common patterns in my dataset?”.

While Zenvisage++ and VisPilot help analysts accelerate a single class of visual exploration
tasks, real-world inquiries often consist of a diverse range of analytical tasks, each requiring different
types of visualization recommendations and guidance. Chapter 5 explores how recommendation
categories supporting different analytical tasks can be integrated within a general-purpose visual
exploration assistant. In Chapter 6, Lux leverages an always-on visualization framework to provide
general-purpose visual exploration assistance in a computational notebook. Lux offers natural and
intuitive ways of looking at the dataframe beyond the tabular view, thereby reducing the barrier
of writing code to visualize and explore data.

Finding 2 : Visual exploration assistants can be situated across different
interface modalities, including GUI-based, programmatic, or mixed, to
facilitate a seamless workflow.

One of the novel contributions of this dissertation is considering not only what types of recom-
mendations to suggest, but also how visual exploration assistants fit into the analyst’s workflow.
Workflow considerations are crucial, especially for the purpose of tool adoption, but as we saw in
Chapter 4, they are often one of the most overlooked aspects in the design of visual exploration
assistants.

Most existing visual exploration assistants we surveyed in Chapter 5.2 exist in GUI-based
interfaces that are siloed from other tasks that an analyst may perform, such as data cleaning or
model building. The cost of having to context-switch between different interfaces and modalities
presents a barrier to exploration. Likewise, the systems described in Chapter 3-5 all operated on
small, relatively clean datasets in a single CSV file with a relatively simple schema. From a tool
adoption perspective, this means that there is often only a narrow set of scenarios where these tools
are applicable. As a result, these GUI-based visual exploration assistants were limited in that they
can only provide surface-level overviews of the datasets at the exploratory stages, but rarely lead
to deep understanding of data or unexpected insights.

To address this challenge, one naive solution is simply to add all possible functionalities that
a user may be interested in within a single GUI-based visual exploration assistant. We attempted
this effort by adding interactive filtering, class creation, and smoothing capabilities alongside the
core visual querying capabilities in Zenvisage++, but quickly realized that this effort was not
sustainable due to the diversity of tasks and tools that analysts used in their workflow. Rather than
trying to build a monolithic, feature-rich tool, we opted for a design that was as lightweight and
minimal as possible when designing Lux, so that visual exploration can be seamless, transparent,
and familiar to users. While Lux is one of the first visual exploration assistants designed to fit into a
programmatic workflow, it also supports a GUI and interactions for working with the recommended
visualizations. The seamless and fluid transition between GUI-based and programmatic workflows
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in Lux demonstrates how there are indeed benefits for mixed-modality visual exploration assistants.
Future work that integrates visual exploration assistants with other interface modalities (such as
natural language) must carefully consider how the workflows afforded by these modalities fit in
with the specific capabilities of the visual exploration assistant.

Finding 3 : Flexibility across both task types and modalities in visual
exploration assistants reduces workflow friction and encourages exploration.

As we have seen in this dissertation, both task type and modality are important design consider-
ations for visual exploration assistants. Our experience working with real-world analysts revealed
how removing friction in the analysis workflow is not just a quality-of-life improvement on top
of an analyst’s existing workflow, but often determines the degree to which an analyst explores
their data. In our Zenvisage++ study, analysts described how they often have to switch between
parameter specification, code execution, and visualization comparisons. Their segmented workflow
made them more hesitant to visualize the results and experiment with different parameters. On
the other hand, Zenvisage++ supported multiple sensemaking processes in a single interactive
window, empowering analysts to significantly speed up their collaborative analysis process by in-
teractively adjusting parameters and visually query on the fly. Likewise, in our Frontier study,
manual specification appeared to be overwhelming or even daunting to participants with limited
visualization experience. Analysts opted for the low-effort recommendation alternative to proceed
with their analysis, leading them to insights that they would not have otherwise know to look for
on their own.

Lux distills and improves upon the lessons we learned from our experience in building VisPi-
lot, Zenvisage++, and Frontier. In particular, Lux is the first visual exploration assistant
that is both general-purpose and mixed modality. Lux’s success can be attributed to these design
characteristics: it not only supports a diverse range of analytical tasks through the different types of
recommendations, but also encourages expressive interactions through graphical and programmatic
means. Given the success in adoption of Lux, we have learned that when designed appropriately,
visual exploration assistants remove the friction in exploration and inspire new directions of investi-
gation. Moreover, visual exploration assistants encourage analysts to rapidly experiment with large
numbers of hypotheses interactively — a crucial step in the agile, creative process of discovering
actionable insights.

7.2 Future Research Directions

Scalable Optimizations for Interactive Feedback

One of the challenges for visualization recommendations systems is the high computational cost
associated with searching over a large search space of possible visualizations [221, 220, 39]. To
ensure interactive feedback, we explored existing techniques from OLAP and approximate query
processing in Chapter 6 to provide always-on visualizations for Lux. Optimizations employed by
Lux merely scratch the surface of those we envision would be necessary for truly scalable visual
exploration assistants.
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Given that visual exploration assistants aim to address the problem of information overload by
prioritizing important insights to display to users, the search component of the problem makes them
more amenable to optimizations compared to standard query processing for a single visualization.
For example, most recommendation categories employ a local ranking objective that involves scoring
visualizations one at a time. Instead, data processing for all of the candidate visualizations can
be performed in parallel. Likewise, given that visual exploration assistants often display only the
top-k results to analysts, a scalable visual exploration assistant can prune the visualization search
space before spending expensive compute cycles on visualizations that will not be shown. For
approximate processing-based optimizations, future studies on the effects of these optimizations on
the usefulness of suggested results are required.

Across recommendation categories, there are often overlapping parts of the search space that
could benefit from materialization and reuse-based optimizations. For instance, when computing
the deviation between the overall and filtered visualization in the Filter action (following the
taxonomy in Section 5.2 in Chapter 5), the data corresponding to the overall visualization could be
cached and reused. Moreover, for expensive filters, each column of data only needs to be fetched
once to compose all the pairwise scatterplots in Correlation, and subsequently reused to compute
aggregate visualizations for Distribution and Occurrence. These materialization techniques can be
trivially applied to workflows where the data is not changing significantly, e.g., in Frontier’s case.
In scenarios where the data might be evolving constantly, there are optimization strategies that
could partially recompute or cache parts of the precomputed data or metadata. For example, in the
dataframe workflow described in Chapter 6, Lux could track the history of dataframe commands
and identify read-only dataframe commands where the expensive recomputation of the metadata
and recommendations is not required. Moreover, commands like df.describe() or df.info() generate
an intermediate output dataframe that is rarely operated on again, so the results of the underlying
dataframe can be cached and maintained. Even for simple update commands (e.g., when a column
is dropped from a dataframe), there is opportunity to partially update previously recommended
results by making slight modifications to the resulting metadata and recommendations (e.g., remove
results involving the dropped column), instead of having to recompute everything from scratch.

Context-aware visual exploration assistants

Most programming and query languages require analysts to manually specify a series of opera-
tional steps or problem specifications that address their desired need. On the other hand, visual
exploration assistants offer analysts the ability to specify vague, underspecified questions at a high
level, as demonstrated with the intent language in Chapter 6. However, due to limitations in the
expressiveness of existing specification languages, current visual exploration assistants tend to only
support a narrow subset of these analytical inquiries; as a result, there is a range of possible in-
tents that is not currently covered by these languages. In particular, one relatively underexplored
direction is leveraging user’s existing analytical context to inform and discover useful and relevant
insights.

Analytical context captures the analyst’s current state of data exploration. It is a generaliza-
tion of user intent that not only includes the intent explicitly specified by the user, but also any
contextual information implicitly inferred by the system. For example, task-level information can
be embedded into the analytical context to inform visual exploration assistants how to appropri-
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ately select relevant insights that align with the user’s current state of data exploration. The visual
exploration assistant can infer, based on a sequence of past operations, that an analyst may be
interested in looking for specific outliers or anomalies to clean data, instead of generally browsing
through distributions across the dataset.

Implicit, context-aware visual exploration assistants are especially important in analysis work-
flows where the analysis goals and tasks are highly exploratory and continuously evolving, such
as when working with dataframes in computational notebooks or for conversational data analy-
sis [123]. By developing a mechanism to capture the continuously changing context available, the
visual exploration assistants can deliver a rich data exploration experience that is constantly up-
to-date with the analyst’s current state of data exploration, and surface insights relevant to the
current context. While Section 6.4 in Chapter 6 outlines a limited use case for leveraging dataframe
history for recommendations, many research challenges remain. First, the system designer must
determine what aspect of the context to record, and the appropriate level of granularity to capture.
For instance, if the context is too coarse-grained (e.g., the system detects that user is interested in
getting an overview of the data), the context is not informative and does not provide much steering
power for the visual exploration assistant. However, if the context is too fine-grained (e.g., the
system detects that user just invoked the dropna command and determines all future data cleaning
commands should be prioritized), the visual exploration assistant may appear to be too prescriptive
since the low-level information does not fully capture the user’s high-level goals.

A context-aware visual exploration assistant must also extract relevant context in a way that
is interpretable to the user and explain how the context led to the recommended results (e.g., you
might be interested in these outliers since you have performed these data cleaning operations).
Given that any heuristics for inferring implicit intent could lead to false positives, the visual explo-
ration assistant should surface the inferred context to the user and enable users to easily modify
or correct any misinterpreted context.

Designing visual exploration assistants for real-world adoption

As described in Section 1.2 in Chapter 1, one of the central themes in this dissertation is our care-
ful selection of research methodology with our research questions around how visual exploration
assistants can be put into practice. By developing and evaluating visual exploration assistants to
support real data analysis workflows across different areas of the design space, this dissertation
serves as a roadmap for broader adoption of visual exploration assistants. From these experiences,
we advocate that designers of visual exploration assistants should be aware of end-user consider-
ations for adopting these tools in their existing workflows, such as the need for flexible ways to
operate on the data.

There remain several research challenges around the adoption of visual exploration assistants
around its design and evaluation. For instance, how do visual exploration assistants fit into dif-
ferent analyst personae and use cases? One axis of consideration is the role of expertise: in this
dissertation, we saw how visual exploration assistants could benefit both non-programmer analysts
and data scientists with substantial programming expertise. Could visual exploration assistants
offer explanation or guidance to educate novices with limited data analysis or statistical knowledge
to further democratize data exploration? When automated insights are presented to users in a way
that is not appropriately contextualized or explained, there is danger for potential misinterpreta-
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tion. (Chapter 3 describes one such fallacy.) How do real-world analysts make sense of the results
provided by visual exploration assistants? How can visual exploration assistants help analysts val-
idate and contextualize suggested results to prevent p-hacking [173, 35] and combat the problem
of multiple comparisons [249]?

Another axis of consideration is how analyst’s downstream goals of exploration impact the
design of visual exploration assistants. We have seen how visual exploration assistants can help
with creating a report or dashboard of insights and inform data cleaning or modeling decisions.
Beyond exploratory use cases, could visual exploration assistants be used to support time-sensitive
or mission-critical decisions in production settings? How can visual exploration assistants scalably
support domain-specific suggestions that tailor to the specific needs of analysts in a particular
domain? How do visual exploration assistants integrate with familiar, existing tools in the analyst’s
toolbox, such as spreadsheets and BI tools? Future studies that monitor the long-term deployment
of visual exploration assistants across different user personae and use cases can shed light on these
important questions around adoption.

In addition to investigating how visual exploration assistants can be useful to analysts, as system
designers, it is equally important to ask the question: where do visual exploration assistants not
work? For instance, while visual exploration assistants are well-suited for exploratory use cases,
they are less well-suited for fine-grained presentational purposes, such as developing the powerful
and expressive interactive visualizations that could be generated using D3 [25]. Visual exploration
assistants also offer fewer adjustable settings and configurations compared to established BI tools
such as Tableau. By identifying key strengths and weaknesses of visual exploration assistants,
system designers can narrow down the design space and focus their efforts on integration with
other tools that may provide complementary functionalities.

7.3 Final Remarks

As data becomes more central in the way that people make sense of the world and make decisions,
we envision a future where anyone who wishes to understand and explore their data can do so with
the help of visual exploration assistants. Visual exploration assistants empower analysts by helping
them focus on leveraging their domain expertise and knowledge to ask better questions about their
data, while hiding away the low-level operational details associated with visual data exploration.
This dissertation demonstrates that visual exploration assistants can support analysts to discover
valuable insights across different types of analytical tasks and modalities. In particular, mixed-
initiative visual exploration assistants establish a productive collaboration between the human
analyst and the assistant. With careful design and engineering, an intelligent visual exploration
assistant should anticipate user intent, proactively seek opportunities to accelerate users towards
insights, and offer feedback and guidance based on a user’s analytical needs. Looking forward,
future visual exploration assistants serve as an accessible means to guide, educate, and democratize
the process of deriving value from data — bridging the gap between domain experts and data
insights.
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